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Introduction

In tro d u ctio n
Procedural learn ing  refers to the  learn ing  and  im provem ent of skills th ro u g h  
practice or repetition , such tha t skills can be perform ed autom atically 
w ithou t a tten tion  or conscious though t (Shumway-Cook & W oollacott, 2007). 
It is the process of acquiring know ledge of ru les or procedures (know ing 
how) to perform  skills (W illingham , Salidis & Gabrieli, 2002) and  can be 
contrasted  w ith  the declarative learn ing  of facts or events (Cohen & Squire, 
1980). O ur ability  to function  in  daily  life depends on know ing  how  to do 
th ings, rang ing  from  sim ple skills such as w alk ing  and picking up a pencil 
to m ore complex skills such as using  a m icrow ave oven or mobile phone 
(Knowlton & Moody, 2008). N ew  telephones, hom e appliances, and  other 
gadgets, such as w alking aids, tha t support independence in  daily  life are 
continuously being developed, w hich m eans people have to learn  new  skills, 
or re-learn  old ones, th roughou t life, up to a very old age. Even people 
suffering from  age-related cognitive decline or disease, such as dem entia, 
w ill have to learn  to hand le  new  or m odified  versions of appliances if they 
w ant to continue to live independently . The stud ies described in  th is  thesis 
aim  to establish  w hether cognitively im paired  patien ts are able to learn  skills 
im plicitly and how  these skills can best be tra in ed  in  patien ts w ith  dem entia.
Processes
From  a neuropsychological po in t of view, skills like w alk ing  w ith  a w alk ing  
aid and using  a m icrow ave oven or m obile phone involve a varie ty  of 
cognitive processes: executive function ing  (taking initiative, p lanning , 
goal-d irected  behaviour, evaluation), memory, and  a tten tional processes. But 
they  also involve m otor processes. The learn ing  of these perceptuo-m otor 
skills involves m ore th an  m erely gain ing  new  m ovem ent patterns, as in  
sports, and  is generally  defined  as the acquisition, by m eans of practice, of 
the capability for p roducing skilled actions, leading to relatively perm anent 
changes in  th is capability (Schmidt & W risberg, 2000).
The learning of complex m otor skills can be subdivided into four processes 
(W illingham, 1998, 1999). (1) The strategic process of learning to select new  or 
m ore effective environm ental goals (e.g. picking up a mobile phone); (2) a per- 
ceptual-m otor integration process that is directed at learning new  relationships 
betw een environm ental stim uli and m otor responses (e.g. the use of the 
bu ttons of the m enu on the mobile phone); (3) a sequencing process that is 
directed at learning the order of the  sub-m ovem ents of an  act (e.g. the 
m ovem ents of tu rn in g  on the phone and dialling a number); and  (4) a dynam ic 
process that is based on learning representations of muscle activation patterns
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that translate the spatial targets into appropriate muscle com m ands. The 
strategic process is closely related to executive functions. They bo th  refer to 
the  processes that support the conscious p lanning  of movements.
Learning occurs w hen one or m ore of these processes are adapted  to a 
particu la r task, im proving the efficiency of its perform ance (W illingham , 
1998). This adaptation , w ith  the exception of the strategic process, can come 
about in  a conscious or an  unconscious m anner (W illingham , 1998). The 
trad itional view  of p rocedural learn ing  (Fitts & Posner, 1967) states that 
ind iv iduals pass th ro u g h  th ree  stages in  the acquisition of m otor skills. The 
first com prises the cognitive stage, in  w hich the focus is on u n derstand ing  
the  task  and  developing strategies to perform  it. The second stage is the 
associative stage, in  w hich the learner has selected the best strategy and  now 
begins to refine the skill. Here, cognitive aspects are less im portan t. A nd 
finally, there  is the  autonom ous stage, w here the skill becom es autom atic, 
requ iring  a low degree of cognitive control. In th is  view, p rocedural learn ing  
always starts  w ith  explicit learning. In contrast, W illingham  and  Goedert- 
E schm ann (1999) argued  that, d u ring  procedural tra in ing , im plicit and 
explicit learn ing  occur in  parallel: bo th  im plicit and  explicit tra in ing  
approaches in  isolation lead to b o th  im plicit and  explicit know ledge. This 
im plies tha t p rocedural learn ing  arises from  explicit tra in in g  as w ell as from  
im plicit tra in ing . Functional neuro im aging  of the  bra in  confirm s that 
unconscious procedural learn ing  occurs d u ring  the perform ance of im plicit 
tasks as w ell as explicit or declarative tasks (W illingham  et al., 2002). It is 
im portan t to keep the d istinction  betw een  (implicit or explicit) tasks and 
(im plicit/explicit) processes in  m ind. In  explicit tasks, partic ipan ts are aware 
tha t facts or procedures have to be learned. In  im plicit tasks, the  partic ipan ts 
are not aw are of the to-be-learned m aterial. The d istinc tion  betw een  im plicit/ 
explicit processes concerns the m em ory system  involved in  the task  (Keisler & 
W illingham  2007).
Spatial processes are involved in  procedural learning. Spatial w orking 
m em ory is involved d u ring  the early stages of m otor learn ing  (Anguera, 
Reuter-Lorenz, W illingham  & Seidler, 2010). In  the  sequential learn ing  of 
actions, sequences of actions and  response locations can be learned 
sim ultaneously, w hich suggests tha t parallel represen tations (motor and 
spatial) are involved in  the im plicit acquisition of a m otor skill (W itt & 
W illingham , 2006; Robertson, 2007). H ikosaka and colleagues (1999) proposed 
that different neural networks subserve the learning of sequential procedures, 
and  m ade a d istinc tion  betw een  a v isual loop tha t relies on v isual coordinates 
and  a m otor loop tha t depends on m otor coordinates, suggesting tha t these 
loops "learn" a sequence in  parallel.
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Experimental tasks
Several w idely used  parad igm s are available to study  p rocedural learn ing  in  
an  experim ental setting. The Serial Reaction Time Task (SRTT) developed by 
N issen and Bullem er (1987) is one of the m ost w idely used  tasks to study  
im plicit m otor sequence learning. In  the SRTT, partic ipan ts are p resen ted  
w ith  successive v isual stim uli tha t appear at d ifferent locations on a screen, 
to w hich they  are asked to respond  by pressing spatially  corresponding keys 
(see Fig. 1). Initially, the stim uli are p resen ted  in  a random  order, bu t at some 
poin t in  tim e, and  un k n o w n  to the partic ipants, they are repeated ly  p resen ted  
in  a fixed sequence. In the  stan d ard  procedure, after several fixed-sequence 
blocks, in  w hich the sequence can be learned  implicitly, the fixed sequence 
block sw itches to a random  stim ulus order, to test w hether sequence learn ing  
has occurred  in  the  p receding  tria l blocks. The task  hence en tails the 
identification  and reproduction  of the  associations betw een  the stim uli and 
the requ ired  m otor responses (visuomotor) as well as the recognition  and  
reproduction  of a specific sequential p a tte rn  (W erheid, Ziessler, N attkem per, 
& von Cram on, 2003). A decrease in  reaction  tim e during  the execution of the 
fixed-sequence blocks reflects b o th  visuom otor and  sequence-specific 
learning, w hereas an  increase in  reaction  tim e is typically  observed w hen 
partic ipan ts are requ ired  to sw itch from  the fixed to the random  sequence
Figure 1 Serial Reaction Tim e task.
and  reflects sequence-specific learning. Sequences can be learned  in  the 
order in  w hich the  stim uli appear, e.g. the v isuospatia l representation, or in  
the  order in  w hich the associated m ovem ents are m ade, e.g. the sequence of 
key presses (Keele & C urran , 1995; Robertson, 2007).
The Rotor P u rsu it task  is another extensively used  task  to assess motor 
learning. In th is  task, subjects attem pt to m ain ta in  contact betw een  a 
hand-held  stylus and a sm all m etal disc on a ro tating  tu rn tab le  (see Fig. 2). 
The ro tation  speed can be adjusted  to increase the difficulty  of the  task, and 
m otor learn ing  is assessed as an  increase in  tim e on target across tra in ing  
tria ls  (Knowlton & Moody, 2008). This task  assesses the sequential process; it 
involves learn ing  a sequence of spatial targets (W illingham , 1998).
Figure 2 Rotor Pursu it task  (from peblblog,blogspot.com).
The M irror Tracing task  is also frequently  used, and  in  th is  task  
p artic ipan ts are asked to trace a figure, bu t they can see the  figure, hand, and 
p en  only in  a m irror. A screen prevents partic ipan ts from  seeing them  
directly  (see Fig. 3). This is a percep tual m otor in tegration  learn ing  task; it 
involves learn ing  a new  stim ulus-response m apping  (W illingham , 1998).
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Figure 3 M irror Tracing task  (C/O Lafayette In strum en t Company, Inc).
These tasks involve different elem ents or processes of m otor learning. 
The SRTT closely resem bles learn ing  to ty p e  frequently  used  w ords or 
p ractising  playing ladders on the piano, the actions (key presses) of w hich 
vary  little. Tracing tasks involve learn ing  how  to correctly m anipulate  an 
object (a stylus or pen) via a series of m ovem ents in  different directions, 
w hich is m ore com parable to operating  a com puter m ouse. P u rsu it tasks 
involve learn ing  to follow a sequence of spatial targets, w hich is com parable 
to learn ing  to serve in  tennis.
In daily  life, learn ing  skills such as operating  a m icrow ave or mobile 
phone requ ires bo th  perceptual-m otor in tegration  and  sequencing processes 
in  add ition  to specific know ledge on how  to use the device or apparatus, 
such as how  the m icrow ave door can be opened. Spatial aspects play a m ore 
dom inan t role in  everyday tasks, and  acquisition of these skills usually  
involves the learn ing  of a sequence of different actions (W itt & W illingham , 
2006). However, w ith  existing m otor-learning tasks, perform ed in  a laboratory 
setting , it is not possible to d isen tangle these spatial com ponents. For th is  
reason, we devised  the P attern  Learning Task (PLT), based  on the SRTT 
parad igm , bu t requ iring  the m anipu la tion  of a hand-held  stylus. In the  PLT, 
partic ipan ts need to produce pen-cursor m ovem ents tow ards different 
targets tha t are p resen ted  in  a specific p a tte rn  (see Fig. 4). In  th is  way, spatial 
aspects play an  im portan t role. Because all m ovem ents are tim ed, it is
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possible to analyse individual movement components, such as reaction time, 
movement time, directional errors, and the occurrence and timing of 
corrective movements.
F igure 4 Pattern Learning task.
Procedural learning in patients with cognitive impairments
Neuropsychological studies of different patient groups have provided 
insight into procedural learning. Patients with amnesia, such as patients 
with Korsakoff's syndrome (KS), typically have a normal performance on 
implicit motor-learning tasks such as the SRTT (Nissen & Bullemer, 1987), 
and patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD) are also able to learn this task 
(Knopman, 1991). This supports the assumption that procedural learning on 
the SRTT can be accomplished without declarative or explicit memory, since 
loss of explicit memory is a key feature of both KS (Kopelman, 2002) and AD 
(McKhann et al., 1984).
Studies have shown that patients with Parkinson's disease (PD) and 
Huntington's disease (HD) have an impaired performance on the SSRT 
(Knopman & Nissen, 1991; Ferraro, Balota & Connor, 1993). These patients
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also have an impaired performance on Pursuit Rotor tasks (Heindel et al., 
1989). Basal ganglia damage plays a central role in both PD and HD, and neu­
ropsychological studies have provided evidence that the basal ganglia, in 
addition to the motor cortex and supplementary motor areas, is important in 
procedural learning (Knowlton & Moody, 2008).
Procedural learning and rehabilitation
Nowadays, interest in the management of the consequences of dementia, so 
as to maintain an optimal quality of life, has resulted in the use of cognitive 
rehabilitation approaches in dementia to help optimize patients' overall 
functioning (De Vreese, Neri, Fioravanti, Belloi & Zanetti, 2001; Clare, 2008). 
Guiding principles, such as errorless learning, enhance learning by 
facilitating the functioning of residual episodic memory. Another technique 
that has proved effective in patients with AD is the activation of preserved 
implicit memory; a third approach includes the use of external compensatory 
strategies (De Vreese et al., 2001).
These techniques can be used to set up training programmes for patients 
with cognitive impairments. Theories of motor learning might provide 
insight into relevant aspects of learning that should be considered when 
devising training methods, such as pre-practice variables (like modelling 
and verbal instructions), structuring practice (number and distribution of 
practice trials and feedback about errors), guidance, and mental practice 
(Schmidt, 1988).
Outline of the thesis
The studies described in this thesis aim to answer the questions (1) whether 
cognitively impaired patients are able to learn skills implicitly, and (2) 
whether visuospatial and motor sequence aspects are affected differently in 
patients with different types of cognitive impairment. The second part of the 
thesis addresses other questions, namely, (3) whether preserved implicit 
learning abilities in patients with dementia can be translated into 
rehabilitation methods in this patient group with profound impaired explicit 
learning abilities, and (4) whether principles and training methods from 
research on motor learning, such as learning by observation and guidance, 
can be used during the rehabilitation of these patients. Because patients with 
dementia have profound deficits in abstract reasoning and explicit verbal
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memory, we investigated  aspects tha t do not overly rely on these processes.
This thesis s tarts  w ith  a review  of the  literature  on the ability  of patients 
w ith  AD to learn  or re-learn  m otor skills (Chapter 2). S tudies investigating 
w hether the im plicit m otor-learning capacity of elderly patien ts w ith  AD is 
in tact and  how  intact learn ing  abilities can be used  in  rehabilitation  
p rocedures are review ed and  tw o core variables of m otor learn ing , practice 
and  feedback (Schm idt & W risberg, 2000), are d iscussed  m ore extensively.
Next, the  first and  second research  questions of th is  thesis are addressed: 
w hether cognitively im paired  patien ts are able to learn  skills im plicitly and 
w hether v isuospatia l and  m otor sequencing aspects are affected differently  
in  different g roups of patients. The study  p resen ted  in  C hapter 3 com pared 
the  SRTT and  PLT perform ance of patien ts w ith  AD and patien ts w ith  PD 
w ith  tha t of healthy  controls. A lthough  stud ies w ith  the trad itional SRTT 
have show n tha t the learn ing  ability of patien ts w ith  PD is im paired  (Siegert, 
Taylor, W eatherall & A bernethy, 2006), several stud ies tha t used  m odified 
versions of the SRTT repo rted  tha t im plicit learn ing  w as intact in  these 
patien ts under some task  conditions (H elm uth, M ayer & D aum , 2000; Sm ith 
& McDowall, 2006). As stated  previously, m otor sequence learn ing  is not a 
u n ita ry  process, and the aim  of th is  study  was to investigate w hether patients 
w ith  AD or PD show  different learn ing  abilities on the SRTT and  PLT, and 
w hether a difference in  the relative involvem ent of spatial and  m otor-control 
processes can poten tia lly  explain  differences in  perform ance.
The study described in  Chapter 4 com pared the SRTT and PLT performance 
of patien ts w ith  KS and  healthy  controls. In  patien ts w ith  KS, explicit m em ory 
is d istu rbed , w hereas im plicit m em ory is intact; however, recent research  
suggests that im plicit m em ory is not spared  unconditionally. Several studies 
have repo rted  tha t explicit spatial m em ory of patien ts w ith  KS is im paired. 
Furtherm ore, C hun  and Phelps (1999) have repo rted  tha t im plicit m em ory is 
im paired , also assessed w ith  spatial tasks. We decided to test w hether th is 
spatial m em ory deficit adversely affects pa tien ts ' im plicit m otor learn ing  
abilities in  the  m ore spatially  dem anding  PLT.
The second part of this thesis investigated w hether experim ental findings 
can be applied  to rehabilitation, tha t is, how  the p reserved  im plicit learn ing  
abilities can be used  in  rehabilita tion  m ethods for th is  patient group w ith  
p rofoundly  im paired  explicit learn ing  abilities, and  w hether principles of 
m otor learn ing  theories can be used  in  the  rehabilita tion  of patien ts w ith  
dem entia. Therefore, a subsequent study  (Chapter 5) investigated  the effect 
of im plicit and  explicit tra in ing  m ethods on the acquisition of tw o skilled 
complex actions (operating a m icrow ave oven and  a coffee m achine) by 
patien ts w ith  m ild  dem entia. O ur hypothesis was tha t patien ts w ith  dem entia
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w ould be able to learn  the tasks and tha t an  im plicit learn ing  m ethod  w ould 
be m ore effective th a n  an  explicit learn ing  m ethod.
How, then, should  everyday activities be tra ined  in  patien ts w ith  
dem entia? In  order to op tim ize learn ing , the  experim ental study  described 
in  C hapter 6 investigated  w hether aspects of m otor learn ing  theories, 
learn ing  by observation and  guidance, can be applied in  the  rehabilita tion  of 
patien ts w ith  AD. The PLT w as used  as an  im plicit learn ing  task  and  as an 
explicit task, in  w hich patien ts w ith  AD and  healthy controls w ere given tw o 
typ es of explicit learn ing  instructions, learn ing  by observation  and  by 
guidance.
The last chapter (Chapter 7) provides a sum m ary  and  general discussion 
of the m ain  results, places find ings in  a broader context, and  gives recom ­
m endations for fu tu re  research.
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Motor-skill learning in Alzheimer's disease: 
A review with an eye to the clinical practice
Ilse A.D.A. van H alteren- van  Tilborg, Erik J.A. Scherder, 
and W outer H ulstijn
Neuropsychology Review (2007), 17, 203-212
Abstract
Since elderly people suffering from  dem entia w ant to go on living 
independen tly  for as long as possible, they need to be able to m ain ta in  
fam iliar and  learn  new  practical skills. A lthough  explicit or declarative 
learn ing  m ethods are m ostly used  to tra in  new  skills, it is hypo thesized  that 
im plicit or p rocedural techniques may be m ore effective in  th is  population. 
The p resen t review  discusses 23 experim ental stud ies on im plicit m otor-skill 
learn ing  in  patien ts w ith  A lzheim er's disease (AD). A ll stud ies found  intact 
im plicit m otor-learning capacities. Subsequently it is elaborated how  these 
in tact learn ing  abilities can be exploited in  the patien ts ' rehabilita tion  w ith  
respect to the  variables 'practice ' and  'feedback'. R ecom m endations for fu tu re  
research  are provided, and  it is concluded tha t if tra in in g  program s are 
adjusted  to the ir specific needs and  abilities, older people w ith  AD are well 
able to (re)learn practical m otor skills, w hich may enhance their autonomy.
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Introduction
The aging popu la tion  is grow ing  rapidly  and  by 2050 the num ber of elderly 
people aged 85 or above in  Europe and  N orth  A m erica is estim ated  at 
approxim ately 19 m illion  (Román, 2002). As age is a h igh  risk  factor for 
dem entia (Smith & Rush, 2006), the  strong expansion of the  aging popu lation  
and  th u s  the num ber of people suffering from  dem entia has m om entous 
consequences for the national care system s and  a large economic im pact 
(Scholzer-Dorenbos, 2005). A way to contain these costly effects is by helping 
older people to stay independen t as long as possible, im plying that the elderly 
m ust not stop learning. They apply old skills d ifferently  or acquire new  
skills, like learn ing  how  to use a w alk ing  aid, w hich gives rise to the follow ing 
questions: A re dem ented elderly people able to learn  such new  skills? A nd 
are we, health  professionals, able to tra in  them?
As yet, psychopharm acological in terventions, such as the  use of choline- 
sterase inhibitors, m ay have some benefit in  m ain ta in ing  autonom y of elderly 
patien ts suffering from  A lzheim er's disease (AD), as dem onstrated  by 
delayed nursing  hom e placem ent (Becker et al., 2006). Recent pharm acologi­
cal research  also show s prom ising resu lts for cognition: the  treatm ents 
evaluated  p roduced  a m oderate positive effect on global cognitive functioning 
(Grimley Evans et al., 2004; Scholzer-Dorenbos, 2005; Takeda et al., 2006). 
In  their 2002 review  on the placebo-controlled effects of rivastigm ine on 
the cognition of AD patients, Birks et al. repo rted  statistically-significant 
increases of 0.8 po in ts on the M ini M ental State (MMS) Exam ination and  2.1 
po in ts on the A lzheim er's D isease A ssessm ent Scale (ADAS-Cog). They also 
found  benefits in  the patien ts ' activities of daily  living a lthough the 
difference w ith  placebo w as not significant. Takeda et al. (2006) also reported  
reductions in  the  cognitive im pairm ent of AD patien ts for donepezil and 
galantam ine, bu t again, a lthough  show ing potential, the  im provem ents d id  
not im ply a major difference in  the  daily  lives of the patients.
These find ings do not negate the  im portance of non-pharm acological 
approaches and  it is possible tha t the interactions betw een  m edication and 
non-pharm acological approaches m ay be the m ost beneficial in  m ain ta in ing  
patien t's  autonomy. In  the ir review, Luijpen et al. (2003) conclude tha t the  
effect of non-pharm acological in terventions w ith  respect to cognition and 
affective behavior in  dem entia is sim ilar to the effect of pharm acological 
regim ens. N on-pharm acological treatm en ts to im prove autonom y in  th is  
patien t popu la tion  should  hence be considered an  additional option, 
especially since rehabilita tion  is increasingly being advocated as a m eans to 
op tim ize patien ts ' overall function ing  (DeVreese et al., 2001). C lare (2003)
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also concludes that neuropsychological rehabilita tion  applied in  the  context 
of progressive d isorders like dem entia do yield beneficial results.
In  the p resen t review  we w ill focus on the ability of A lzheim er's patients 
to (re)learn practical m otor skills. C urrently, explicit or declarative learn ing  
m ethods are the sta rting  po in ts in  m ost rehabilitation  program s aim ed at 
m otor-skill learn ing  in  the  cognitively u n im paired  popu la tion  (Van 
C ranenburg , 2004). However, Z anetti et al. (2001) and  Rosier et al. (2002) 
claim ed that patien ts w ith  dem entia w ill profit m ore from  implicit or procedural 
learn ing  m ethods by show ing tha t the ir AD cohorts w ere able to learn  to 
w altz or to use a telephone w hen an  im plicit ra ther th an  an  explicit learn ing  
approach w as used. In  im plicit learn ing  skills are m astered  w ithout 
aw areness, often  sim ply by repeated  exposure, and  can be unconsciously 
rev ivedfrom im plicit m em ory (Buchner &W ippich, 1998). The abovem entioned 
stud ies w ere all focused on find ing  the best way to help older people w ith  
dem entia learn  or re learn  practical (motor) skills and  a lthough the resu lts are 
encouraging, the patien t sam ples w ere always sm all and  it rem ains obscure 
how  m uch w as learned  due to a lack of w ell-defined perform ance m easures.
In  the  first p a rt of our review  we looked for corroborating evidence in  
experim ental research  for intact im plicit m otor-learning capacity in  cohorts 
of elderly patien ts d iagnosed  w ith  AD. In  the second p a rt we w ill elaborate 
on how  these intact learn ing  abilities can be u tilized  for their rehabilitation  
w hile tak ing  the princip les from  theories of m otor-learning into account. 
Two of the theories' core variables, i.e. practice and  feedback (Schmidt & 
W risberg, 2000), w ill be d iscussed  m ore extensively, also in  the light of 
research  exploring these variables in  AD. The results w ill be transla ted  into 
practical instructions for m ore targeted  rehabilita tion  tra in in g  program s for 
th is  patient group.
Method
C om puterized  searches of the  literature  using  the databases of PubM ed and 
PsycLIT w ere conducted spann ing  a tw enty-year period, from  1985 up to and 
including  2005. The search term s (any field) used  w ere procedural learning, 
sequence learn ing , m otor-skill learn ing  or m otor learn ing  in  com bination 
w ith  A lzheim er's disease. O nly reports pub lished  in  English w ere considered. 
For inclusion in  th is  review  the stud ies had to m eet the follow ing criteria: (a) 
a clinical diagnosis of A lzheim er's disease based  on specified and  generally 
accepted criteria; (b) a p rocedural task  w ith  m otor responses; and  (c) task  
perform ance expressed in  tim e or error m easures and  not only in  fMRI or
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other im aging data. Ultimately, 23 stud ies w ere included in  th is  review. 
Three stud ies w ill only be d iscussed  in  the  second p a rt of the  review  since 
they  explicitly exam ined the role of feedback and  type  of practice.
Experimental research of implicit motor-skill learning 
in Alzheimer's disease
Implicit learning ability
The m ain  resu lts of the stud ies generated  by our search of the lite ra tu re  are 
show n in  Table 1. Four stud ies using  a M aze test in  w hich blindfolded 
partic ipan ts had  to trace a complex pathw ay found tha t the AD patien ts w ere 
able to learn  new  m otor-skills im plicitly (Kuzis et al., 1999; Sabe et al., 1995; 
S tarkstein  et al., 1997; Taylor, 1998). The n ine stud ies tha t applied a 
Rotor-Pursuit task, in  w hich partic ipan ts had  to m ain ta in  contact betw een  a 
hand-held  stylus and  a ro ta ting  spot, also repo rted  preserved  learn ing  
abilities in  the ir AD sam ples (Beatty et al., 1995; Deweer et al., 1994; D ick et 
al., 1995; D ick et al., 2001; H eindel et al., 1988; H eindel et al., 1989; Jacobs et al., 
1999; Libon et al., 1998; W illingham  et al., 1997). This is in  agreem ent w ith  the 
find ings of Poe and Seifert (1997) based  on a Puzzle-A ssem bly task  and  the 
resu lts of Rouleau et al. (2002) involving a M irror-Tracing task. A lso a Serial 
Reaction-Time Task (SRTT) w as used  in  w hich partic ipan ts needed to respond  
as fast as possible w hen  a stim ulus appeared  in  one of four places by pressing  
a corresponding response key (G rafm an et al., 1990; K nopm an & N issen, 
1987; K nopm an, 1991; W illingham  et al., 1997). Again, the  AD patien ts show ed 
implicit learning as reflected by the difference in  reaction tim es (RTs) betw een 
blocks w ith  a fixed sequence of stim uli p resen tation  (decreasing RTs) and  a 
random  block (prolonged RTs). However, there  are indications tha t the 
im plicit learn ing  ability in  AD patien ts is affected because they generated  
inferior outcom es w hen accuracy w as taken  into account (W illingham  et al.,
1997) or w hen  the data  w ere log-transform ed because of the unequal variance 
in  RT (K nopm an, 1991). Ferraro et al. (1993) found  p reserved  im plicit SRTT 
learn ing  only in  the "very m ild ly  dem ented" group, and  less in  the "m ildly 
dem ented" group although it is relevant to m ention tha t none of the  other 
stud ies used  such a subtle severity  classification.
Thus, irrespective of the task  used, the stud ies assessing im plicit 
m otor-skill learn ing  in  AD we review ed yielded positive outcom es. Indeed, 
in  their 1997 study, H irono and  colleagues found tha t pa tien ts w ith  m ild  AD 
w ere able to acquire m otor and percep tual as well as cognitive skills in  
various procedural learn ing  tasks.
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00 Table 1 Sum m ary of resu lts of experim ental stud ies on m otor-skill learn ing  in  A lzheim er's disease.
Author Year Sample size and 
types
Task(s) Amount of 
learning*
Results on learning capacity
Sabe, L., et al. 1995 20 AD+ with co- 
morbid depression 
35 AD without co- 
morbid depression 
14 depressive, non­
demented patients 
16 healthy controls
Maze test AD: 19%
Co: 22%
GroupxTrial:
p<0.05
The AD patients showed significant deficits in 
declarative learning but only a minor (although 
statistically significantly) drop in procedural learning. 
The AD group with comorbid depression showed a 
similar learning pattern as the non-depressed AD 
group.
Starkstein, S.E., 
et al.
1997 55 AD
(13 with mild, 
12 with severe 
and 30 without 
anosognosia)
Maze test AD no: 48%
AD mild: 39% 
AD severe: -16%
There was no group difference in declarative 
learning. As to procedural learning, the patients with 
severe anosognosia showed a significantly poorer 
performance whereas the patients with mild or no 
anosognosia showed no deficits.
Taylor, R. 1998 58 AD
58 multi-infarct 
dementia
Maze test
-
When age and overall neuropsychological functioning 
were taken into account, maze performance was better 
in the AD patients than in the patients with multi­
infarct dementia
Kuzis, G., et al. 1999 15 AD 
15 PD§
10 PD and 
dementia
24 healthy controls
Maze test AD: 10%
Co: 39%
The AD group showed deficits on all measures of 
explicit memory. There were no significant between- 
group differences in the measures of implicit memory 
between the AD, control and PD groups.
Heidel, W.C., 
et al.
1988 10 AD 
10 HD#
4 amnestic 
20 healthy controls
Rotor Pursuit AD: 147%
Co: 115% 
GroupxTrial: n.s.
The AD patients showed preserved motor-skill 
learning while the patients with HD showed no motor 
learning.
Heindel, W.C. 
et al.
1989 16 AD 
13 HD
17 PD
22 healthy controls
Rotor Pursuit AD: 101%
Co: 118% 
GroupxTrial: n.s.
The AD patients showed preserved motor-skill 
learning while the patients with HD showed impaired 
motor learning.
Beatty, W.W., 
et al.
1995 4 AD
1 corticbasal 
degeneration
Rotor Pursuit The AD patients showed preserved motor skill 
learning
Deweer, B., 
et al.
1994 13 AD
institutionalized 
10 healthy controls 
17 AD out patients 
9 healthy controls
Rotor Pursuit AD in.:86 %
Co: 48%
GroupxTrial: n.s. 
AD out: 161%
Co: 139% 
GroupxTrial: n.s.
Explicit memory was severely impaired in the AD 
patients but they showed normal procedural learning.
Dick, M.B., et al. 1995 12 AD
12 healthy controls
Rotor Pursuit AD: 47%
Co: 81%
GroupxTrial: n.s.
Performance significantly improved during the first 
40 trials but additional practice provided no further 
beneficial effects. The AD patients showed minimal 
retention problems across four retention tests.
Libon, D.J., et al. 1998 16 AD,
14 vascular 
dementia
Rotor Pursuit AD: 60% The AD patients obtained a lower score on a verbal- 
learning task-recognition index and high scores on the 
Rotor Pursuit.
Jacobs, D.H., 
et al.
1999 12 AD,
12 healthy controls
Rotor Pursuit AD: 124% 
Co: 106% 
GroupxTrial: 
p= 0.473
The AD patients and the controls were able to learn 
the motor task.
Dick, M.B., et al. 2001 18 AD,
18 healthy controls
Rotor Pursuit AD: 27%
Co: 36%
GroupxTrial: n.s.
In normal-vision trials no differences in learning 
between the AD patients and the controls were found.
Dick, M.B., et al. 2003 99 AD,
100 healthy 
controls
Rotor Pursuit The AD patients and controls receiving constant 
practice outperformed those in the blocked and 
random conditions. The AD patients only benefited 
from constant practice.
Poe, M.K. et al. 1997 9 AD
14 healthy controls
Puzzle
Assembly GroupxTrial: n.s.
Even when the subjects had no explicit memory of 
practicing the task, they all demonstrated savings 
upon relearning.
Rouleau, I., 2002 12 AD, M irror AD: 44% Those AD patients that were able to perform the basic
et al. 12 healthy controls Tracing Co: 49%
GroupxTrial: n.s.
mirror-tracing task did not differ from the controls in 
level of performance, learning over trails, retention 
over a delay interval and generalization to other tasks
Knopman, D.S., 
et al.
1987 35 AD
13 healthy controls
SRTT AD: 22%
Co: 38%
GroupxTrial: n.s.
The AD patients showed learning of the repeated 
sequence, although they responded more slowly.
Graftman, J., 
et al.
1990 42 AD,
7 PSPoo
44 healthy controls
SRTT AD: 36% The AD patients and controls showed motor-skill 
learning while the PSP patients did not
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wo Table 1 Continued.
Author Year Sample size and 
types
Task(s) Amount of 
learning*
Results on learning capacity
Knopman, D. 1991 16 AD
17 healthy controls
SRTT AD: 37%
Co: 33%
The AD patients showed learning of the sequence but 
they showed an inferior amount of learning when the 
data were log-transformed.
Ferraro, F.R., 
et al.
1993 27 very mild AD 
15 mild AD 
17 PD
26 healthy controls
SRTT AD mild: 11% 
AD very mild: 
22%
Co: 20%
The very mildly AD patients showed preserved 
learning comparable with the controls. The mildly AD 
patients and PD patients showed less imlicit learning.
Willingham, 
D.B., et al.
1997 20 AD
20 healthy controls
SRTT,
Incompatible 
SRTT, Pursuit 
Tracking 
(randomized 
and repetitive 
pattern)
SRTT:
AD: 52%
Co: 60% 
GroupXTrial: 
p> 0 .2  
Pursuit:
AD: 12%
Co: 17% 
GroupxTrial: 
p> 0 .2
The dementia ratings predicted the ability to perform 
tasks but not the ability to learn them. AD patients can 
have a performance deficit but they have no general 
deficit in motor-skill learning.
Hirono, N., 
et al.
1997 36 AD,
19 healthy controls
Bi-manual 
coordinated 
Tracing task
AD: 37%
Co: 39% 
GroupxTrial: 
p =  0.193
Skill learning in those AD patients that completed the 
tasks was as good as in the controls.
Dick, M.B., et al. 1996 23 AD, Tossing The AD patients given constant practice were able to
22 healthy controls learn and retain the tossing task similarly well as the 
controls. The AD patients showed less improvement 
when practicing at various distances.
Dick, M.B., et al. 2000 58 AD Tossing
58 healthy controls
The AD patients showed significant improvements 
under constant practice only. None of the practice 
conditions facilitated intermediate transfer in the AD 
patients whereas constant practice did benefit them on 
tests assessing near transfer.
+ AD = A lzheim er's  d isease 
§ PD = P ark inson 's d isease
# HD = H u n tin g to n 's  d isease
"PSP = P rogressive sup ranuclea r palsy
* expressed  as a percentage of the difference score betw een  the last and  firs t tr ia l w ith  respec t to the  score on the  firs t tria l. 
The G roupxTrial in teraction  for the AD an d  Co g roup  is also rep o rted  w hen  available.
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It should  be no ted  tha t in  all stud ies the  patien ts tha t could not perform  the 
task  w ere elim inated  from  the analyses. Yet, a failure to perform  the 
prescribed  task  need not necessarily  be related  to learn ing  problem s. 
W illingham  et al. (1997) a ttribu ted  the phenom enon to o ther causes like the 
com plexity of the  in structions given or the  ty p e  of skill to be perform ed. 
These factors m ay differ across tasks, w hich m ight explain the ir find ing  that 
the  ability to com plete one task  d id  not p red ict the  rate of im provem ent in  
another task. They conclude tha t AD patien ts have a perform ance deficit and 
not a general deficit in  m otor learning.
Perform ance and am ount of learn ing
From  the above discussion of resu lts we can presum e tha t at least a subgroup 
of AD patien ts show  preserved  im plicit learn ing  abilities, bu t to w hat extent? 
Here, tw o aspects in  m otor learn ing  should  be differentiated , i.e. overall 
perform ance level and  am ount of learn ing  (e.g. the increm ent in  Total Time 
on Target in  the  Rotor-Pursuit task). A ll the stud ies found  preserved  
m otor-skill learn ing  in  AD patients a lthough the ir overall perform ance levels 
in  term s of reaction and  m ovem ent tim e w ere always inferior to those of the 
controls. However, w hen  we take the level of learn ing  into account, the 
resu lts are less consistent. Some of the resu lts w ere not repo rted  w ith  enough 
detail to show unam biguously  the am ount of learn ing  the AD patients 
show ed com pared to the  controls (Poe and  Seifert, 1997). Some com parative 
stud ies d id  not include a healthy control group in  addition  to the patient 
g roups (Beatty et al., 1995; G rafm an et al., 1990; Libon et al., 1998; S tarkstein 
et al., 1997; Taylor, 1998) preventing  patient-control com parisons from  being 
made. The AD patien ts in  the  SRTT stud ies show ed the sam e am ount of 
learn ing  (decrease in  RT du ring  the blocks w ith  the fixed sequence) as their 
norm al controls (Ferraro et al., 1993; K nopm an & N issen, 1987; K nopm an, 
1991; W illingham  et al., 1997). In the  nine stud ies tha t used  a Rotor-Pursuit or 
Tracking task  there  w ere also no patient-control differences in  am ount of 
learn ing  (Deweer et al., 1994; Dick et al., 1995; Dick et al., 2001; H eindel et al., 
1988; H eindel et al., 1989; H irono et al., 1997; Jacobs et al., 1999; Rouleau et al., 
2002; W illingham  et al., 1997). Two of the stud ies using  a M aze test reported  
learn ing  abilities in  the AD group but less im provem ent across tria ls 
com pared to the  controls (Kuzis et al., 1999; Sabe et al., 1995) find ings w hich 
are perhaps explainable by the use of a task  w ithout v isual feedback.
Taken together, the review ed stud ies all show ed p reserved  im plicit 
m otor-skill learn ing  in  AD patien ts regard less of the task  used. Their 
perform ance levels, however, never reached the levels of the healthy controls,
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dem onstrated  by the ir prolonged reaction and  m ovem ent tim es. The AD 
patien ts ' level of learn ing  also differed depend ing  on the task  to be perform ed. 
V isual feedback appears to have a positive effect on the ir learn ing  pace. They 
also seem  to experience m ore problem s w ith  im plicit learn ing  w hen 
perform ing  the SRTT, a task  tha t involves tw o learn ing  processes. The 
subjects have to m aster bo th  spatial and m otor regu larities (Mayr, 1996) and 
it is the  learn ing  of spatial regu larities tha t may be com prom ised in  AD 
patien ts a process tha t is less im plicated in  the  R otor-Pursuit task  in  w hich 
norm al im plicit learn ing  for the patien ts w as found.
Training patients with Alzheimer's disease: variables 
in motor learning
The stud ies d iscussed  prov ided  evidence tha t AD patien ts can learn  new  
m otor skills in  an  im plicit w ay  It is therefore w orthw hile to establish w hat 
w ould  be the  best way to tra in  them . In  the next section we w ill give a brief 
account of the tw o variables 'practice and  feedback tha t play a role in  (re) 
tra in in g  m otor skills. We w ill subsequently  d iscuss the variables in  relation 
to the  find ings repo rted  in  the relevant AD stud ies and  conclude by m aking 
recom m endations of how  to enhance the acquisition of new  m otor skills in  
th is  population .
We w ill first, however, briefly address the  existing view s on the presence 
or absence of d istinguishable  learn ing  stages in  explicit and  im plicit learning. 
Generally, w ith  explicit learn ing  learners tend  to pass th ro u g h  th ree  stages 
in  the  acquisition of m otor skills (Fitts and  Posner, 1967). The first is the  
cognitive stage in  w hich the focus is on understan d in g  the task  and 
developing strategies to perform  it, requ iring  cognitive activity  such as 
a tten tion  and  executive functions. The second phase is the  associative stage: 
the learner has selected the best strategy and now  begins to refine the skill. 
Here, cognitive aspects are less im portan t. A nd finally, there  is the 
autonom ous stage in  w hich the skill becom es autom atic, requ iring  a low 
degree of attention. Variables such as practice and  feedback can be s truc tu red  
d ifferently  to enhance learn ing  at each stage. Feedback in  the  cognitive stage, 
for example, m ay need to be m ore specific and  applied m ore frequently  to 
enhance learn ing , w hile feedback may be w eaned tow ard  the th ird  stage of 
learn ing  (Tse & Spaulding, 1998).
In im plicit learn ing , on the o ther hand, there  is no clear d istinction  
betw een  these th ree  stages. There is no clearly defined first stage during  
w hich perform ance strategies are developed. It has been proposed  tha t in
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im plicit learn ing  the th ree  stages m ight overlap or be ordered  differently. 
There is support for a parallel developm ent of im plicit and  explicit know ledge 
in  learn ing  (W illingham  & G oedert-Eschm ann, 1999).
Practice: theory and outcom e stu d ies w ith  A D  patients
The principle, "the m ore you practice, the m ore you learn," im plies tha t the 
am ount of practice should be m axim ized  in  th e rap y  But does m ore practice 
indeed  im prove the perform ance in  AD patients? Dick et al. (1995) found  that 
on the Rotor P ursu it bo th  the AD and  control group had  reached their 
op tim al perform ance after 40 tria ls  because subsequent practice failed to 
yield any additional augm enting effect. It w ould  be in teresting  to determ ine 
w hether th is  also holds for o ther tasks like the M aze test w here, relative to 
the  controls, an  inferior am ount of learn ing  w as observed for AD patients 
(Kuzis et al., 1999; Sabe et al., 1995).
Since fatigue also plays a role in  learn ing , the next question  is how  to 
alternate practice w ith  rest to m axim ize learn ing  in  patients. Schm idt and 
W risberg (2000) d istin g u ish  tw o types of practice. In 'm assed  practice', the 
greater p roportion  of the  sessions is dedicated  to tra in ing , w hile in  'd istribu ted  
practice ' the  du ra tion  of rest equals or is greater th an  tha t of practice. To 
date, the  effects of a lternating  these tw o tra in in g  m ethods in  the  generally 
older AD patient group still requires fu rth er investigation.
A nother factor tha t m erits closer a tten tion  in  the  context of tra in ing  
program s for AD patien ts is w hether the  task  should  be learned  as a whole 
or per constituent com ponent. T raining the com ponents of a task  separately 
before com bining them  into the w hole p a tte rn  can be effective if the task  
itself can be natu ra lly  d iv ided  into com ponents tha t reflect the inheren t goal 
of the  task  (Schmidt, 1988). For example, learn ing  to drive a car can be easily 
d iv ided  into the com ponents "learn ing  to shift gear" and  "learn ing  to steer", 
w hich can be tra in ed  in d iv id u a lly  L earning to reach and  grasp  an  item, on 
the  o ther hand, does not lend itself w ell for phased  tra in in g  since reaching 
and  g rasp ing  are in tegral com ponents of a single, continuous m ovem ent.
The am ount of varia tion  in  the practice session(s) is also a topic for fu rther 
s tu d y  Task variables like the beanbag 's w eight and  th row ing  distance in  the 
Tossing task  can be practiced  in  a random  design so tha t the w eight and 
distance can be varied  system atically  Alternatively, they  can be offered in  a 
blocked design in  w hich only one task  variable per block is practiced 
repe titive ly  A nother op tion  is to use a constant design in  w hich only one 
com bination of task  variables is tra ined . N ote tha t over tim e, the connotation 
of the tw o term s has shifted: random  and  blocked practice now  refer to the 
rehearsal of several d istinct skills w hereas varied  and  constant practice
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im plies the  rehearsal of different varia tions of the  sam e skill (Schmidt & 
W risberg, 2000). N evertheless, in  our report we w ill use the 'old ' term s 
(random , blocked and  constant) in  the ir orig inal m eaning since these were 
term s and  in terp re ta tions used  in  the review ed literature. Early evidence 
suggests tha t random  practice m ight be m ost effective for the acquisition and 
generalizability  of a m otor skill, w hereas d u ring  the acquisition of a specific 
m otor skill, perform ance benefits m ost from  blocked practice (Schmidt,
1988).
A ll available stud ies review ed on th is  m atter (Dick et al., 1996, 2000, 2003) 
show  tha t AD patien ts learn  best under constant practice conditions. 
A ccording to D ick and  his 1996 team , hum ans use their episodic m em ory of 
the tra in in g  tria ls  to accurately perform  a task  w hile learn ing  a skill. They 
suggest tha t because AD patien ts experience problem s w ith  episodic memory, 
constant practice is m ore effective because repeated  ru n n in g  of the  same 
m otor p rogram  does not requ ire  an  intact episodic m em ory  The second 
reason w hy random  practice m ay be less effective is tha t o ther cognitive 
functions tha t play a role in  random  practice, like the ability to sw itch tasks 
and  divide attention, are affected in  AD patients.
Dick et al. (1996, 2003) explained the AD patien ts ' superior learn ing  
perform ance under constant practice conditions in  term s of the schem a 
theory  orig inally  developed by Schm idt (1975), and  likew ise propose a more 
open-loop account of m otor control. Schm idt assum es the existence of 
generalized  m otor program s (GMPs) tha t are acquired  th ro u g h  practice and 
tha t define the "form" of the action. These GMPs can be altered to m eet 
environm ental dem ands by a closed-loop system  using  sensory feedback. 
Schemata, e.g. for vary ing  w eight and  d istances in  tossing, are learned  that 
allow  the action to be scaled to the  environm ent (Schmidt, 2003). W hen they 
considered their resu lts in  term s of th is  theory, Dick et al. (1996, 2003) 
concluded tha t AD patien ts can develop and  access a GMP in  tra in ing  
situations tha t em phasize m ovem ent consistency  However, they  do not form  
the m otor schem as needed  to successfully achieve a m ovem ent w hen  the 
environm ental dem ands change because they are unable to encode and  to 
store the d ifferent types of inform ation about a m otor pattern .
There are th ree  o ther tra in in g  approaches tha t can produce the desired  
learn ing  effect: guidance, observation  and  m ental practice (Schmidt, 1988). 
G uidance should  only be used  at the onset of tra in in g  because experim ents 
have show n tha t practice under un g u id ed  conditions seem s to be more 
effective for re ten tion  and  transfer (Shumway-Cook & W oollacott, 1995). 
O bservation conveys in form ation  about how  a skill should be perform ed and 
seem s to be especially beneficial for the  acquisition of new  m ovem ent
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patte rn s  (Magill, 1993). O ur autom ated com puter search and  an  extra search 
com bining the th ree  keyw ords w ith  A lzheim er dem entia bo th  failed to 
generate any relevant stud ies tha t em ployed one of these tra in in g  m ethods. 
The only study  tha t p rovided  some additional in form ation  on the topic is a 
repo rt by D ick et al. (1988) w hich show ed tha t AD patien ts could recall 
preselected  (subject-defined) m ovem ents m ore accurately th a n  constrained 
(experim enter-defined) m ovem ents on a linear positioning apparatus. This 
w as explained by the patien ts ' ability  to profit from  m ental p repara tion  of 
the  m ovem ent prior to its execution. W ithout fu rth er system atic investigation, 
however, it cannot be in ferred  tha t the ability  to profit from  m ental 
p repara tion  also m eans AD patients w ill profit from  m ental practice. More 
research  into the effects of all th ree  practice types in  AD is needed.
Feedback: theory  and outcom e stu d ies w ith  A D  patients
A second crucial variable tha t influences m otor learn ing  is type  of feedback. 
In trinsic feedback encom passes the sensory inform ation generated  by 
m otion, and extrinsic feedback entails in form ation  from  an external source 
like a therap ist (Schmidt & W risberg, 2000). There are various w ays to provide 
extrinsic feedback. It can be delivered du ring  or after the movem ent, 
im m ediately  follow ing m ovem ent com pletion or delayed, and  in  a verbal or 
a non-verbal fashion. It can contain inform ation on average perform ance 
(sum m ary feedback) or it m ay reflect each m ovem ent or perform ance 
(constant feedback; Schm idt, 1988). It is generally  believed that constant 
feedback enhances only m otor perform ance, not the level of learn ing  
(Shumway-Cook & W oollacott, 1995). W ith less frequent feedback, learners 
have to rely m ore on other cues, w hich entails m ore elaborate encoding 
(Schmidt, 1988). Extrinsic feedback can m oreover be d iv ided  into 'know ledge 
of results', in  w hich the  m ovem ent outcom e is given in  term s of the goal, and 
'know ledge of perform ance,' so tha t the  feedback concerns the  m ovem ent 
p a tte rn  itself (e.g. in  a Tossing task: increase the sw ing of your arm).
In  alm ost all stud ies on m otor-skill learn ing  in  AD, v isual feedback was 
em ployed. O nly the M aze tasks w ere adm in istered  under blindfolded 
conditions and  the am ount of learn ing  in  the AD patien ts proved inferior to 
the  am ount found for the controls (Sabe et al., 1995; Kuzis et al., 1999). In  m ost 
R otor-Pursuit tasks, the velocity of the target w as ind iv idualized  to equate 
in itia l perform ance. C ontrols generally  tracked at a faster rate th an  the AD 
patien ts (Deweer et al., 1994; D ick et al., 1995; Jacobs et al., 1999; Libon et al.,
1998). Possibly, AD patien ts can only perform  th is task  at a slower rate because 
they  rely m ore on v isual feedback th a n  controls.
O nly one study  using  a Rotor-Pursuit task  explicitly exam ined the role of
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v isual feedback on perform ance in  AD patients, show ing a drop in  
perform ance w hen the visibility  of the m oving target w as reduced  during  
the learn ing  phase (Dick et al., 2001). In contrast to tha t of the  norm al controls, 
the patien ts ' perform ance d id  not im prove across tria ls  in  the restricted- 
vision condition. In the  full-vision condition the patien ts show ed norm al 
learning.
It can be tentatively concluded tha t for AD patients, constant v isual 
feedback is im portan t in  learn ing  m otor skills, bu t m ore research is needed 
to confirm  th is  conclusion. We d id  not find  any stud ies tha t w ere concerned 
w ith  the frequency of external feedback, and  w hether know ledge of results 
and  know ledge of perform ance m akes a difference in  th is  patient group. 
Based on the resu lts cited above, it m ay be hypo thesized  tha t bo th  form s of 
feedback know ledge probably place too m uch w eight on the cognitive 
abilities in  AD patien ts and  therefore contribute little to successful 
perform ance.
Conclusions and recommendations
People w ith  A lzheim er's disease are able to im plicitly (re)learn m otor skills 
to a certa in  extent and  under specific conditions. The experim ental research  
to date show s p reserved  im plicit m otor learn ing  irrespective of the  task  used. 
Patients are capable of acquiring  m otor skills w ithou t aw areness sim ply by 
repeated  exposure, a lthough the ir perform ances w ill not reach norm al levels. 
This is expressed in  their p ro tracted  perform ance relative to tha t of 
un im p aired  controls. Moreover, extent of learn ing  w ill differ depend ing  on 
the task  to be m astered.
The p reserved  im plicit learn ing  ability in  AD can be of use for physical 
therap ists w orking w ith  th is  elderly patient group. Physical therap ists can 
call upon  neuropsychologists to provide in form ation  on their patients' 
learn ing  capacities since they have quantita tive  m easures at their d isposal to 
assess a patien t's  level of functioning. However, the m em ory and  learn ing  
tests cu rren tly  available in  the clinical practice evaluate explicit or declarative 
m em ory (Spaan et al., 2003). In  order to get a satisfactory differential p ic tu re  
of the  learn ing  capacities in  dem ented patients, im plicit (motor) learn ing  
tasks need to be added to the neuropsychological assessm ent.
The evidence of in tact im plicit learn ing  in  AD fu rth er p rom pted  the 
question how  these in tact learn ing  abilities can best be transla ted  into 
rehabilita tion  program s targeting  th is  patien t group. L earning is central in  
rehabilita tion  and  know ledge of the  system  under treatm ent, like the m otor
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system , m ust be com bined w ith  know ledge of how  learn ing  principles m ust 
be applied  to achieve a successful tra in in g  p rogram  (Baddeley, 1993). W ith 
respect to patients w ith  dem entia, apart from  the subtype of dem entia and 
its specific neuropsychological syndrom e, the tra in in g  program s should 
apply the principles tha t em erge from  theories of learning.
The stud ies we review ed show ed tha t in  (re)learning m otor skills constant, 
or ra ther frequent and consistent, practice is im portan t in  AD patients. This 
w ay of learn ing  draw s less on episodic m em ory and  other cognitive functions 
com prom ised in  AD patients. These data  also suggest tha t practice under 
dual-task  conditions should  also be avoided.
Because AD patien ts have difficulty  in  generalizing the m otor skills 
learned  du ring  the sessions, tra in in g  has to take place in  an  environm ent 
tha t closely resem bles the one in  w hich the skill is going to be used  and 
presum ably  w ith  tools used  by the AD patien t in  h is or her daily  life. If, for 
instance, an  AD patients is tra in ed  in  the  use of a m icrowave, the device used  
d u ring  the tra in in g  should  be the sam e as the one available in  the  patient's 
household. The am ount of tra in in g  a patient needs w ill depend  on the task  
being tra ined . The role of fatigue is also im portan t in  th is  respect. The effects 
of m assed and  d istribu ted  practice in  th is  generally  older patient group need 
to be addressed  in  fu tu re  investigations.
Patients w ith  AD appear to rem ain  dependent upon  v isual feedback 
th roughou t tra in in g  and  perform ance. Screening and  subsequent correction 
of v isual problem s or the use of v isual aids can be effective in  the tra in ing  
process in  th is  group w here vision problem s are very com m on (De W inter, et 
al., 2004). The type  and  poin t in  tim e w hen external feedback needs to be 
g iven and  its effect on learn ing  in  AD also w arran ts  a tten tion  in  fu tu re  
research.
In  the in troduction  of our review  we asked w hether patien ts w ith  A lzheim er's 
disease m ight have in tact m otor-skill learn ing  abilities. The answ er is 
twofold. Clearly, AD patients show  preserved  im plicit learn ing  abilities that 
can be u tilized  in  teaching (motor) skills, yet transfer to o ther skills is 
m inim al. Accordingly, the professionals delivering the  tra in in g  program s 
should  tailor the contents to the particu la r needs and  abilities of th is  patient 
group or the  ind iv idual patient. W hen the above gu idelines are kept in  m ind  
and  w hen our know ledge on th is  topic is w idened, non-pharm acological 
in terventions m ight contribute significantly  in  helping elderly people 
suffering from  dem entia to keep their autonom y The extent to which pharm a­
cological in terventions m ay enhance these behavioral m echanism s and  foster 
independen t living in  AD patien ts has yet to be determ ined.
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Abstract
Experim ental stud ies show intact im plicit m otor learn ing  in  patien ts w ith  
A lzheim er's disease (AD) bu t the  resu lts for pa tien ts w ith  Parkinson 's disease 
(PD) are inconclusive. This study  tests im plicit sequence learn ing  in  AD and 
PD patients, and  healthy controls, using  the classical Serial Reaction Time 
Task (SRTT), and  a som ew hat sim ilar P attern  Learning Task (PLT), w hich 
involves stylus m ovem ents in  d ifferent d irections, and w hich allow s detailed  
m ovem ent analysis. As expected, the tim e m easures show ed less im plicit 
m otor learn ing  in  the  PD patien ts relative to the o ther g roups in  b o th  tasks, 
bu t the ir error percentages increased w hen the sequence changed from  a 
fixed to a random  order, w hich is indicative of im plicit learning. The AD 
patien ts show ed a reversed p a tte rn  of results. Arguably, errors and  tim e 
m easures m ay reflect the involvem ent of separate processes, e.g. spatial and 
m otor com ponents, w hich could be d ifferently  affected in  AD and  PD.
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Introduction
The ability to learn  and  produce sequential m otor actions such as involved in  
sh ifting  gear, serving in  tennis, using  a m icrow ave or typ ing  letters is a 
rem arkable capacity of hum ans (Cohen, Ivry, & Keele, 1990), bu t in  patien ts 
w ith  bra in  dam age and  degenerative d iseases th is  ability  can be d im inished. 
T herapists are often confronted w ith  questions concerning the patien ts ' 
(rem aining) abilities to acquire new  m otor skills such as w alking w ith  a 
w alk ing  aid. However, the test batteries used  in  the  clinical neuropsycholog­
ical practice to answ er these questions assess explicit m em ory only (Spaan, 
Raaijm akers, & Jonker, 2003). Since experim ental stud ies have dem onstrated  
tha t im plicit processes are also relevant in  m otor skill learn ing , they 
consequently  yield little  or no inform ation  about a patien t's  ability to (re) 
learn  m otor skills. Im plicit learn ing  is also im portan t in  the context of 
rehabilita tion  because explicit learn ing  instructions are not always 
appropriate  for certa in  g roups of people. People suffering from  a degenerative 
disease like A lzheim er's disease (AD), for example, show d im in ished  explicit 
learn ing  (M cKhann, D rachm an, Folstein, K atzm an, Price, & Stadlan, 1984) 
bu t m ay profit from  im plicit learn ing  (Van H alteren-Van Tilborg, Scherder, & 
H ulstijn, 1997).
The learn ing  of m otor skills involves changes in  a num ber of quite d istinct 
processes. W illingham  (1998, 1999) d istingu ishes four processes: (1) the 
strategic process of learn ing  to select new  or m ore effective environm ental 
goals (e.g. picking up a cup of tea), (2) a perceptual-m otor in tegration  process 
tha t is d irected  at learn ing  new  relationsh ips betw een  environm ental stim uli 
and  m otor responses (e.g. the  m apping  of m ouse and  cursor locations in  a 
com puter task), (3) a sequencing process tha t is d irected  at learn ing  the order 
of the subm ovem ents of an  act (e.g. the  m ovem ents of a dance routine), and  
(4) a dynam ic process that is based  on learn ing  represen tations of m uscle 
activation pa tte rn s tha t transla te  the  spatial targets into appropriate  m uscle 
com m ands. The dorsolateral frontal cortex has been im plicated in  the 
strategic process, w hile the perceptual-m otor in tegration  process has been 
localized to the posterior parie ta l cortex and  prem otor cortex. M otor sequence 
learn ing  appears to rely on the basal ganglia and  supplem entary  m otor 
cortex, and  the neura l basis of the  dynam ic process seem s to lie in  the 
cerebellum  (H ikosaka, N akam ura, Sakai, & N akahara, 2002) and in  pools of 
in terneu rons in  the spinal cord (W illingham , 1999).
Learning occurs w hen  one or m ore of the processes are adjusted  to a 
particu la r task, im proving the efficiency of its perform ance. Except for the 
strategic process, m odifications m ay either come about in  a conscious or an
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unconscious m ode (W illingham , 1998). The strategic process is closely related 
to executive functioning; b o th  refer to the  processes tha t support the 
conscious p lann ing  of m ovem ents. In  th is  study  we investigate m echanism s 
underly ing  im plicit/unconscious m otor learn ing  and  therefore W illingham 's 
second process of perceptual-m otor in tegration  is involved bu t our m ain  
focus is on sequence learn ing , the th ird  process W illingham  distingu ishes in  
his m odel. The fourth , dynam ic process refers to the force and tim ing  of 
m uscle activity, w hich we w ill not address in  th is  s tu d y
The Serial Reaction Time Task (SRTT) developed by N issen and  Bullemer 
(1987) is one of the  m ost w idely used  tasks to study  im plicit unconscious 
sequence learn ing  in  experim ental research. In th is  task  partic ipan ts are 
p resen ted  w ith  successive v isual stim uli tha t appear at d ifferent screen 
locations, to w hich they  are asked to respond  by pressing  spatially  
corresponding keys. Initially, the  stim uli are presen ted  in  a random  order, 
bu t at some poin t in  tim e, and  un k n o w n  to the  partic ipants, they are 
presen ted  in  a fixed sequence. In the stan d ard  procedure, after several 
fixed-sequence blocks, in  w hich the  sequence can be learned  implicitly, the 
fixed sequence sw itches to a random  stim ulus order to test if sequence 
learn ing  has occurred  in  the p receding  tria l blocks. The task  hence entails 
the  identification and  reproduction  of the  associations betw een  the stim uli 
and  the requ ired  m otor responses (visuom otor learning) as well as the 
recognition  and reproduction  of a specific sequential p a tte rn  (sequence- 
specific learning; W erheid, Ziessler, N attkem per, & von Cram on, 2003). A 
decrem ent in  the reaction tim es du ring  the execution of the fixed-sequence 
blocks is due to b o th  visuom otor and  sequence-specific learning. Increases 
in  reaction tim es tha t are typically  observed w hen partic ipan ts are requ ired  
to sw itch from  the fixed to the  random  sequence reflect sequence-specific 
learning. Sequences can be learned  in  the order in  w hich the stim uli appear, 
i.e., a v isuospatia l representation, or in  the  order in  w hich the associated 
m ovem ents are made, e.g. the  sequence of key presses (Keele & C urran , 1995). 
For a m ore recent account of the ir view, see Keele, Ivry, Mayr, H azeltim e, and 
H euer (2003).
A lthough  the SRTT is w idely used  in  experim ental stud ies on im plicit 
m otor learn ing , also M aze learn ing , Rotor P u rsu it and  M irror Tracing tasks 
have been frequently  applied, w ith  each p rov id ing  d ifferent perspectives of 
the  ability  of patient g roups to learn  new  tasks im plicitly (Van Halteren-Van 
Tilborg et al., 2007). The SRTT is an  im plicit learn ing  task  in  w hich sequences 
of four d ifferent finger responses are learned  and  thu s closely resem bles 
learn ing  to ty p e  frequent w ords or practicing p laying ru n s  on the piano. 
However, it accordingly assesses only one type  of sequential m otor action.
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The other experim ental tasks involve learn ing  how  to correctly m anipulate  
an  object (a stylus, pen  or com puter mouse) v ia  a series of m ovem ents in  
d ifferent d irections, w hich is m ore com parable to learn ing  to serve in  tenn is 
or shift gear w hile d riv ing  a car. To com pare these different typ es of im plicit 
sequence learn ing , in  the presen t study  we used  N issen and Bullem er's SRTT 
(1987) and  the P attern  Learning Task (PLT), a task  we devised  based  on the 
SRTT parad igm  bu t now  requ ires the m anipu la tion  of a hand-held  stylus 
(like in  a m aze or p u rsu it task). In the  PLT partic ipan ts need to produce 
pen-cursor m ovem ents tow ards d ifferent targets tha t are presen ted  in  a 
specific pattern . Accordingly, spatial aspects play a m ore dom inant role in  
th is  task. Because in  the PLT all m ovem ent trajectories are recorded over 
tim e, separate m ovem ent com ponents such as reaction tim e (RT), m ovem ent 
tim e (MT), d irectional errors (DEs), and  the  occurrence and tim ing  of 
corrective m ovem ents can be adequately analyzed separately
Several stud ies dem onstrated  tha t healthy  ind iv iduals can indeed  learn  
the SRTT sequence im plicitly (Cohen, et al., 1990; C urran  & Keele, 1993; 
N issen & Bullemer, 1987; W illingham , N issen, & Bullemer, 1989), in  other 
w ords, w ithout explicit learn ing  instructions and w ithout being consciously 
aw are tha t p a rt of the  tria l sequence could be learned  and  w ithou t being able 
to explicitly repo rt (part of) the  fixed sequence afterw ards. A lthough 
A lzheim er (AD) patien ts are know n to have explicit learn ing  disabilities, 
the ir im plicit learn ing  seem s intact. M ost AD stud ies also report intact 
im plicit learn ing  in  the SRTT (G rafm an et al., 1990; K nopm an & N issen, 1987; 
K nopm an, 1991; W illingham , Peterson, M anning, & Brashear, 1997), although 
Ferraro, Balota, and  C onnor (1993) only found p reserved  im plicit learn ing  in  
the early stages of the dem entia (i.e. m ild  AD). The AD stud ies tha t used  
o ther experim ental tasks likew ise prov ided  clear evidence of preserved  
im plicit m otor learn ing  abilities in  the ir patient cohorts (for a review, see Van 
H alteren-V anTilborg, et al., 2007).
Since these stud ies involve im plicit motor learn ing , the abilities of patien ts 
w ith  Parkinson 's disease (PD) have also been the topic of several experim ental 
studies. However, the resu lts are m ore inconsistent th an  those repo rted  in  
the AD stud ies (Roncacci, Troisi, Carlesim o, N ocentini, & C altagirone, 1996; 
Siegert, Taylor, W eatherall, & A bernethy, 2006). N um erous stud ies using  the 
conventional SRTT repo rted  PD patien ts to have problem s w ith  the im plicit 
acquisition of the sequences (Doyon et al., 1997; Jackson, Jackson, H arrison, 
H enderson, & K ennard, 1995; Laforce & Doyon, 2001; Sommer, G raftm an, 
Clark, & H allett, 1999; Stefanova, Kostic, Z iropadja, M arkovic, & Ocic, 2000; 
Thom as-O llivier et al., 1999; W erheid, Zysset, M uller, Reuter, & von Cram on, 
2003; W estwater, McDowall, Siegert, M ossm an, & A bernethy, 1998), and  th is
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w as also the conclusion of a m ore recent m eta-analysis (Siegert, et al., 2006).
In  contrast, several stud ies tha t used  m odified  versions of the SRTT did  
repo rt in tact im plicit learn ing  in  PD patien ts in  some task  conditions. The 
SRTT H elm uth, Mayer, and D aum  (2000) used  in  their PD study  requ ired  tw o 
typ es of sequences to be produced: a "num ber sequence" w here the num bers
1 th ro u g h  4 appeared  in  a fixed sequence w ith  the location of the  num bers 
being random , and  a "spatial sequence" in  w hich the order of the locations 
w as fixed bu t the num bers appeared  in  random  order. The patien ts w ere 
found  to have learn ing  deficits in  the  num ber sequence bu t not in  the spatial 
sequence. A nother recent PD study  also found  p reserved  im plicit spatial 
sequence learn ing  in  their patien ts in  an  SRT task  w ith  reduced  motor 
dem ands (Smith & McDowall, 2006). W erheid, Ziessler, N attkem per, and  von 
C ram on (2003), on the o ther hand, repo rted  reduced sequence learn ing  in  
the ir PD patien ts w hen  stim uli and responses w ere spatially  com patibly 
aligned (e.g. in  the classical SRTT), bu t intact learn ing  w hen the spatial 
com ponent w as rem oved (i.e., stim uli w ere p resen ted  centrally). They 
explained th is  sequence learn ing  deficit by a predom inance of autom atic 
response activation over learning-based stim ulus anticipations d u ring  the 
learn ing  phase, not by a deficit in  spatial learning.
D ifferent versions of the SRTT thu s seem  to yield different resu lts on the 
ability  of PD patien ts to m aster im plicit m otor sequences. D ifferences in  task  
dem ands causing differences in  the relative involvem ent of spatially  and  mo- 
tor-sequence-oriented processes m ight explain some of the differences in  the 
results. A s already m entioned, Keele and  C urran  (1995) state tha t one can 
either learn  the v isuospatia l rep resen tation  or the  sequence of m ovem ents. 
Studies report tha t patien ts w ith  dam age to the stria tu m  (the inpu t station  to 
the  basal ganglia), as seen in  PD, have difficulty  p roducing  and  learn ing  
m otor sequences (W illingham  1998). O n the o ther hand, the stud ies m entioned 
above support the evidence of intact v isuospatia l learn ing  in  PD patients, 
w hich conflicts w ith  the v isuospatia l problem s PD patien ts regularly  report 
d u ring  neuropsychological assessm ents (Cronin-Golom b & Braun, 1997). 
However, th is  v isuospatia l deficit is localized to specific v isuospatia l tasks 
and  hence not a generalized  deficit in  PD patients (Brown & M arsden, 1990). 
G iven the d isparity  in  parad igm s and findings, in  th is  study  we directly  
com pare AD patients, w ho in  m ost stud ies show ed intact im plicit learn ing  
on a varie ty  of experim ental tasks, w ith  PD patients, for w hom  resu lts are 
inconsistent, b o th  relative to healthy controls, using  tw o im plicit learn ing  
tasks tha t requ ire  d ifferent types of sequential m otor actions: the  classical 
SRTT and  the new ly developed, m ore spatially  dem anding  PLT. We expected 
the  AD patien ts to show  im plicit learn ing  in  b o th  tasks sim ilar to the m atched,
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un im p aired  controls bu t also tha t im plicit learn ing  w ould  be com prom ised 
in  the  PD patien ts on the SRTT. O ur expectations as to the resu lts on the PLT 
w ere less straigh tforw ard . Based on earlier find ings and because the spatial 
com ponent in  the PLT is m ore prom inent th a n  it is in  the  SRTT, we assum ed 
tha t the  PD patien ts ' w ould  be better able to learn  its spatial sequences th an  
the AD patients, and  tha t im plicit learn ing  on the PLT w ould be superior to 
tha t recorded for the  SRTT.
Methods
Participants
Partic ipants w ere 12 patien ts w ith  Parkinson 's disease (PD; 7 men), 8 w ith  
A lzheim er's disease (AD; 3 men) and  12 healthy controls (6 men). The patien ts 
w ere recru ited  from  a regional D utch general hospital. The healthy  controls, 
all w ithou t a h isto ry  of neurological or psychiatric disease, w ere hospital 
staff or m em bers of the public recru ited  v ia  the patien ts ' spouses. A ll eligible 
candidates gave the ir inform ed consent prior to the ir participation .
A neurologist or geriatrician  established the clinical diagnoses. The 
severity  of PD sym ptom s w as ra ted  on the Hoehn-and-Yahr scale of d isability  
(1967), resu lting  in  six PD patients being classified as stage I, five as stage II 
and  one as stage III. At the tim e of testing  six of the PD patien ts w ere tak ing  
oral m edication  (four m adopar, one perm ax, one requip) to alleviate their 
sym ptom s. N one of the PD patien ts had  dem entia as established by neu­
ropsychological testing.
The AD patien ts were d iagnosed  in  accordance w ith  the NINSDS-ADRDA 
criteria (M cKhann et al., 1984). The MMSE (see next section) w as used  to 
determ ine the severity of the  dem entia. Patients w ith  an  MMSE score < 17 
w ere excluded. Five patien ts used  rivastigm ine or m em antine during  the test 
period.
Table 1 lists the  partic ipan t dem ographics per group. The subjects were 
m atched for age and  estim ated  intelligence as closely as possible. G eneral 
intelligence level w as m easured  using  the NLV (Schm and, Lindeboom , & 
Van H arskam p, 1992), the D utch equivalent of the N ational A dult Reading 
Test (NART; N elson & O 'C onnell, 1978), w hich d id  not reveal any significant 
differences betw een  the patien t and  control groups. The M ini-M ental State 
Exam ination (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein & M cHugh, 1975) w as adm in istered  
to assess overall cognitive functioning. To optim ize the age m atch for the 
A lzheim er group, we used  a subgroup of the  to tal control group for our AD 
analyses.
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Table 1 Basic dem ographics for all patien ts and healthy controls.
Group N Sex Mean age 
(SD)
Mean
NART-IQ
(SD)
Mean
MMSE
(SD)
Alzheimer's disease 8 5m/3f 79.5 (10.1) 96 (12.6) 19.6 (2.0)
Parkinson's disease 12 7m/5f 67.5 (9.7) 108 (7.9) 28.3 (2.3)
Alzheimer controls 
(age-matched subgroup)
8 4m/4f 78.3 (6.4) 90 (13.1) 26.8 (1.6)
Parkinson controls 
(full group)
12 6m/6f 69.6 (13.9) 97 (15.2) 27.5 (1.8)
Tasks and procedure
For the SR TT  the  partic ipan ts w ere seated in  front of a com puter m onitor 
w ith  a four-key response box placed directly  below  it. Four horizontally  
aligned squares, reflecting the alignm ent of the response keys, were 
continually  d isplayed at the bo ttom  of the  screen. Each tria l a stim ulus (an 
asterisk) w ould  appear in  any of the four positions, bu t never in  the  same 
position  tw ice in  succession. The partic ipan ts  w ere in stru c ted  to press the 
key tha t corresponded to the square in  w hich the asterisk  appeared  as fast 
bu t also as accurately as possible to prevent m istakes. The asterisk rem ained  
on the screen un til the  correct bu tton  had  been hit, after w hich it d isappeared. 
Follow ing a 500-msec delay, the  next stim ulus appeared. A ll partic ipan ts 
received the  task  instructions prior to the test session and perform ed a 
ten -tria l practice session. The actual test com prised six tria l blocks each 
consisting of 100 trials. In the first block (Rl) the stim uli w ere presen ted  in  a 
pseudo-random  order. In the next four blocks (L1-L4) a fixed ten-trial 
sequence (D-B-C-A-C-B-D-C-B-A) w as repeated  ten  tim es and in  the  sixth 
block (R2) the stim uli w ere again p resen ted  in  a pseudo-random  order. The 
partic ipan ts w ere not in form ed about the repeated  sequence.
A gain  seated in  front of a com puter m onitor, the  partic ipan ts perform ed 
the  Pattern Learning Task on a sheet of paper tha t w as fixed to a d ig itizer 
(WACOM) using  a norm al-looking, non-ink ing  pen  to control the cursor on 
the  screen. The position  of the pen  tip  on and  up to 5 m m  above the d igitizer 
w as recorded. Four dots (2.6 cm in  diam eter) w ere continuously d isplayed on 
the  screen, one of w hich tu rn e d  red  (see Fig. 1).
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Figure 1 A n exam ple of the  p en  m ovem ents in  one fixed ten-tria l sequence 
(A-D-B-C-A-C-B-D-C-B) of the Pattern  L earn ing  Task (PLT).
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8  9
Time (sec)
The four possible target locations (A, B ,C and D) are shown as open black circles. At the start of 
the first movement (from A to D) the cursor is depicted and the coloured target. The fifth trial 
(from A to C) started in a direction (determined at the periphery, i.e. at the point where the pen 
trajectory crossed the dotted circle around A), which deviated more than 22.5 degrees from the 
direction of the ideal A to C line, and is therefore marked as a directional error. The display seen 
by the participants consisted only of the four black circles, positioned in the middle of the PC 
screen, one of which was filled with red as the target, and the dark blue pen cursor.
Partic ipants w ere in stru c ted  to move the cursor (a blue dot w ith  a 0.9-cm 
diam eter) tow ards the red  target by m eans of the pen  as quickly as possible. 
A fter the cursor had  been inside the target for a period  of 200 ms, a beep 
lasting  200 m s w as sounded. Im m ediately after the  beep the next tr ia l s tarted  
w ith  another circle tu rn in g  red. Participants fam iliarized  them selves w ith  
the task  w ith  a practice block consisting of four blocks of 24 tria ls  using  tw o 
stim ulus positions o n ly  The actual test com prised six blocks of 100 tria ls
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each, w ith  a short break (several m inutes) in  betw een  the blocks. A first 
pseudo-random  tria l block (Rl) w as followed by four blocks (L1-L4) w ith  a 
fixed sequence tha t w as repeated  ten  tim es, after w hich in  the six th  block 
(R2) another pseudo-random  sequence of stim uli w as presented . A gain, the 
partic ipan ts w ere not inform ed about the repeated  sequence. Two versions of 
the  task  w ere used  w ith  the short version consisting of a less bu rden ing  
four-item  sequence (A-B-D-C) and  the longer version of a ten-item  sequence 
(A-D-B-C-A-C-B-D-C-B) tha t m ost closely resem bled the SRTT. Overall, bo th  
versions p roduced  sim ilar resu lts and  w ere com pleted by all partic ipants. 
Since the long version can be best com pared w ith  the SRTT, and to restrict 
the  num ber of data  to be accounted for, we w ill not repo rt the  resu lts on the 
short task.
A ll partic ipan ts w ere exam ined in d iv id u a lly  They always perform ed the 
MMSE as the second and  the NLV as the  fo u rth  com ponent in  the test session, 
w ith  the SRTT and  the PLT being adm in istered  alternately, albeit tha t the 
tw o PLT task  versions w ere always presen ted  in  succession.
A fter the  test session all partic ipan ts w ere asked if they had  noticed 
any th ing  w ith  respect to the  tasks to establish  w hether they  had  become 
aw are of the  tasks' fixed sequences. A s in  our experim ental design (two 
im plicit sequence learn ing  tests) the partic ipan ts needed  to rem ain  naive 
w ith  regards to the  fixed sequence till the  end  of the  test session, inquiries 
about explicit sequence know ledge could not be m ade after each of the 
tests.
Data an a lysis
A s explained, learn ing  in  the SRTT and  the PLT involves bo th  visuom otor 
learn ing  and  sequence-specific learning. Accordingly, it is generally 
acknow ledged in  im plicit learn ing  stud ies tha t the general decrease observed 
across learn ing  tria ls  - in  th is  study  from  block R l to block L4 - m ust be 
in te rp re ted  as the  com bined resu lt of these tw o learn ing  com ponents. 
However, from  block L4 to block R2, the effect of task-specific sensory-m otor 
learn ing  w ill be m in im al com pared to the d isrup tion  caused by the change 
of a fixed target sequence to a random  sequence. It, consequently, is general 
practice in  im plicit learn ing  stud ies to take the difference betw een  the second 
random  block (R2) and  the previous fixed-sequence block (L4) as a m easure 
for the am ount of sequence learn ing  (K nopm an & Nissen, 1987). A second 
ind ication  of sequence learn ing  m ight be found in  the  increase of errors 
w hen  the order of the  stim uli changes from  fixed (in block L4) to random  (in 
block R2). Therefore, for the SRTT we took the increases in  reaction  tim e (RT) 
and  in  the percentage of errors recorded in  the  second random  block (R2)
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relative to the fo u rth  fixed-sequence block (L4) as m easures of im plicit 
sequence learning. T rials in  w hich an  incorrect bu tto n  w as pushed  w ere 
excluded from  the RT analysis.
PLT perform ance was recorded and analyzed by m eans of OASIS software 
(De Jong, H ulstijn, K osterm an, & Sm its-Engelsm an, 1996). A lso in  th is task  
the increase in  to tal tim e (TT) in  the  last random  block (R2) relative to that 
recorded for the last fixed-sequence block (L4) w as taken  to reflect the 
m easure of im plicit learning. We subsequently  subdiv ided  TT in  the tim e 
needed  to in itiate a m ovem ent (RT) and the tim e needed  to cross the  distance 
betw een  the tw o circles (m ovem ent tim e or MT). We defined RT as the tim e 
betw een  the  onset of stim ulus p resen tation  and  the tim e at w hich the pen  
left the start circle and  crossed its 0.4-cm periphery  (total diam eter: 3.4-cm). 
We opted  for th is  later d istance th reshold  value and  not for a velocity criterion 
( a change from  standstill to m ovement) because a few patients w ere not able 
to keeping their p en  in  one place after reaching the target of the  previous 
m ovem ent, and  w aiting  for the  next stim ulus to appear. A second reason for 
adopting  th is  distance criterion w as tha t partic ipan ts  w ere allow ed to start 
m oving the pen  tow ards the anticipated  next stim ulus before it w as actually  
displayed. This in struc tion  stim ulated  partic ipan ts to move m ore or less 
continuously, w ith  only very short in term itten t stops, betw een  successive 
target m ovem ents, bu t m ade a defin ition  of reaction tim e based  on a velocity 
th resho ld  not reliable. We defined MT as the tim e taken  to cross the  d istance 
betw een  the start-circle's periphery  and  the periphery  of the target circle. 
The TT, RT, and  MT analyses excluded tria ls  in  w hich a d irectional error had  
been made.
For the  PLT we analyzed d irectional errors (DE; see Fig. 1), w hich were 
defined as m ovem ents tha t left the  start circle at the w rong angle, i.e. 
deviations >22.5 degrees from  the m ost op tim al angle. In the  SRTT an  error 
w as the end resu lt of p ressing the w rong button. It should be em phasized 
tha t the errors for the tw o tasks w ere hence not of the sam e calibre. In  the 
PLT an  error only reflects the choice of a nonoptim al m ovem ent d irection  in  
the first phase of the  m ovem ent tow ards the target tha t can be corrected 
d u ring  the later stages of the m ovem ent. None of the partic ipan ts actually  hit 
a non-coloured target after m aking  a d irectional error. N ote tha t if partic ipan ts 
w ere fast and  sta rted  m oving the pen  in  the anticipated  d irection  w ithout 
w aiting  for the  next target stim ulus to tu rn  red, they w ere m ore likely to 
m ake errors, particu larly  in  the second random  block (R2), because here the 
previously learned  sequence of d irections d id  no longer ap p ly  Therefore, an 
increm ent in  error rate in  block R2 relative to that recorded for L4 w as taken  
to indicate effects of im plicit sequence learning.
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W hen asked at the end of the test session, none of the partic ipan ts 
expressed explicit know ledge of the sequence in  the PLT. The tw o partic ipan ts 
(both  PD patients) tha t d id  indicate such an  aw areness for the SRTT were 
subsequently  e lim inated  from  the SRTT analyses. Furtherm ore, one patient 
w as e lim inated  because of extrem ely slow RT's
Statistica l an alysis
R epeated m easures ANOVAs (GLM) w ere conducted w ith  one w ith in-subject 
factor (Block) and  one betw een-subjects factor (Group) to test learn ing  effects. 
Simple group differences (in average scores across learn ing  blocks and  in  
R2-L4 differences) w ere tested  w ith  an  independen t sam ples t-test, and  are 
repo rted  w ith  1-tailed significance values in  case of p red ictions of the 
d irection  of the  difference. The Park inson  group w as com pared w ith  the 
to ta l control group, w hile the  AD patients w ere com pared to an  equally  large 
num ber of age-m atched controls tha t w ere selected from  the to ta l control 
group. A lpha w as set at 0.05 th roughou t the s tu d y
Results
SRTT perform ance scores
The m ean RTs for the th ree  g roups on each of the six SRTT blocks are 
presen ted  in  Figure 2. The tw o patien t g roups and  the ir controls show ed 
som e learn ing  in  the  task, w hich w as evident from  a significant decrem ent in  
RT across blocks R1 th ro u g h  to L4 (PD/C: F(4,16) = 7.91, p = 0.001; Linear 
contrast: F(l,19) = 33.08, p < .0001; AD/C: F(4,ll) = 12.26, p < .0005; Linear 
contrast: F(l,14) = 12.26, p = .001). As expected, the PD and  the AD groups had 
slightly longer RTs th a n  their respective control g roups (PD/C: t(19) = 1.765, 
p = .047; AD/C: t(14) = 1.78, p = .049). M ore im portan tly  given th is  study 's 
focus on sequence learn ing , we found tha t the L4-R2 increase in  RT was 
significant in  the PD/C and  the AD/C com parisons (PD/C: F(l,19) = 31.37, 
p < .0001; AD/C: F(l,14) = 33.68, p < .0001). This increm ent w as sm aller in  the 
PD group than  it was in  their control group (PD: 55 ms, Control: 105 ms; t(19) = 
1.765, p = .047), bu t not significantly  different for the AD group and  their 
controls (AD: 183 ms, Control: 120 ms; t(14) = 1.21, p = .246 (2-tailed)).
The SRTT error percentages for the R1 to L4 blocks d id  not differ significantly  
betw een  g roups (PD: 3.6%; AD: 5.0%; controls 4.0% (w ith 3.7% for the AD 
control group)). Im plicit learn ing  of the  fixed sequence w as reflected by a 
significant increm ent in  error rates in  block R2 relative to block L4 in  the PD
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Figure 2 M ean reaction  tim es per group for the random  blocks (R1 and  R2) 
and  the fixed-sequence blocks (L1-L4) of the Serial Reaction Time 
Task (SRTT). E rror bars reflect s tan d ard  errors.
and  the control group, w ith  rates increasing from  2.4% to 5.6% and from  4.5% 
to 5.1% (F(l,19) = 11.93, p = 0.003), respectively. This increase in  errors was 
larger for the PD group th a n  it w as for the  controls (t(19) = 2.36, p = .029 
(2-tailed)).
C ontrary  to expectations, w ith  increases from  5.9% to 6.2% and  5.2% to 
5.5%, respectively, the  L4-R2 increm ents in  error percentages for the AD 
patien ts and  their controls w ere not significant, nor d id  they differ betw een  
the tw o groups.
PLT perform ance scores
Figure 3 depicts the m eans and  stan d ard  errors for the  to tal tim es (TTs) on 
the six blocks of the PLT for all partic ipan ts of each group as none of the 
partic ipan ts had  explicitly indicated  d iscernm ent of the PLT sequence
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follow ing the test session. F urther analyses also d id  not reveal any differences 
betw een  the tw o PD patien ts tha t had been excluded for the  SRTT analyses 
and  the o ther patients. The controls of the  AD group show ed the  sam e course 
in  m ean TT as the  to ta l control group, bu t overall their TTs w ere prolonged 
w ith  approxim ately 100 ms.
Figure 3 Total tim es for the random  blocks (R1 and R2) and the fixed-sequence 
blocks (L1-L4) per group for the P attern  Learning Task (PLT). 
Error bars reflect s tan d ard  errors.
A nalogous to the SRTT, patients and  controls dem onstrated  learn ing , as was 
reflected  by a significant TT reduction  across blocks R1 th ro u g h  to L4 (PD/C: 
F(4,19) = 19.91, p < 0.0001; Linear contrast: F(l,22) = 84.77, p < .0001; AD/C: 
F(4,ll) = 8.08, p = .003; Linear contrast: F(l,14) = 37.05, p < .0001).
As expected and  also in  line w ith  the SRTT data, the controls show ed 
lower m ean  TTs th a n  the tw o patient g roups (PD/C: t(22) = 1.938, p = .033; 
AD/C: t(14) = 1.908, p = .039). As ind icated  by the L4-R2 increm ents in  TT,
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bo th  the AD patien ts and  the controls show ed im plicit learn ing  of the fixed 
PLT sequence (AD: 67 ms, Control: 59 ms; t(14) = 0.359, p = .725 (2-sided)), 
w hereas the L4-R2 increase in  the PD group w as significantly  sm aller th a n  it 
w as in  their controls (PD: 12 ms, Control: 55 ms; t(22) = 2.724, p = .006).
The tw o graphs of Figure 4 show  the PLT m ean reaction  (RT) and  m ovem ent 
tim es (MT) for the th ree  groups. N ote the contrasts betw een  the increm ents 
in  RTs and  MTs in  the  L4 and  R2 blocks, w hich we took as possible signs of 
im plicit learning: the figure show s m arked  increm ents in  RT and  no increase 
in  MT in  these specific blocks. Figure 4 also show s a sm all increase in  RT for 
the PD patients, w hich w as overall sm aller th an  the RT increase recorded for 
the controls, bu t the significance of th is  in teraction  w as reduced  (p = 0.066) 
w hen  com pared to the strong in teraction  we found in  the  TTs of the PD 
patien ts and  their controls (p = .006, as repo rted  in  the  previous paragraph).
Figure 4 M ean reaction  tim es (left panel) and  m ean m ovem ent tim es (right 
panel) for the  random  blocks (R1 and  R2) and  the fixed-sequence 
blocks (L1-L4) per patien t group for the P attern  Learning Task 
(PLT). Error bars reflect s tandard  errors.
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The m ean  directional error (DE) rates for the  six PLT blocks for each of the 
th ree  g roups are p resen ted  in  F igure 5. W hat stands out is the significant 
increase in  DEs betw een  blocks L4 and  R2 for all g roups including the PD 
patien ts who had  show n no increase in  the ir TTs (t(31) = 5.014, p < .001; group 
differences in  L4-R2 increase: PD/C: t(22) = 0.331, p = .744; AD/C: t(14) = 0.07, 
p = .945).
Figure 5 The g roup 's m ean  d irectional error rates across the  random  blocks 
(R1 and  R2) and the fixed-sequence blocks (L1-L4) for the Pattern  
Learning Task (PLT).
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Discussion
As predicted, the Parkinson patients showed less evidence of implicit learning 
than  both  the healthy controls and the Alzheim er patients, as was reflected by 
the tim e m easures in  the SRTT and the PLT. However, the increases in  the error 
percentages we noted for the PD patients did indicate some implicit learning in 
both  tasks, while w hen we took errors into account in  the AD group, learning 
appeared somewhat compromised. O ur conjecture that the performance of 
Parkinson patients w ould be less affected in  the PLT in  w hich spatial dem ands 
were more prom inent was not confirmed. We w ill next discuss the findings on 
perform ance tim es and errors for the tw o tasks separately
The control and  AD group bo th  show ed a leng then ing  of the ir response 
tim es on the random  tria l block of the SRTT relative to the preceding  fixed 
tria l block, w hich increm ent is taken  to reflect im plicit sequence learn ing  in  
th is  task  (K nopm an & N issen, 1987). As w as to be expected based  on the 
literature, the RTs of the  PD patien ts increased less th a n  they d id  in  the 
healthy controls. A m eta-analysis of stud ies tha t used  the SRTT had  show n 
tha t im plicit learn ing , as reflected in  response tim e, w as significantly  
im paired  in  Park inson  patien ts relative to the perform ance of healthy peers 
(Siegert et al., 2006). O ur study  th u s confirm ed these resu lts bu t now  in  a PD 
group w ith  m ild  sym ptom s. H alf of our PD patien ts had  been d iagnosed  as 
stage 1 on the Hoehn-and-Yahr scale w hile some of the earlier stud ies 
included relatively m ore stage-2 and  stage-3 PD patien ts (Doyon et al., 1997; 
Stefanova et al., 2000). However, some studies d id  not report Hoehn-and-Yahr 
ratings (Jackson et al., 1995, Sommer, et al., 1999), rendering a sound com parison 
in  term s of disease severity impossible.
In the  PLT we took the increase in  to tal perform ance tim e (TT) betw een  
the fixed and  random  blocks as the m easure of im plicit m otor-sequence 
learning. Both the controls and the AD patien ts show ed an  increm ent in  their 
TTs, bu t the  PD patien ts d id  not, ind icating  tha t in  th is group im plicit 
learn ing  could not be established. W hen we subdiv ided  the TT into a response 
(RT) and  a m ovem ent com ponent (MT), the  RT p a tte rn  corresponded w ith  
the TT p a tte rn  w hile the  MTs w ere not prolonged in  the final random  block. 
The PD and control g roups even show ed a decrease in  the tim e they  needed 
to move the cursor into the target in  the final block. A ll g roups learned  to 
execute the  requ ired  m ovem ents slightly m ore quickly in  the course of all 
tria l blocks (learning phase), bu t the learn ing  effect w as un re la ted  to sequence 
presentation. In  contrast, the  RTs of all g roups increased in  the  final block, 
w hich is indicative of im plicit sequence learn ing , a lthough  the increm ent 
w as less pronounced  (p=.066) in  the PD group.
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Besides reflecting the tim e the partic ipan ts needed  to search for the 
location of the next target, to p lan  the m uscle com m ands and  to initiate the 
m ovem ent, the  recorded PLT reaction tim es m ay also have included some of 
the  actual m ovem ent tim e as we set the boun d ary  betw een  RT and  MT 
som ew hat late, i.e. at the  m om ent the  pen  left the  start circle. Because th is 
choice m ay have in troduced  m ore variance in  RTs, it may have resu lted  in  a 
statistically  sm aller difference betw een  the PD and  control g roups' RTs th an  
we found for their to tal perform ance tim es. Alternatively, the  m easure of RT 
has been suggested to be less appropriate  in  th is  patient group because 
Park inson  patien ts are typically  characterized by a slowed reaction and  an 
inability  to initiate m ovem ents fast, w hich m ight thus prevent them  from  
dem onstrating  sequence learn ing  th ro u g h  a difference in  RT (W estwater et 
al., 1998). However, this cannot explain the increase we found in  their RTs in 
the last random  block, an  increment we took as evidence of implicit learning.
Overall, we gained  additional in form ation  by looking at the  RT and  MT 
com ponents of the  TTs. The perform ance differences betw een  the PD patients 
and  the  controls in  the PLT occurred  exclusively d u ring  the p repara tion  and 
in itia tion  stages of the action and  not during  the execution of the  sequenced 
action.
In  our study, we also analyzed the  am ount of errors in  the tw o tasks. Both 
in  the  SRTT and  the PLT the increm ent in  errors we observed in  the final 
random  block in  bo th  the controls and the PD patien ts indicated  im plicit 
sequence learning. Surprisingly, the SRTT error percentage in  the  last 
fixed-sequence block (L4) of the  controls w as higher th an  tha t of the PD 
patients. This m ay be explained by a different speed-accuracy trade-off in  
the  tw o g roups du ring  the end  of the learn ing  phase: w hen  you respond 
faster in  the  fixed-sequence blocks, you are b ound  to m ake m ore errors. Since 
people w ith  PD are seldom  able to react fast or may perhaps have already 
u n learn ed  the habit to try, they take m ore tim e to respond  and  consequently 
m ake fewer m istakes. This seem ed to be confirm ed by the PLT, w here we 
also recorded higher error percentages d u ring  the first p a rt of the  learn ing  
phase in  the  control group. C ontrary  to our expectations, the  AD patients 
show ed no increase in  the  num ber of errors in  the SRTT. M oreover, w hen 
exam ining  the PLT data  m ore closely, we found tha t their DE (directional 
error) rate had  already started  to rise in  the fo u rth  fixed-sequence block. We 
hence cannot be sure w hether the increase in  DEs in  the  final block is solely 
explained by im plicit sequence learning. Ferraro et al. (1993) m entioned a 
breakdow n of a tten tion  in  A lzheim er patients. Possibly, also our AD group 
h ad  m ore difficulty  in  keeping their a tten tion  focused un til the end of the 
task.
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As stated  in  the m ethods section, in  the PLT a DE reflected the choice of 
a nonoptim al m ovem ent d irection in  the first phase of the m ovem ent tow ards 
the target tha t could be corrected d u ring  the later stages of the movem ent. 
The DEs could thus reflect b o th  sequence know ledge and  a preference for 
speeded  reactions over im m ediate accuracy (straight-lined trajectories). 
Because our subjects w ere allow ed to leave the start circle before the new  
target circle lit up, they  indeed  favoured speed over accuracy, resu lting  in  
h igh  DE rates. That in  all partic ipan ts the  percentages of DEs in  the last 
random  tria l block w ere higher th a n  they  w ere in  the  first random  block can 
only be explained by their m oving m ore frequently  into a d irection  tha t they 
had  chosen based  on sequence know ledge they  had  unknow ingly  acquired 
in  the  p receding  fixed blocks. A n explanation in  term s of a sudden  change in  
speed-accuracy trade-off in  the final random  block is less plausible.
The error resu lts show ed evidence of im plicit learn ing  in  our PD patien ts 
bu t also po in ted  to a com prom ised im plicit learn ing  in  the AD patients, 
w hile the  patien ts ' perform ance tim es indicated  im plicit learn ing  in  the AD 
bu t com prom ised learn ing  in  the PD group. H ow  can th is seem ing d isparity  
be explained? Possibly, perform ance tim es and  error m easures assess 
d ifferent processes. As already m entioned in  the in troduction , sequential 
m ovem ent skills are based  on several processes and  sequences can be 
represen ted  in  the order in  w hich the stim uli occurred, i.e. a v isuospatial 
represen tation , or the order in  w hich the associated m ovem ents are made, 
e.g. the sequence of key presses. H ikosaka et al. (1999), and N akahara, Doya, 
and  H ikosaka (2001) also posited  a d istinction  in  the neura l netw orks 
subserv ing  the learn ing  of sequential procedures. The authors d iscrim inate  
betw een  a v isual loop relying on v isual coordinates and  a m otor loop that 
depends on m otor coordinates, w hich loops "learn" a sequence in  parallel. It 
is im portan t to note tha t in  H ikosaka's research the contributions of each of 
the tw o m echanism s are assessed by separate m easures. Errors are taken  as 
indicators of learning in  the visual loop, while reaction or perform ance times 
are used  as a m easure of learn ing  in  the m otor loop (Bapi, Doya, & H arner, 
2000; H ikosaka, Rand, M iyachi, & M iyashita, 1995; Rand et al., 2000). It may 
be hypothesised  tha t in  PD patien ts m astery  of the v isual loop is, m ore or 
less, intact w hile m astery  of the  m otor loop is com prom ised and  tha t the 
opposite m ay occur in  the AD patients. That learn ing  in  the  v isual loop is 
com prom ised in  AD is in  concurrence w ith  the com prom ised visuospatial 
abilities Rascovsky et al. (2002) found and  the inferior parie ta l perfusion 
Keilp, A lexander, Stern, and  P rohovnik  (1996) dem onstrated  in  th is  patient 
group. It w ould also explain why studies that used a rotor pursu it test, w hich 
according to W illingham  (1998) is p rim arily  a m otor sequencing task, always
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reported preserved implicit learning in  Alzheim er patients (Van Halteren-Van 
Tilborg et al., 2007), whereas those using tasks tapping both  motor and spatial 
processes show ed d im in ished  learn ing  (K nopm an, 1991; W illingham , et al., 
1997). However, again, v isuospatia l function ing  has also been found to be 
com prom ised in  PD patients, w hile H uang et al. (2007) found  m etabolic 
reductions in  the patien ts ' parie ta l association areas. There is no com m only 
accepted nosology by w hich visuospatia l d isorders are classified and  the 
d isorders represen t a w ide varie ty  of cognitive functions w ith  diverse 
underly ing  neuroanatom ical m echanism s (Freem an et al., 2000). More 
research  is needed to separate and  correlate d ifferent v isuospatia l d isorders 
w ith  m otor sequencing disorders.
In  sum , we found evidence of im plicit sequence learn ing  in  our healthy 
controls and A lzheim er patien ts on b o th  the SRTT and  our PLT, as reflected 
by the various tim e m easures. However, the  tasks' error rates revealed 
im plicit learn ing  in  the A lzheim er group to be im paired . A nd a lthough the 
tim e m easures of the Park inson  patien ts on the  SRTT and  PLT were indicative 
of less im plicit sequence learn ing , the error m easures of b o th  tests d id  
illustra te  tha t the Park inson  patien ts had  acquired  im plicit know ledge of the 
repeated  sequences. A lthough assessing d ifferent types of sequential m otor 
actions, the  resu lts of the two tasks w ere sim ilar in  th is  respect.
W ith our study  we have underscored  the relevance of d iscrim inating  
betw een  perform ance and error m easures in  experim ental research  involving 
A lzheim er and  Park inson  patients. The differences in  the outcom es of 
prev ious stud ies can at least partly  be explained by the  differences in  the 
typ es of tasks and  m easures used. By looking at the various aspects that 
underlie  our rem arkable ability to m aster sequential m otor actions, we can 
learn  m ore about w hich processes are deficient in  w hich patient groups. Any 
proven  im pairm ents in  a patien t's  (rem aining) spatial and  m otor learn ing  
abilities may have consequences for the  way in  w hich in  clinical practice 
m otor skills are (re)trained.
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Abstract
Patients w ith  am nesia have deficits in  declarative m em ory but in tact m em ory 
for m otor and  percep tual skills, w hich suggests tha t explicit m em ory and 
im plicit m em ory are distinct. However, the evidence tha t im plicit m otor 
learn ing  is intact in  am nesic patien ts is con trad ic to ry  This study  investigated 
spatial and  nonspatia l im plicit sequence learn ing  in  am nesic pa tien ts w ith  
Korsakoff's syndrom e (N=20) and  m atched controls (N=14), using  the classical 
Serial Reaction Time Task and  a new ly developed, spatially  m ore dem anding, 
Pattern  Learning Task. Results show ed tha t im plicit m otor learn ing  occurred  
in  b o th  g roups of participants; however, on the P attern  Learning Task, the 
percentage of errors d id  not increase in  the Korsakoff group in  the random  
test phase, w hich is indicative of less im plicit learning. Thus, our find ings 
show  tha t the perform ance of patien ts w ith  K orsakoff's syndrom e is 
com prom ised on an  im plicit learn ing  task  w ith  a strong spatial com ponent.
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Introduction
M ultiple m em ory systems are postu lated to underlie the differences in 
m em ory perform ance of distinct patient groups. For example, Squire (1992) 
distinguished betw een explicit or declarative m em ory and implicit or 
nondeclarative m em ory The m em ory profile of patients w ith  amnesic 
syndrom e, w hich is characterized by deficits in  declarative m em ory and 
intact m em ory for motor and perceptual skills, supports th is distinction. 
(Schacter 1987; Squire and Zola-M organ 1988). However, recent evidence 
suggests that implicit m em ory is not unconditionally spared in  patients w ith  
am nesia, and that in  these patients visual feedback is critical for the successful 
m astery of implicit movement sequences (Swinnen, Puttem ans & Lamotte, 
2005).
The participants of the present study were patients w ith  Korsakoff's 
syndrom e, a disorder characterized by profound anterograde am nesia and 
severe, tem porally graded, retrograde am nesia (Kopelman 2002). Their 
am nesia is a result of dam age in  the diencephalon, notably the m am m illary 
bodies and thalam us (Kopelman 2002). These areas are thought to be critical 
for episodic m em ory form ation, since they are crucial for storing inform ation 
in  the neocortex that has been integrated by the hippocam pus. Mayes (1988) 
suggested that patients w ith  Korsakoff's syndrom e especially have problem s 
w ith  m em ory for contextual inform ation, such as spatial relations betw een 
stim uli, and indeed m any studies have reported spatial m em ory deficits in 
these patients (Postma, Van Asselen, Keuper, W ester & Kessels, 2006; Van 
Asselen, Kessels, Wester & Postma, 2005). These studies involved explicit 
memory; however, evidence concerning implicit spatial m em ory deficits is 
less conclusive. W hile implicit spatial m em ory in  patients w ith  Korsakoff's 
syndrom e was reported to be spared in  an object-location m em ory task 
(Postma, Antonides, Wester, Kessels, 2008), C hun and Phelps (1999) reported 
it to be im paired in  a group of amnesic patients that also included Korsakoff's 
patients. Because of these contradictory findings, we investigated spatial 
and non-spatial implicit motor learning in  patients w ith  Korsakoff's syndrom e 
and in  healthy controls, using two implicit m otor-learning tasks. Motor 
learning refers to the increasing spatial and tem poral accuracy of movements 
w ith  practice (W illingham  1999). It involves more than  m erely gaining new 
movement patterns, such as in  sports, and is generally defined as a process 
of acquiring the capability for producing skilled actions as a result of practice 
and which leads to relatively perm anent changes in  this capability (Schmidt 
& W risberg 2000). We focused on implicit sequence learning, i.e. learning the
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order of the sub-m ovem ents of an action. To th is end, we used two paradigm s, 
a standard  Serial Reaction Time task (SRTT) and a newly developed, more 
spatially dem anding, Pattern Learning task (PLT). The latter is based on the 
SRTT paradigm  but requires the m anipulation of a hand-held stylus (Van 
Tilborg & H ulstijn 2010).
The SRTT developed by Nissen and Bullemer (1987) is one of the m ost widely 
used tasks to study implicit sequence learning in  experim ental research. In 
th is task, participants are presented w ith  successive visual stim uli that 
appear at different screen locations, to which they are asked to respond by 
pressing spatially corresponding keys. Initially, the stim uli are presented in 
a random  order, but at some point in  time, and unknow n to the participants, 
they are presented in  a fixed sequence. After several fixed-sequence blocks, 
the fixed sequence switches to a random  stim ulus order, to test w hether 
sequence learning has occurred in  the preceding trial blocks. An increase in 
reaction tim e after th is switch reflects sequence-specific learning. Two 
studies in  which the SRTT was adm inistered to patients w ith  Korsakoff's 
syndrom e showed that implicit learning was intact in  these patients (Nissen 
& Bullemer 1987; Nissen, W illingham  & H artm an, 1989). In contrast, a study 
using a different implicit motor learning task, a maze task, found implicit 
learning to be im paired in  patients w ith  Korsakoff's syndrom e (Nissen et al.
1989). This suggests that implicit learning may be task dependent.
The SRTT is an implicit learning task in  which sequences of four different 
finger responses are learned, resem bling learning to type frequently used 
words. In th is task, actions vary little and responses are differentiated by 
only four spatial locations. The SRTT shows little spatial variation regarding 
the nature of the response (pushing a bu tton  w ith  one finger): the responses 
are four different finger movements.
Spatial aspects are suggested to be im portant in  motor learning (Witt and 
W illingham  2006). W itt and W illingham  stated that most types of motor 
skills require learning a sequence of different actions. For example, maze 
learning involves learning to correctly m anipulate an object via a series of 
m ovements into different directions, which is comparable to learning to 
serve in  tennis. Thus, spatial aspects play a dom inant role in  m aze learning. 
Also in  the PLT, where a pen  is moved tow ard different targets, spatial 
aspects are more involved because the pen  can be m oved in  three possible 
directions tow ard the target, dependent on the previous target location. 
C hun and Phelps (1999) earlier reported that amnesic patients had norm al 
implicit skills learning on nonspatial tasks, but dem onstrated deficits in 
implicit spatial learning, w hich suggests that it is crucial to take the spatial 
aspects of tasks into account.
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We investigated spatial and non-spatial implicit motor learning in  patients 
w ith  Korsakoff's syndrom e and in  healthy controls, using two implicit 
learning tasks that require different types of sequential motor actions: the 
classic SRTT and the PLT. We expected that the patients w ith  Korsakoff's 
syndrom e would show intact implicit learning on the SRTT, but com promised 
implicit spatial m emory perform ance on the PLT.
Methods
Participants
Twenty patients w ith  Korsakoff's syndrom e (16 men), inpatients of the 
Korsakoff Clinic of the Vincent van Gogh Institu te for Psychiatry, Venray, 
the Netherlands, participated in  th is s tu d y  All m et the criteria for DSM-IV 
Alcohol-Induced Persisting Am nestic D isorder (1994) and the criteria for 
Korsakoff's syndrom e described by K opelman (2002). All patients had severe 
am nesia, m easured w ith  the D utch version of the Rivermead Behavioral 
Memory Test (Wilson, Cockburn & Baddeley, 1985) (see table 1), and all had 
an extensive history of alcoholism and nutritional depletion, verified by 
m edical charts or family reports. The M ini-M ental State Exam ination (MMSE; 
Folstein, Folstein & McHugh, 1975) was adm inistered to assess overall 
cognitive functioning. Patients w ith  a MMSE score below 17 were excluded 
because they m ight have difficulty understanding task instructions and the 
computer tasks. All included patients had MMSE scores higher th an  20; their 
scores reflected the orientation and m em ory problem s associated w ith  their 
diagnosis. None of the patients fulfilled the criteria for alcohol dem entia 
(Oslin, A tkinson, Smith & Hendrie, 1998). All patients underw ent a 
com prehensive neuropsychological evaluation (see Table 1), w hich revealed 
some executive disorders, in  addition to amnesic problems, but most had 
intact visuospatial abilities, as m easured w ith  the complex figure of Rey. The 
patients were m atched for age and estim ated general intelligence, m easured 
w ith  the D utch version of the National A dult Reading Test (NART; Nelson & 
O'Connell 1978), w ith  14 healthy controls (seven men) who were either 
recruited from  the hospital's staff or volunteers; none had a history of 
neurological or psychiatric disease or subjective m emory complaints. Their 
dem ographic details are given inTable 1. There were no significant differences 
betw een the control and patient groups in  age (t(32)=- 1.16, p=.255) and 
estim ated intelligence (t(32)=1.56, p=.128). All participants gave their w ritten  
inform ed consent.
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Table 1 Demographic variables for the Korsakoff patients and the controls, 
as well as the perform ance of the Korsakoff patients on standard 
neuropsychological evaluation (mean, SD betw een brackets, % 
im paired patients betw een squared brackets, based on 1.5 SD below 
norm ative m ean or established cut-off scores).
Korsakoff patients 
(n=20)
Healthy
controls
(n=14)
Age 52.90 (7.8) 49.3 (10.4)
Sex distribution (m:f) 16:4 7:7
NART-IQ 98.85 (12.8) 105.8 (12.8)
MMSE 25.70 (2.1) [5%]d 29.1 (2.1)
RBMTa 2.78 (2.24) [95%]e -
TMT -  Ab 2.08 (1.70) [60%] -
TMT -  Interference1” 0.53 (1.46) [27%] -
Stroop Color Word Test -  Interference1 -0.72 (0.96) [25%] -
Tower of Londonb -1.78 (1.87) [55%] -
Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure - Copy0 43.75 (14.38) [11%] -
N otes. NART-IQ = D u tch  version  of the N ationa l A d u lt R ead ing Task -  In telligence Q uotien t; 
MMSE = M ini-M ental State E xam ination; RBMT = R iverm ead B ehavioural M em ory Test; TMT = 
Trail M aking  Test. aS tan d ard  screen in g  score (0-12), bS tan d ard iz ed  z scores, c Percentile  scores; d 
O ne p a tien t p erfo rm ed  below  the  estab lished  cut-off of 24, b u t th is  p a tien t d id  no t fu lfill the 
c lin ical c rite ria  for dem entia; eO ne p a tien t ju s t fa iled  to reach the e stab lished  cut-off on  the 
RBMT, b u t th is  p a tien t had  a severe m em ory im p airm en t on  the C alifo rn ia  Verbal L earn ing  Test, 
h ad  a lack of in s ig h t in to  h is  im p airm en ts  and  w as spo n taneously  confabu la tin g , th u s  fu lfilling  
a ll c rite ria  for K orsakoff's syndrom e.
Tasks and procedure
For the SRTT the participants were seated in  front of a computer monitor 
w ith  a four-key response box placed directly below it. Four horizontally 
aligned squares, reflecting the alignm ent of the response keys, were always 
visually displayed at the bottom  of the screen. In each tria l a stim ulus (an 
asterisk) w ould appear in  one of the four positions, but never in  the same 
position twice in  succession. The participants were instructed  to press the 
key that corresponded to the square in  w hich the asterisk appeared as 
rapidly, but also as accurately, as possible. The asterisk rem ained on the
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screen un til the correct bu tton had been pressed, after which it disappeared. 
The next stim ulus appeared after 500 ms. The actual test com prised six trial 
blocks, each consisting of 100 trials. In the first block (Rl), the stim uli were 
presented in  a pseudo-random  order. In the next four blocks (L1-L4), a fixed 
ten-trial sequence (D-B-C-A-C-B-D-C-B-A) was repeated ten times, and in 
the sixth block (R2) the stim uli were again presented in  a pseudo-random  
order. The participants were not inform ed about the repeated sequence.
The participants sat in  front of the computer to perform  the Pattern 
Learning Task on a sheet of paper that was fixed to a d igitizer (WACOM) using 
a norm al-looking, non-ink pen to control the cursor on the screen. Four 
circles (2.6 cm in  diameter) were always visible on the screen. In each trial, 
one circle tu rned  red (see Fig. 1). Participants were instructed  to move the 
cursor (a blue dot of 0.9-cm diameter) tow ard the red target by m eans of the 
pen as quickly as possible. A fter the cursor had been inside the target for 200 
ms, a beep lasting 200 m s sounded, w hich indicated that the next trial w ould 
start, w ith  another circle tu rn ing  red. The target rem ained red un til the 
cursor had been m oved inside the target. The actual test com prised six blocks 
of 100 trials each, w ith  a short break (several minutes) in  betw een the blocks. 
A first pseudo-random  trial block (Rl) was followed by four blocks (L1-L4) 
w ith  a fixed sequence that was repeated ten times, after w hich in  the sixth 
block (R2) another pseudo-random  sequence of stim uli was presented. Again, 
the participants were not inform ed about the repeated sequence. For more 
m ethodological details on the used SRTT and the PLT, see Van Tilborg and 
H ulstijn (2010).
All participants were exam ined ind iv idually  They always perform ed the 
MMSE as the second and the D utch version of the NART as the fourth  
com ponent of the test session. Half of the participants started w ith  the SRTT, 
the other half w ith  the PLT. After the test session, all participants were asked 
if they had noticed anything about the tasks, to establish w hether they had 
become aware of the tasks' fixed sequences. They could not be asked after 
completion of individual tests because our experim ental design (two implicit 
sequence learning tests) necessitated the participants rem aining naive w ith 
regard to the fixed sequence till the end of the test session.
Data analysis and statistical analysis
Learning in  the SRTT and the PLT involves bo th  visuom otor learning and 
sequence-specific learning. Accordingly, the general decrease observed 
across learning trials -  in  th is study from  block R l to block L4 -  is in terpreted 
as the combined result of these two learning components. However, from  
block L4 to block R2, the effect of task-specific sensorim otor learning will be
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Figure 1 A n example of a ten-trial sequence (A-D-B-C-A-C-B-D-C-B) of the 
Pattern Learning Task (PLT).
Time (sec)
The u p p e r  p an e l show s th e  p e n  trajec to ries, th e  low er p an e l d isp lay s  th e  abso lu te  ve lo city  of the  
ten  tria ls . The u p p e r  p an e l dep ic ts  the  fou r possib le  ta rg e t locations (A, B ,C a n d  D) (visible for 
th e  p a rtic ip a n t as o p en  b lack  circles), as  w ell as the  c u rso r (real color: d a rk  blue) an d  the ta rg e t 
(real color: red) po sitio n ed  a t the  s ta r t  of the f irs t m ovem en t (from  A to D). D irec tio n a l e rro rs 
w ere  m ade in  th e  5th tr ia l (from  A to C) an d  the 8th tr ia l  (from  D to C), because  these  trajec to ries 
s ta r te d  in  a  d irec tio n  (d e te rm in ed  a t the  perip h e ry ; sh o w n  as a d o tte d  circle o n ly  for A), w h ich  
d ev ia ted  by  m ore th a n  22.5 deg rees  from  the ideal d irec tio n . The d isp lay  seen  by the  p a rtic ip a n ts  
co nsisted  on ly  of the  d a rk  b lue  p e n  cu rso r an d  the fou r b lack  circ les (one filled  red  as th e  target) 
po sitio n ed  in  the  m id d le  of the  PC screen
m inim al com pared w ith  the d isruption  caused by the change from  a fixed 
target sequence to a random  sequence. The difference betw een the second 
random  block (R2) and the previous fixed-sequence block (L4) can be regarded 
as a m easure of sequence learning (Knopm an & Nissen 1987). Sequence 
learning is also reflected by an increase in  the num ber of errors m ade w hen 
the order of the stim uli changes from  fixed (in block L4) to random  (in block
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R2). Therefore, an increase in  reaction tim e (RT) and in  the proportion of 
errors (pressing the w rong button) recorded in  the second random  block (R2) 
relative to the fourth  fixed-sequence block (L4) were used as m easures of 
implicit sequence learning for the SRTT. Only correct responses were 
included in  the RT analysis.
PLT perform ance was recorded and analyzed by m eans of OASIS softw are 
(De Jong, Hulstijn, Kosterm an & Smits-Engelsman, 1996). In th is task, the 
increase in  to tal tim e (TT) in  the last random  block (R2) relative to that 
recorded in  the last fixed-sequence block (L4) was taken as a m easure of 
implicit learning. TT was subsequently divided into the tim e needed to 
initiate a movement and the tim e needed to cross the distance betw een the 
two circles (movement tim e or MT). RT was defined as the tim e betw een 
stim ulus presentation and the tim e at w hich the pen left the start circle and 
crossed its 0.4-cm periphery (total diam eter: 3.4-cm). This value was m easured 
rather than  velocity (a change from  standstill to movement) because 
participants were allowed to start m oving the pen tow ard the anticipated 
next stim ulus before it was actually displayed. This instruction stim ulated 
participants to move more or less continuously, w ith  only very short 
in term ittent stops, betw een successive target movements, but m ade it 
impossible to define reaction tim e based on a velocity threshold. MT was 
defined as the tim e taken to cross the distance betw een the periphery of the 
start circle and the periphery of the target circle. The TT, RT, and MT analyses 
excluded trials in  which a directional error had been made.
Directional errors in  the PLT (DE; see Fig. 1) were defined as m ovements 
that left the start circle at the wrong angle, i.e. deviations >22.5 degrees from  
the most optim al angle. Thus, in  the PLT an error only reflects the choice of 
a non-optim al movement direction in  the first phase of the m ovement tow ard 
the target, a direction that can be corrected during the later stages of the 
movement. A n increase in  error rate in  block R2 relative to that recorded for 
L4 was taken to indicate implicit sequence learning.
Repeated-m easures m ultivariate tests (GLM) were conducted w ith  block 
(2 levels: L4-R2) as w ithin-subject factor and group (patients vs controls) as 
between-subjects factor. O verall group differences were analyzed over blocks 
R1-L4. Furtherm ore, repeated-m easures m ultivariate analyses (GLM) were 
conducted w ith  block (2 levels: L4-R2) as w ithin-subject factor and explicit 
knowledge (explicit knowledge vs no-explicit knowledge) as between-sub- 
ject factor in  bo th  the patient and control group. A lpha was set at 0.05 
throughout the s tu d y  Correlations were com puted betw een reaction time 
and percentage of errors to investigate the speed-accuracy trade off in  both 
tasks.
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Results
SRTT performance
The m ean RTs for the two groups on each of the six blocks are presented in 
Figure 2. As expected, the controls had significantly lower m ean RTs than  
the patients (F(l,32) = 17.30, p < 0.001) and, also as anticipated, bo th  groups 
showed implicit learning of the fixed sequence, as reflected by an increase in 
RT betw een blocks L4 and R2 (F(l,32) = 97.23, p < 0.001). The increase from  L4 
to R2 was not significantly different betw een the groups: the interaction 
betw een Group and Block was not significant (F(l,32) = 1.99, p = 0.168).
Figure 2 M ean reaction tim es per group for the random  blocks (R1 and R2) 
and the fixed-sequence blocks (L1-L4) of the Serial Reaction Time 
Task (SRTT). Error bars reflect standard  errors.
Block
The m ean SRTT error rate on the six blocks for bo th  groups is presented 
in  Figure 3. The percentage of errors did not differ significantly betw een the 
groups (F(l,32) = 0.57, p = 0.46) and increased significantly betw een blocks L4 
and R2 (F(l,32) = 10.74, p = 0.003). The Group x Block interaction was not 
significant (F(l,32) = 0.74, p = 0.395).
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Figure 3 Mean error rates across the random  blocks (R1 and R2) and the 
fixed-sequence blocks (L1-L4) of the Serial Reaction Time Task 
(SRTT).
Block
Correlations betw een error rates and RTs in  blocks L4 and R2 w ith in  the 
two groups were not significant (L4: r = 0.12 and r = 0.03; R2: r = -0.07 and 
r = -0.16 for patients and controls respectively).
PLT performance
Figure 4 presents the m eans and standard errors for theTTs, RTs, and MTs on 
the six blocks of the PLT for bo th  groups. The controls had significantly 
lower m ean TTs than  the patients (F(l,32) = 19.23, p < 0.001), and bo th  groups 
showed implicit learning of the fixed sequence, as shown by the increase in 
TT betw een blocks L4 and R2 (F(l,32) = 39.08, p < 0.001); the Group x Block 
interaction was not significant (F(l,32) = 0.64, p = 0.430). The increase in  RT 
betw een blocks L4 and R2 reflects implicit m astery of the fixed sequence in 
bo th  groups (F(l,32) = 41.23, p < 0.001); the Group x Block interaction w as not 
significant (F(l,32) = 1.12, p = 0.297). The MTs in  blocks L4 and R2 (F(l,32) = 
8.93, p = 0.005) also revealed a between-block difference; however, for both 
groups the MTs were significantly lower in  block R2, not higher. The Group 
x Block interaction was not significant (F(l,32) = 2.19, p = 0.148).
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The m ean DE rate on the six blocks for bo th  groups is presented in  Figure 5. 
The DEs betw een blocks L4 and R2 were significantly different in  the two 
groups, w ith  there being a significant in teraction betw een group and block 
(F(l,32) = 10.86, p = 0.002). Paired t-tests (L4-R2) showed a significant increase 
in  the control group (t(13) = -6.93, p < 0.001), but not in  the Korsakoff group 
(t(19) = -0.71, p = 0.49).
The correlations betw een RT and DE rate were large and significant. In the 
control group, the correlation changed from  r = -0.57 (p = .034) in  block L4 to 
r = -0.96 (p < .001) in  block R2. In the Korsakoff group, the correlation 
rem ained the same (r = -0.75, p < .001 in  block L4, and r = -0.75, p < .001 in 
block R2).
Figure 5 Mean directional error rates across the random  blocks (R1 and R2) 
and the fixed-sequence blocks (L1-L4) for the Pattern Learning 
Task (PLT).
Block
Explicit knowledge
Eleven participants (five Korsakoff patients [25%] and six controls [43%]) 
rem arked that they felt the stim uli were not adm inistered totally at random
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in  the SSRT, and 13 participants (seven Korsakoff patients [35%] and six 
controls [43%]) m ade the same comment regarding the PLT, im plying they 
had some explicit knowledge of the sequences. Because of the experim ental 
design, participants were asked about th is only at the end of the s tu dy  
However, in  the control group the results of participants w ith  and w ithout 
knowledge were sim ilar on the SRTT (RT: F(l,12) = 0.81, p = 0.39; error rate: 
F(l,12) = 1.02, p = 0.34) and the PLT (RT: F(l,12) = 1.18, p = 0.30; DE: F(l,12) = 
0.43, p = 0.53), and th is was also true  for the Korsakoff group: SSRT (RT: 
F(l,18) = 0.03, p = 0.87; DE: F(l,18) < 0.01, p > 1.00) and PLT (RT: F(l,18) = 0.001, 
p = 0.97; DE: F(l,18) = 1.41, p = 0.25).
Discussion
In th is study, we investigated the implicit learning abilities of patients w ith 
am nesia com pared w ith  healthy controls. As expected, implicit learning of 
the m otor sequences of the SRTT was sim ilar in  the patients w ith  Korsakoff's 
syndrom e and in  the m atched controls, as reflected by the RTs, and learning 
of the implicit spatial task (the PLT) was worse in  the patients w ith  Korsakoff's 
syndrom e than  in  the controls, as reflected by the difference in  accuracy
The RTs of all participants increased in  the random  tria l block of the SRTT 
relative to the RTs in  the preceding fixed trial block, which reflects implicit 
sequence learning in  th is task (Knopm an & Nissen 1987). Likewise, the TTs 
of all participants increased in  the final random  block after the fixed-sequence 
blocks in  the PLT, w hich reflects implicit learning. Further analysis of TT as 
a com bination of RT and MT showed that the RT pattern  corresponded w ith 
the TT pattern, while the MTs did not increase in  the final random  block 
(they even decreased). Both groups learned to perform  the required 
m ovements faster over the course of all tria l blocks. Implicit learning was 
exclusively reflected by the increase in  RT in  the final blocks.
We also analyzed the num ber of errors m ade in  bo th  tasks. On the PLT, 
the num ber of directional errors (DEs) in  the final random  block sharply 
increased in  the controls but not in  the patients w ith  Korsakoff's syndrom e, 
showing that the implicit learning of the patients was worse th an  that of the 
controls. A dditional analyses of other error m easure on the PLT (i.e., distance 
from  the ideal straight line and detour of the pen trajectory) revealed sim ilar 
results, showing significant group by block (L4-R2) interactions. There were 
no differences in  error m easures on the SRTT betw een the two groups. This 
difference in  outcome betw een the two tasks can be explained by the spatial 
com ponent of the PLT. The finding that implicit spatial learning was
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com prom ised in  the patients w ith  Korsakoff's syndrom e com pared to the 
controls is consistent w ith  the earlier results of C hun and Phelps (1999), who 
reported intact implicit skill learning and im paired implicit spatial learning 
in  amnesic patients.
Another explanation for the difference in  results betw een the two tasks, 
dem onstrated by the error m easures, is that the frequency and type of errors 
m ade in  the PLT are different from  those m ade in  the SRTT. In the PLT, an 
error reflects the choice of a nonoptim al movement direction in  the first 
phase of the movement tow ard the target, which can be corrected during the 
later stages of the movement. In the SRTT, an error is the result of pressing 
the wrong button, w hich only can be corrected (and had to be corrected) by 
pressing another button. Because our participants were allowed to leave the 
start circle in  the PLT before the new target circle lit up, they favored starting 
speed over accuracy, resulting in  h igh DE rates during the random  and fixed 
sequence blocks, and strong negative correlations betw een RT and error 
percentage. Possibly, these high DE rates m ight provide a more sensitive 
m easure of implicit learning. However, th is difference betw een the two tasks 
in  the sensitivity of their error m easures cannot explain the differences 
betw een the groups in  the am ount of implicit learning shown in the PLT.
The differences betw een the SRTT and PLT tasks regarding the m agnitude 
of the movement m ade (very sm all discrete finger presses in  the former and 
pen m ovements of 6-10 cm in the latter) and the ability to correct errors in 
the PLT could underlie the differences on the tasks, rather than  the spatial 
nature of the PLT. But th is argum ent does not answer the question why 
patients w ith  Korsakoff's syndrom e learned the PLT less well than  the 
control group did. The PLT is som ewhat sim ilar to a m aze task, and the 
finding of im paired learning of patients w ith  Korsakoff's syndrom e in a 
m aze task (Nissen et al., 1989) strengthens our argum ent that it is the spatial 
character of the PLT that was responsible for the poor learning of the PLT by 
the patients w ith  Korsakoff's syndrom e in the present s tu d y  Moreover, 
group differences in  speed-accuracy trade-off are unlikely to explain the 
differences in  results betw een the controls and Korsakoff groups on the PLT 
because correlation analyses of PLT data revealed that RT and DE were 
significantly and substantially (negatively) correlated in  bo th  groups. 
Controls m ade more errors in  the last random  block th an  did the Korsakoff 
group. This indicates that the implicit learning in  th is task was worse in  the 
Korsakoff group th an  in  the control group.
The comprehensive neuropsychological evaluation of the patient group 
showed that most patients also had nonm em ory cognitive deficits that may 
have interfered w ith  their ability to learn a skill. However, the majority of
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patients w ith  K orsakoff's syndrom e did not have visuospatial disabilities, 
and thus such deficits cannot explain the difference in  the results on the two 
tasks in  the patients w ith  Korsakoff's syndrom e. A lthough these patients 
had executive deficits in  the Tower of London test, w hich m easures planning 
abilities, neither task required planning abilities for its performance. Mental 
flexibility and sensitivity to interference were intact in  the majority of 
patients w ith  Korsakoff's syndrom es, but their psychomotor speed was 
slower than  that of the controls; however, all patients could complete the 
Trailm aking Test in  accordance w ith  the test's instruction. The overall 
decreased psychomotor speed of the patients w ith  Korsakoff's syndrom e is 
also reflected by the significant betw een-group differences in  the time 
m easures in  bo th  tasks. However, th is overall slowing cannot explain the 
difference in  error m easure betw een the two tasks.
In th is study, several participants rem arked that the sequences were not 
totally random . This indicates that they had some explicit knowledge of the 
sequence and thus that their test results were not the result of purely implicit 
learning. However, participants reported th is feeling only w hen questioned 
about it: none spontaneously reported sequence knowledge. Furtherm ore, 
the rem ark that the sequences were not totally random  after an explicit 
question m ight be the result of a positive response bias, which has been 
dem onstrated in  patients w ith  am nesia. Our findings suggest that some 
knowledge of the fixed sequence did not influence implicit learning in either 
group of participants. Thus, lim ited explicit knowledge of the sequence 
cannot explain the difference in  results on the PLT betw een the patient and 
the control groups.
As already outlined in  the Introduction and in  our previous study on 
implicit learning in  patients w ith  Parkinson's disease or A lzheim er's disease 
(Van Tilborg & Hulstijn, 2010), sequential motor skills are based on m ultiple 
processes. Sequences can represent the order in  which the stim uli occur, 
such as a visuospatial representation, or the order in  which the associated 
movements are made, e.g. the sequence of key presses. These two types of 
representation may also be dissociated at a neurocognitive level. Hikosaka et al. 
(1999) and N akahara, Doya and H ikosaka (2001) argue that a visual loop 
exists that is im plicated in  the representation of visual coordinates and that 
is distinct from  a motor loop, which is im plicated in  the representation of 
motor coordinates. The spatial loop com prises the association cortex 
(especially the prefrontal cortex) and the anterior portion of the basal ganglia, 
while the motor loop com prises the prem otor-m otor cortex (especially the 
SMA) and the m iddle portion of the basal ganglia (H ikosaka et al. 1999). It 
can be hypothesized that implicit learning involving the visual loop is
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com prom ised in  patients w ith  Korsakoff's syndrom e, because diencephalic 
regions are dam aged and prefrontal regions are atrophic in  these patients. 
This m ight explain why implicit learning was intact w hen assessed w ith  the 
tim e m easures and com promised w hen assessed w ith  the num ber of errors 
on the PLT. Since in  the PLT the spatial aspects are more pronounced 
com pared to the SRTT, these tasks show different results.
In conclusion, our findings confirm  the conjecture that implicit learning is 
com prom ised in  patients w ith  Korsakoff's syndrom e if the task has a strong 
spatial com ponent as in  the PLT, but is spared if the task has a m inim al 
spatial component, as in  the traditional SRTT Thus, conclusions d raw n about 
the extent of a patient's implicit learning abilities need to take the type of 
task into account. Smith and McDowall (2006) have already argued that SRTT 
sequence learning is not a un itary  phenom enon handled  by a single general- 
purpose sequence learning system. We contend that the same m ight be true 
for the PLT, in  w hich the expectation of the spatial location of the next target 
m ight be separated from  learning to m ake the right movement tow ard the 
new target. O ur findings em phasize the im portance of discrim inating 
betw een tim e and error m easures in  motor learning tasks.
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How should we teach everyday skills in 
dementia? A controlled study comparing 
implicit and explicit training methods
Ilse A.D.A. van Tilborg, Roy RC. Kessels, and W outer Hulstijn
Clinical Rehabilitation, in  press
Abstract
Objective: To compare the im m ediate and delayed effects of implicit and 
explicit train ing m ethods for everyday skills in  patients w ith  dementia. 
D esign: Counterbalanced self-controlled cases series.
Subjects: Convenience sample of 10 patients w ith  dem entia (MMSE score 
betw een 15 and 26) and 16 age- and education-m atched controls. 
In terven tion: Two everyday tasks (using a microwave oven and a coffee 
machine) that were novel to all participants were trained in  five 15-minute 
sessions. Each participant learned both  tasks, one using an implicit learning 
m ethod (modelling) and the other using an explicit learning m ethod 
(providing verbal cues). Tasks and conditions were counterbalanced. 
M easures: The participants' perform ance was videotaped to assess how well 
the tasks were perform ed before train ing, after each train ing session, and
7-10 days after the final train ing session. A rater, who was blind to the 
train ing m ethod used, scored the num ber of correctly executed steps by 
view ing the videotapes.
Results: The two train ing m ethods were effective in  bo th  the patient and 
healthy control groups, w ith  there being a significant baseline-to-follow-up 
increase in  the num ber of correctly completed steps (p < 0.001). There were 
no difference betw een the train ing m ethods (p = 0.16) and no significant 
in teraction betw een train ing m ethod and group (p = 0.31).
C onclusions: Older patients w ith  m ild dem entia are able to acquire new 
skills that are relevant for daily life, showing a sim ilar rate of learning 
regardless of w hether implicit or explicit learning techniques are used.
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Introduction
The aim  of rehabilitation is to help people w ith  im pairm ents due to injury or 
illness to achieve their optim um  level of physical, psychological, social, and 
vocational well-being (McLellan, 1992). Several approaches are used to enable 
people to stay in  their most appropriate environm ent (Wilson, 1997), such as 
cognitive rehabilitation to ameliorate cognitive deficits. Nowadays, increased 
interest in  the m anagem ent of the consequences of dem entia, to m ain tain  a 
high quality of life (Clare, 2008), has resulted in the application of rehabilitation 
approaches in  dem entia to help optim ize patients' overall functioning (De 
Vreese, Neri, Fioravanti, Belloi & Zanetti, 2001). Moreover, the rapid increase 
in  the ageing population and in  the num ber of people w ith  dem entia has 
far-reaching consequences for our national health  systems and is a major 
cost driver in  health  care (Spijker et al., 2008). Helping older people to stay 
independent as long as possible is an  im portant way to contain these costs.
Because cognitive dysfunction is central to dem entia, cognitive 
rehabilitation is im portant in  these individuals (Clare, 2008). G uiding 
principles, such as errorless learning, enhance learning by facilitating 
residual episodic m em ory functioning ( Clare, 2003; De Vreese et al., 2001). 
Another effective technique is the activation of preserved procedural, 
implicit, memory (Clare, 2008; De Vreese et al., 2001; Kessels & Olde Hensken,
2009). Implicit learning refers to the acquisition of new skills and habits 
w ithout conscious awareness (Squire & Zola-Morgan, 1988). Because implicit 
m em ory function rem ains relatively intact in  A lzheim er's dem entia (AD), 
interventions using implicit learning m ethods, such as motor learning and 
perceptual prim ing (implicit memory), may prom ote lasting im provem ents 
in  the perform ance of everyday functions (Harrison, Son, Kim, W hall, 2007). 
A th ird  approach includes the use of external com pensatory strategies to 
optim ize functioning, such as calendars or notebooks (De Vreese, 2001; 
Loewenstein, Acevedo, Czaja & Duara, 2004).
In th is study, we investigated the acquisition of everyday functions 
relevant for people w ith  dem entia, such as learning to use a microwave oven 
or m aking a cup of coffee. These everyday functions comprise motor action 
sequences, and in  our review on th is topic (Van Halteren-Van Tilborg, 
Scherder & Hulstijn, 2007) we concluded that patients w ith  AD are able to 
implicitly learn/re-learn motor action sequences to a sufficient level, provided 
that learning conditions are adjusted to their needs and abilities. Experimental 
studies have shown that there is a substantial difference betw een implicit 
(which is intact) and explicit (which is im paired) learning in  AD (Van 
Halteren-Van Tilborg et al., 2007). The question, however, is w hether the
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results ob tained w ith  laboratory tasks can be extrapolated to everyday 
tasks.
A lthough only a few studies have evaluated the acquisition of novel, 
everyday functions in  AD, results are prom ising and show that procedural 
m em ory train ing of activities of daily living is effective in  th is patient group 
(Zanetti et al., 2001; Rosier et al., 2002; Farina et al., 2002; Farina et al., 2006). 
This was confirm ed more recently by Graff and colleagues (2006), who 
dem onstrated that occupational therapy im proved the daily functioning of 
patients w ith  AD despite their lim ited learning abilities. In that study, 
patients were taught to optim ize their com pensatory and environm ental 
strategies to im prove their perform ance of daily activities.
A lthough these results are encouraging, none of these functional studies 
distinguished betw een implicit and explicit learning strategies, w hich is 
im portant since the loss of explicit learning ability is a prom inent feature in 
AD (McKhann, Drachm an, Folstein, Katzman, Price & Stadlan, 1984). The 
term s implicit and procedural are often incorrectly used interchangeably 
The traditional view of procedural learning (Fitts & Posner, 1967) is that 
individuals successively complete three stages in  the acquisition of motor 
skills: the cognitive stage, the associative stage, and finally the autonom ous 
stage. According to th is view, procedural learning always starts w ith  explicit 
learning. In contrast, W illingham  and Goedert-Eschm ann (1999) more 
recently posited that implicit and explicit learning may show a parallel 
course during procedural learning: bo th  implicit and explicit train ing 
approaches in  isolation lead to bo th  implicit and explicit knowledge (memory). 
This im plies that procedural learning arises from  both  explicit and implicit 
training. Laboratory studies have shown that procedural learning relies on 
implicit learning procedures and implicit knowledge in  AD patients. In th is 
study, we investigated w hether th is is also the case for everyday functions.
In the present study, we com pared an implicit and an explicit m ethod to 
tra in  healthy older people and patients w ith  dem entia to perform  everyday 
tasks. We expected that the implicit m ethod w ould be more effective in  the 
patients w ith  dem entia, because explicit m em ory is reduced in  dem entia and 
procedural learning effects are observed after implicit train ing in  laboratory 
tasks, and that bo th  train ing m ethods w ould be effective in  the healthy older 
adults.
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Method
Participants and neuropsychological screening
A convenience sam ple of 12 older patients w ith  m ild-to-m oderate dem entia 
was recruited from  a group-treatm ent facility in  a local residential care 
home. All a ttended the facility at least 2 days a week because of their cognitive 
problem s and the need for additional care that could not be provided at 
home. All had been diagnosed w ith  dem entia by a general practitioner, 
geriatrician, or a m ental health  worker, in  accordance w ith  the Diagnostic 
and Statistical M anual of m ental D isorders (DSM-IV-TR) criteria (2000). The 
aetiology was unknow n in  most patients. Exclusion criteria were a history of 
psychiatric or neurological diseases (e.g., stroke), and hearing and sight 
problem s that interfered w ith  the training. A group of 16 healthy, age-matched 
controls was recruited via the patients (i.e. spouses or other family members 
were asked to participate). None had a history of neurological or psychiatric 
disease (self-report). A fter receiving both  oral and w ritten  inform ation about 
the procedure, all participants gave their w ritten  inform ed consent prior to 
their participation, in  accordance w ith  the declaration of Helsinki. Inform ed 
consent was also obtained from  a relative of the patients w ith  dementia.
Before the train ing sessions, the participants were screened w ith  the 
Mini-M ental State Exam ination (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein & McHugh, 1975) 
to assess overall cognitive functioning and estim ate the severity of dementia. 
In the healthy control group, all participants scored above 25, and in  the 
dem entia group 5 participants scored betw een 20 and 25 (mild dementia) 
and 5 scored betw een 10 and 20 (moderate dementia) (Mungas, 1991). The 
8-Word Test from  the A m sterdam  Dem entia Screening battery (ADS-6) 
(Lindeboom & Jonker, 1989) was used to m easure explicit verbal m em ory 
This latter test consists of five trials in  which eight unrelated words are 
presented verbally; after each presentation the participants are asked to 
recall as m any w ords as possible. After a 15-minute delay they are asked to 
do so again, followed by a 16-word recognition tria l (with the 8 presented 
w ords in  random  order interm ixed w ith  new distracter words).
Tasks and training
We selected two, approxim ately equally dem anding, everyday functions: 
preparing a cup of coffee using a Philips Senseo® coffee m achine and heating 
up a cup of water in  a microwave oven (convection microwave oven, HE®). 
None of the participants had used the devices before.
All participants (both healthy controls and patients w ith  dementia) were 
trained ind iv idually  They were alternately assigned to one of four possible
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tra in ing /task /o rd er combination: implicit Senseo followed by explicit 
microwave; explicit Senseo and implicit microwave; implicit m icrowave and 
explicit Senseo; explicit m icrowave and implicit Senseo. The participants 
learned to perform  each activity during five, 15-minute sessions, during 
which each task was tra ined  five times. These five sessions were separated 
by an interval of at least 3 hours, and took place on 2 or 3 days. Baseline 
assessm ent was perform ed directly before the first train ing session; the 
follow-up m easurem ent w as done 7 to 10 days after the fifth  train ing session. 
The baseline and five train ing sessions of the second task were started at 
least 3 hours after the last train ing session for the first task. Participants 
tra ined  one task explicitly and the other im plicitly See Figure 1 for a flow 
diagram  of our stu dy
Figure 1 Flow diagram  of the stu dy
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Task perform ance was assessed at baseline, after each train ing session, and 
at follow-up. If a participant m ade a m istake in  any of the constituent 
com ponents of the task during the tests, he/she was corrected by the trainer, 
who then  dem onstrated the next step in  order to avoid cum ulative effects of 
errors. All these tests were videotaped by the trainer and scored at a later 
date by an  independent rater who was blind to the train ing m ethod used and 
order of training. The rater was not blind to the hypothesis. A lthough the 
rater did not know which participants had been diagnosed w ith  dem entia, it 
cannot be ru led  out that the conduct of the participants betrayed the presence 
of dem entia in  some participants. As an additional check the trainer, who 
was not blind to the condition, also rated the videos. Com paring the ratings 
by the trainer and the blind rater resulted in  a high interrater reliability 
(Spearm an correlations: m edian: .96, range: .80- 1.00). We used only the data 
of the blind trainer in  further analysis.
Each task was subdivided into ten steps or actions, w hich are described 
in  Tables 1 and 2. W hen trained explicitly, the participants received verbal 
instructions on ly  They w ere asked to learn the steps by heart. In the implicit 
tra in ing sessions, the participants copied the m ovements of the trainer, 
im m ediately and action by action, w ithout receiving w ritten  or verbal 
instructions. D uring the implicit tra in ing sessions, the participants were 
prevented from  m aking any errors (errorless learning), while in  the explicit 
tra in ing sessions errors were allowed, but corrected in stan tly
Data analysis
The rater scored the num ber of correctly executed steps by view ing the 
videotapes. First, repeated-m easure general linear model (GLM) m ultivariate 
tests were conducted w ith  session (6 levels: baseline and five learning trials) 
and train ing m ethod (2 levels: implicit vs explicit) as w ithin-subject factors 
and group (patients vs controls) as between-subjects factor. The difference 
betw een the num ber of successful actions after the last train ing session (T5) 
and at follow-up was used as the m ain m easure of retention. Effect sizes 
were calculated for each effect (r|p2) to indicate the proportion of variance of 
the dependent variable that was uniquely explained by the specific factor or 
interaction (Pierce, Block & A guinis, 2004). Effect sizes w ere considered to be 
clinically significant if r|p2>0.1, i.e. 'm oderate' to 'large ' effects in  Cohen's 
nom enclature (Cohen, 1992).
Repeated-m easures m ultivariate tests (GLM) were conducted w ith 
sessions as w ithin-subject factor and type of task (microwave versus Senseo) 
as betw een subject factor, to evaluate task differences. Also, repeated-m eas- 
ures m ultivariate tests (GLM) were conducted w ith  sessions as w ithin-subject
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Table 1 A ctions an d  v erb a l in s tru c tio n s  for th e  tw o  tra in in g  m e th o d s  for th e  m icrow ave task .
Action Explicit training method1 Implicit training method2
1. Fill the cup with water Fill the cup with water Trainer: "Please, repeat my actions, step by step", who
then fills the cup with water
2. Open the microwave door Open the microwave door by pulling the 
handle
Opens the door bi/ pulling the handle
3. Take the aluminium rack out Take the aluminium rack out Takes the aluminium rack out
4. Place the cup inside the microwave Place the full cup inside the microwave Puts the cup inside the microwave
5. Close the door Close the door by pushing it Closes the door
6. Push the "Watt" button Push the top button Pushes the button at the top
7. Push it again Push the button again so that 75 appears on the display Pushes the button again
8. Set the timer Turn the time button to the left until the 
display indicates 10 seconds
Turns the time button to the left until 10 
seconds is displayed
9. Push the start button Push the start button Pushes the start button
10. Open the microwave door after the 
ready signal
When the stop signal sounds, open the door 
by pulling the handle
Opens the door bi/ pulling the handle after 
the stop signal has been sounded
1 The p a rtic ip a n ts  w ere  g iven  verba l in s tru c tio n s  a n d  w ere  a sk ed  to  lea rn  the  ac tion s by h eart. E rrors w ere  co rrected  d u rin g  p e rfo rm ance  an d  verbal 
in s tru c tio n s  w ere  p ro v id ed  if n eed ed
2 The tra in e r  a sk ed  the  p a r tic ip a n t to  copy the  ac tion s she  d e m o n stra ted  w ith o u t any  fu r th e r  verba l in s tru c tio n s
Table 2 Actions and instructions for the two train ing m ethods for the Senseo® coffee m achine task.
Action Explicit training method3 Implicit training method4
1. Lift the water tank from the back of the coffee machine
Lift the plastic container from the back of the 
coffee machine by pushing its top backwards
Trainer: "Simply repeat my actions, step by 
step", then
takes the plastic tank from behind the coffee machine
2. Fill it with water
(at least up to the minimum 
level indicated)
Fill it with water up to the minimum level Fills it with water up to the minimum mark
3. Place it back in its holder Place the water tank back in the machine, 
bottom first
Places the water tank back
4. Push the 'On' button Push the middle button to heat the water Pushes the middle button
5. Open the lid of the machine Open the lid of the machine by pulling the 
black handle upwards
Opens the lid
6. Take a coffee pad Take a coffee pad Takes a coffee pad
7. Place it into the coffee-pad holder in the machine as 
instructed
Place it in the coffee-pad holder with the flat side of the pad facing up Places it in the coffee-pad holder with the flat side facing up
8. Close the lid Close the lid by pushing the black handle 
forward and down
Closes the lid
9. Place a cup in the middle of 
the tray
Place a cup in the middle of the tray Places a cup in the middle o f the tray
10. Push the left button (one 
cup) when the start button stops flickering
Push the left button (one cup) when the start 
button stops flickering, signalling the water has been heated
Pushes the left button for one cup when the start 
button stops flickering
3 The p a rtic ip a n ts  w ere  g iven  verba l in s tru c tio n s  and  w ere  a sk ed  to lea rn  the ac tion s by h eart. E rrors w ere  corrected  d u rin g  p e rfo rm ance  an d  verbal 
in s tru c tio n s  w ere  p ro v id ed  if n eed ed  
cji 4 The tra in e r  a sk ed  the  p a r tic ip a n t to  copy the ac tion s she  d e m o n stra ted  w ith o u t any  fu r th e r  verba l in s tru c tio n s
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factor and order of train ing (explicit train ing first versus implicit train ing 
first) as between-subject factor to control for training-order effects. 
Correlations were com puted betw een cognitive test scores (MMSE and
8-Word Test) on the one hand and the m ain test outcomes, i.e. correctly 
perform ed steps following the final session (T5) and follow-up, and the 
perform ance differences betw een baseline and T5, baseline and follow-up, 
and follow-up and T5 (retention), on the other.
Results
One patient refused to cooperate after a few train ing sessions, and a second 
patient was excluded after in itial testing, since no im pairm ents on the MMSE 
and the 8-Word test were found in  th is patient, possibly because of h is/her 
high prem orbid intellectual functioning. Thus, the patient group consisted 
of 10 participants. Table 3 lists the participants' dem ographic details and 
cognitive screening scores. Education was scored using 7 categories, 1 being 
the lowest (less than  prim ary school) and 7 the highest (academic degree) 
(Verhage, 1964). The patient and healthy control groups were comparable 
w ith  respect to age, education, and sex.
Table 3 Dem ographics and cognitive screening scores for the two groups.
Control group (n=16) Dementia Group (n=10)
mean sd range mean sd range P
Age 76.3 7.1 67-90 79.8 4.4 75-87 .124
Educational
level
5 1.6 3-6 5 1.1 3-7 .523
MMSE 27.7 1.7 25-30 20.4 3.5 15-26 <.001
8-Word Test 
Total score
28.5 6.7 14-39 20.1 5.3 13-31 .002
8-Word Test 
Recall
5.3 1.5 1-8 0.8 0.9 0-2 <.001
8-Word Test 
Recognition
7.8 0.4 7-8 5.4 2.5 1-8 .013
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Figure 2 shows the m ean num ber of correctly perform ed actions per session 
for bo th  groups. A significant w ithin-subject effect was shown for session 
(F(5,20) = 42.78, p < 0.001, r|p2= 0.91), but not for train ing m ethod (implicit vs 
explicit training) (F(l,24) = 2.09, p = 0.16, T|p2 = 0.08). A significant interaction 
was shown betw een session and group (patients vs healthy controls) (F(5,20) 
= 5.36, p = 0.003, T|p2 = 0.57), but not betw een train ing m ethod and group 
(F(l,24) = 1.07, p = 0.31, T|p2 = 0.04). The interaction betw een session and 
train ing m ethod was m arginally significant (F(5,20) = 2.17, p = 0.10, T|p2 = 
0.35). The interaction betw een session, train ing m ethod, and group was 
significant (F(5,20) = 2.68, p = 0.052, ilp2 = 0.40).
Figure 2 Mean num ber of correctly completed actions per group and per 
train ing m ethod for each session (BL = baseline assessment; T1-T5 
= tests for the five train ing sessions; FU = follow-up test).
BL T 1 T2 T3 T4 T5 FU 
Sessions
Overall, the patient group perform ed worse th an  the control group 
during train ing (Explicit: F(l,24) = 30.33, p < 0.001, Tlp2= 0.53; Implicit: F(l,24) 
= 54.02, p < 0.001, T|p2 = 0.69). There was no significant interaction betw een 
session and group for the explicit condition (F(5,20) = 1.60, p = 0.21, Tlp2= 0.29),
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but there was for the implicit condition. The patient group learned slower, as 
reflected by the significant interaction betw een session and group (F(5,20) = 
3.22, p = 0.03, r|p2= 0.45).
W ith regard to retention (T5-follow-up), a significant w ithin-subject 
effect was shown for session (F(l,24) = 8.87, p = 0.007, T|p2 = 0.22) and for 
train ing m ethod (F(l,24) = 4.70, p = 0.04, Tlp2= 0.16). No significant interaction 
w as shown betw een session and group (F(l,24) = 0.30, p = 0.59, Tlp2= 0.01) or 
betw een train ing m ethod and group (F(l,24) = 0.62, p = 0.44, Tlp2= 0.02). There 
w as a significant interaction betw een session and train ing m ethod (F(l,24) = 
8.60, p =  0.007, T|p2 =  0.26). The interaction betw een session, train ing m ethod, 
and group was not significant (F(l,24) = 0.67, p = 0.42, Tlp2= 0.03). In the explicit 
condition, perform ance did not decrease significantly (F(l,24) = 0.03, p = 0.87, 
r|p2= 0.001) and there was no group interaction (F(l,24) = 0.03, p = 0.87, Tlp2 = 
0.001). However, in  the implicit condition, perform ance decreased in  both 
groups (F(l,24) = 16.42, p < 0.001, T|p2 = 0.41), but there was no significant 
in teraction betw een group and sessions (F(l,24) = 0.87, p = 0.36, Tlp2= 0.04).
Analyses showed that there was a significant w ithin-subject effect for 
task in  bo th  groups (F(l,24) = 9.12, p = 0.006, T|p2 = 0.28), indicating that the 
microwave task was slightly more difficult than  the Senseo® coffee m achine 
task. The interaction betw een task and group was not significant (F(l,24) = 
0.23 p = 0.63, T|p2 — 0.01). Task order did not influence the results; there was no 
significant in teraction betw een sessions and order of train ing in  either task 
(Senseo: F(5,20) = 0.49, p = 0.78. T|p2= 0.11; microwave: F(5,20) = 0.92, p = 0.49, 
r|p2= 0.19).
Correlations were com puted for the dem entia group only, because almost 
all controls had obtained m axim um  scores at the end of the train ing and at 
follow-up. No significant correlations were found betw een the cognitive test 
scores (MMSE, 8-Word test Total, 8-Words test recall and 8-Words test 
retention) and the m ain train ing outcomes (number of correctly perform ed 
steps at T5, follow-up and the perform ance difference betw een baseline and 
T5, baseline and follow-up, and follow-up and T5).
Discussion
In th is study, older patients w ith  m ild-to-m oderate dem entia and healthy, 
age-m atched controls learned two household tasks for the first time, one 
th rough  implicit train ing (i.e., m odelling) and the other th rough  explicit 
train ing (by giving verbal cues). O ur hypothesis that implicit train ing w ould 
be more effective in  the patients w ith  dem entia was not confirmed: both
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tra in ing m ethods were effective in  bo th  groups. In addition, bo th  groups 
showed a small, yet significant decrease in  perform ance during the 
7-to-10-day follow-up after implicit, but not explicit, training. O n the basis of 
our results, we conclude that elderly patients w ith  m ild dem entia and 
m oderate m em ory problem s are able to learn new skills irrespective of the 
type of training.
Although the patients' perform ance im proved after the five train ing 
sessions, it was still worse than  the perform ance of the control participants. 
However, it is possible that their perform ance would have im proved further 
if more train ing sessions had been used. For example, a study in  which 
patients w ith  AD were trained to use a mobile phone (Lekeu, Wojtasik, Van 
der Linden & Salmon, 2002) showed that the patients had only m astered 
50-80% of the skill after five train ing sessions, w hereas they had implicitly 
learned the skill after 3 m onths of training. O ur study showed that six of the 
ten patients were able to execute nine or all ten steps correctly after the fifth 
and final coffee m achine train ing session. In the microwave test, four had 
reached that level, w ith  four patients having m astered eight steps. However, 
we feel our results are prom ising, especially since train ing program m es 
including a h igh num ber of train ing sessions are often not feasible in  clinical 
practice.
A lthough we used a rater who w as blind to the train ing m ethod used and 
diagnosis of dementia, violation of b linding cannot be ru led  out com pletely 
The participants' behaviour, as recorded on the videotape, may have provided 
inform ation about the presence of dem entia in  some participants. However, 
our expectation that the implicit train ing m ethod w ould be more effective 
was not confirm ed, w hich m akes it unlikely that there was a scoring bias.
The num ber of patients was rather small, so conclusions about train ing 
efficacy m ust be m ade cautiously and our results need replication in  a larger 
sample. Furtherm ore, since our patient sample could be classified as having 
m ild-to-m oderate dem entia, conclusions cannot be generalized to patients 
w ith  more severe dem entia. In m ild or m oderately severe dem entia, it is 
possible that not only implicit m em ory is intact, but also that, although 
im paired, explicit m emory function is available and was tapped by the 
patients during learning (De Vreese et al., 2001).
In our study, the patients simply needed to copy the actions of the trainer 
during the implicit train ing sessions, w hereas in  the explicit train ing sessions 
the patients had to m ake their ow n choices. Consequently, more m ental effort 
was needed in  the explicit train ing m ethod, w hich may have positively 
affected the results and explain the positive results obtained w ith  th is 
tra in ing m ethod. Mental effort has been shown to be im portant in
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rehabilitation in  AD patients (Clare & Wilson, 2004) and AD patients learn 
better w ith  a train ing m ethod that requires m ental effort than  w ith  a m ethod 
that requires less m ental effort (Tailby & Haslam, 2003).
Another explanation for the positive results ob tained w ith  bo th  train ing 
m ethods is that it is not easy to d istinguish  betw een implicit and explicit 
learning during train ing sessions. As stated in  the introduction, W illingham  
and G oedert-Eschm ann (1999) suggested that implicit and explicit learning 
always show a parallel course. Repetition is an im portant element in  implicit 
train ing, and all participants practised the skills several tim es in  succession 
in  bo th  train ing conditions. The perform ance after the explicit train ing 
m ethod could also have benefitted from  implicit knowledge acquired by 
repetition. Furtherm ore, during implicit train ing in o u r study, the participants 
often unin tentionally m uttered (rhetorical) comments about the actions the 
trainer m ade rather th an  simply repeating the action dem onstrated, using 
explicit verbalization in  th is implicit train ing m ethod. These verbalisations 
may have acted as verbal cues. Indeed, A hlum -H eath and DiVesta (1986) 
dem onstrated that using explicit verbal cues during learning enhances 
perform ance in  healthy participants. Moreover, bo th  tasks (Senseo and 
microwave) were explicit in  nature, in  that patients were aware that a task 
was being taught, even in  the implicit train ing condition. All th ings 
considered, in  clinical practice it is difficult to prevent 'cross-contam ination' 
of explicit (verbal cues) and implicit learning (repetition) processes.
D uring implicit train ing, the participants were prevented from  m aking 
any errors, m aking it in  essence a form  of errorless learning. The theoretical 
fram ework underlying errorless learning is generally used as guiding 
principle in  the cognitive train ing of people w ith  dem entia (Clare & Jones, 
2008; M im ura & Komatsu, 2007). O ur study also shows that errorless train ing 
helps patients suffering from  dem entia to learn new skills.
Helping older people w ith  cognitive deficits to re-train  old skills and 
learn new ones may prolong their ability to function independently  The 
present study showed that people w ith  m ild-to-m oderate dem entia have 
considerable learning potential. It also dem onstrated that, although useful 
for a better understanding of learning problem s in  dem entia, the theoretical 
distinction betw een implicit and explicit learning m ight not be easy to make 
in  practice. In fu tu re  research, the 'cross-contam ination' betw een explicit 
and implicit learning processes should be avoided as m uch as possible. For 
example, one could show participants videotapes of the required action and 
ask participants to learn the different steps by try ing to m em orize them  in  an 
explicit tra in ing procedure. In an implicit train ing procedure, participants 
could be asked to repeat the actions of the trainer while perform ing another
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m ental task (such as m ental arithmetic) to avoid explicit verbalization by the 
participants. Also, longer train ing sessions may be needed to determ ine 
w hether patients w ith  dem entia can achieve a 100% perform ance score, 
which is needed in  daily life. Furtherm ore, the concepts of error-less learning 
and effortful learning may help us to gain more insight into the underlying 
m echanism s of skill acquisition in  dem entia (Clare & W ilson, 2004; Kessels & 
Olde-Hensken, 2009).
Clinical message
• Older patients w ith  m ild-to-m oderate dem entia are able to learn new skills 
irrespective of the type of train ing (implicit or explicit).
• The theoretical d istinction betw een implicit and explicit m em ory functions 
m ight not always be relevant for train ing procedures, since th is distinction 
is difficult to m ake in  practice.
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Abstract
How people suffering from  dem entia can be taught new motor skills for 
everyday household activities is an im portant but relatively unexplored area 
of research. Previous studies have dem onstrated intact implicit learning 
abilities in  patients w ith  Alzheim er dem entia (AD) on com puterized 
m otor-learning tasks and everyday activities, but explicit train ing strategies 
have been found to be beneficial in  AD as well. The aim  of the present study 
was to compare two explicit train ing m ethods, i.e. observational learning 
and learning by guidance, and an implicit train ing m ethod in  patients w ith 
AD and healthy controls. All th ree types of train ing m ethods resulted in 
statistically significant learning. However, while improvement from baseline 
was sim ilar in  bo th  groups, the absolute perform ance of the patients in  the 
explicit train ing m ethods was well below that of the controls. The m odest 
success of the explicit train ing m ethods and the slightly better results 
achieved w ith  the observation m ethod should be investigated further in 
studies of the acquisition of everyday activities.
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Introduction
People need to acquire new motor skills throughout life (Schmidt, 1988). The 
rapid developm ent of and changes in  mobile telephones, home appliances, 
kitchen equipm ent, and other technologies necessary for independent living 
require people, even older people w ith  cognitive decline, to learn and relearn 
skills. The question is how th is can best be achieved. Motor learning involves 
more than  merely gaining new movement patterns, as in  sports, and is 
generally defined as a process, resulting from  practice, of acquiring the 
capability for producing skilled actions leading to relatively perm anent 
changes in  th is capability (Schmidt & W risberg, 2000). Motor learning is 
essential for acquiring new skills to cope w ith  the changing environm ent, to 
enable people to function adequately in  daily life. Given the aging population 
and, as a consequence, the grow ing num ber of people w ith  dem entia, it is 
im portant to identify the best m ethod for teaching older individuals motor 
skills, in  order to m ain tain  their independence for as long as possible and 
thus help to reduce the costly and far-reaching consequences of aging and 
cognitive diseases on our health-care systems (Spijker, Vernooij-Dassen, 
Vasse, Adang, W ollersheim, Grol & Verhey, 2008). However, the m emory 
deficits of dem ented patients may seriously ham per their ability to acquire 
or re-learn practical skills.
Loss of explicit or declarative m em ory is a key feature of A lzheim er's 
dem entia (McKahnn, Drachm an, Folstein, Katzm an, Price & Stadlan, 1984) 
and experim ental studies suggest that patients w ith  m ild A lzheim er's disease 
(AD) are better able to learn new motor skills implicitly instead of explicitly 
(Van Halteren-Van Tilborg, Scherder & Hulstijn, 2007). In implicit learning, 
skills are m astered w ithout awareness, often simply by repeated exposure, 
and can be recalled autom atically (Buchner & W ippich, 1998), w hereas in 
explicit learning skills are consciously acquired (Cohen & Squire, 1980). The 
Serial Reaction Time Task (SRTT) developed by N issen and Bullemer (1987) is 
the most widely used task to study implicit motor sequence learning. In th is 
task, participants need to respond as quickly as possible w hen a stim ulus 
appears in  one of four places, by pressing a corresponding response key  
Initially, the stim ulus sequence is presented in  a random  order, but at some 
point in  time, and unknow n to the participants, sequences are repeatedly 
presented in  a fixed order but are switched back to a random  order at the end 
of the task. A n increase in  reaction tim e is typically observed when 
participants are required  to switch from  the fixed to the random  sequence, 
and th is increase is generally taken to reflect the learning of the sequence 
and is distinct from  the general task-specific sensory motor learning, which
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is reflected by the decrease in  reaction tim e over the fixed sequence blocks 
(Knopm an & Nissen, 1987). Sequences can be learned in  the order in  which 
the stim uli appear, e.g. the visuospatial representation, or in  the order in 
which the associated m ovements are made, e.g. the sequence of key presses 
(Robertson, 2007). The SRTT is an implicit learning task that resembles 
learning to type frequently used words. In th is task, motor sequences of four 
different finger responses are learned. Because of this, actions vary little and 
responses are differentiated by only four spatial locations. The SRTT thus 
shows little spatial variation, w hich has been suggested to be im portant in  
motor learning (Witt & W illingham , 2006). M any motor skills involve 
handling a tool or m oving an object, w hich requires actions in  a specific 
order (e.g., w hen directing a computer m ouse to successive locations). Because 
acquisition of these skills usually involves the learning of a sequence of 
different actions (Witt & W illingham , 2006), we developed the Pattern 
Learning task (PLT), which is based on the SRTT paradigm , but requires the 
m anipulation of a hand-held stylus. W ith th is task, we previously showed 
that implicit learning occurred on bo th  the SRTT and PLT in patients w ith 
AD (VanTilborg & H ulstijn, 2010). In the present study we w anted to replicate 
the finding of implicit learning on the PLT in  AD in a slightly different 
version of th is task in  w hich the num ber of targets was greatly increased in 
order to strengthen the visuospatial character of the task.
Little is know n about how th is knowledge of the effects of implicit 
learning in  AD can be translated into clinical practice (Van Halteren-Van 
Tilborg et al., 2007). In a previous study (Van Tilborg, Kessels & Hulstijn, in 
press) we com pared the effects of implicit and explicit train ing m ethods for 
two everyday tasks (using a microwave oven and a coffee machine) in  patients 
w ith  m ild dem entia. To our surprise, the explicit train ing m ethod was as 
effective as the implicit m ethod. This suggests that explicit train ing m ethods, 
w hich are typically used for healthy controls, m ight also be effective in 
patients w ith  AD. However, th is study also highlighted the difficulty in 
d istinguishing the effects of explicit and implicit train ing in  non-experim en- 
tal practical tasks (Van Tilborg et al., in  press). W illingham  and Goedert-Es- 
chm ann (1999) suggest that implicit and explicit learning processes always 
show a parallel course, and that bo th  an implicit and an explicit train ing 
m ethod in  isolation can lead to implicit as well as explicit knowledge. As a 
result, these two learning processes cannot always be separated from  each 
other, and that it is perhaps not relevant to attem pt to do so: after all, both 
contribute to learning. It is im portant to keep the distinction betw een 
(implicit or explicit) tasks and (implicit/explicit) processes in  m ind. In explicit 
tasks participants are aware that facts or procedures have to be learned. In
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implicit tasks participants are not aware of the to-be-learned m aterial. The 
im plicit/explicit process distinction refers to the underlying m em ory system 
involved in  the task (Keisler & W illingham , 2007). Therefore, in  the present 
study we focused on the effectiveness of explicit train ing m ethods in  patients 
w ith  AD, using an experim ental task adapted from  the traditional Serial 
Reaction Time Task (SRTT).
Different aspects of learning should be taken into consideration when 
devising train ing m ethods (Schmidt, 1988). These include pre-practice 
variables (such as m odeling or observation and verbal instructions), 
structuring  practice (num ber and distribution of practice trials and feedback 
about errors), guidance, and m ental practice. Because patients w ith  AD have 
profound deficits in  abstract reasoning and explicit verbal memory, we 
investigated w hether two aspects of motor learning, i.e. observation and 
guidance, which do not overly rely on abstract reasoning or verbal memory, 
m ight help patients w ith  AD to learn new motor skills.
O bservational learning, by w hich the learner observes the action of a 
trainer or role model, contributes to skills acquisition and motor behavior 
(Magill, 1993; Vogt & Thomaschke, 2007). Two studies using the SRTT, showed 
a learning effect of pu re  observation (Heyes & Foster, 2002; Howard, M utter 
& Howard, 1992). Participants who had watched the sequence of stim uli or 
another person pressing the relevant keys, applied th is knowledge when 
they perform ed the task. The early m ediation hypothesis of observation 
assum es that perception-action m ediation takes place directly during the 
action observation phase and, as a consequence, the motor system  is also 
involved during observation even though the subject does not perform  the 
motor activity him self (Vogt, 2002). This view is supported by findings of ef- 
fector-dependency of observational practice (Bird & Heyes, 2005). However, 
while observational learning seems applicable to the learning of motor skills 
by healthy controls, some investigators have not found th is to be the case 
(Kelly & Burton, 2001). In addition, Bird and Heyes (2005) showed that the 
observational learning of a sequence of finger m ovements only occurred if 
the observers could use the same fingers as seen during training. There have 
been no studies of the observational learning of motor actions in  people w ith 
dem entia.
Another technique frequently used to teach motor skills is guidance, 
whereby the learner is physically or verbally gu ided th rough  the task by the 
trainer, for example, by physically pushing and pulling  the learner's hand or 
by "talking someone through" the new m otor sequence (Schmidt, 1988). W ith 
th is technique, errors are prevented during learning, in  contrast to norm al 
trial-and-error or discovery learning (Schmidt 1988). In the guidance
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technique, the verbal or physical cues are assum ed to facilitate the process of 
acquiring a new skill by guiding the learner to the correct response and thus 
providing the learner w ith  an image of the goal movement (Wulf, Shea & 
W hitacre, 1998). Physical guidance is applied in  m any sports, such as tennis, 
in  w hich the trainer physically moves the hand and arm  of the trainee into 
the right direction and w ith  the right tim ing of movements. A lthough such 
guidance im proves perform ance, the effect is not necessarily sustained once 
guidance is w ithdraw n (Wulf et al., 1998). The benefits of guidance thus seem 
to be short-lived. More guidance during practice even resulted in  less effective 
learning (Schmidt, 1988). A possible explanation for th is is that the learner 
becomes too dependent on guidance, w hich may encourage learners to ignore 
im portant sources of sensory feedback (e.g., kinesthetic) intrinsic to the task 
(Anderson, Magill, Sekiya & Ryan, 2005). However, W ulf and colleagues 
(1998) showed that guidance effects are not necessarily tem porary and may 
also have a positive effect on the acquisition of complex motor skills, so that 
a person produces the m ovement patterns of a more accomplished perform er. 
Thus while these studies suggest that guidance may have a positive effect on 
the learning of complex tasks by healthy controls, nothing is know n about 
the effect of guidance in  people w ith  dementia.
A possibly critical aspect of guidance and observation train ing is that 
bo th  are forms of errorless learning (Schmidt, 1988). The prevention of errors 
during learning has proven beneficial in  patients w ith  dem entia. To achieve 
this, individuals are typically given feed forw ard cues during learning. This 
can be contrasted w ith  errorful learning, where individuals are encouraged 
to guess and thus are more likely to produce errors during learning, as in 
everyday trial-and-error learning (Baddeley & W ilson, 1994). The theoretical 
fram ework of errorless learning is widely accepted as a gu id ing principle in 
cognitive train ing for people w ith  dem entia (Clare & Jones, 2008; M im ura & 
Komatsu, 2007). In a m eta-analysis, Kessels and de H aan (2003) found 
errorless learning to be more effective th an  errorful learning in  adults w ith 
brain  in ju ry  In addition, prom ising effects have been found in  people w ith 
A lzheim er dem entia (Kessels & Olde-Hensken, 2009; Ruis & Kessels, 2006). 
We thus hypothesized that guidance and observational train ing w ould be 
effective in  prom oting the acquisition of skills by patients w ith  AD, because 
bo th  are a form  of errorless learning. In the present study, we com pared AD 
patients w ith  healthy controls, using (explicit) observational train ing and 
guidance train ing of a m ovement sequence in  an experim ental task in  w hich 
subjects had to learn a fixed series of movements, m oving a stylus to spatially 
arranged targets. This task was selected for a num ber of reasons: it was a 
novel task for all participants, it could be presented in  different versions,
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thereby allowing w ithin-subject comparisons, and it had a high sim ilarity to 
the implicit pattern  learning task used as a control task in  the present stu dy  
The version of the implicit PLT that was used in  the present study was 
designed to replicate and extend previous findings. We expected implicit 
learning on th is task to be intact in  the patients w ith  AD.
Method
Participants
A convenience sample of 10 older patients w ith  m ild-to-m oderate dem entia 
was recruited from  the m em ory clinic of a regional D utch general hospital. 
The hospital's Institutional Review Board approved the s tu d y  All patients 
had been diagnosed w ith  dem entia of the A lzheim er type by a neurologist or 
geriatrician in  accordance w ith  the DSM-IV-TR criteria (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2000) and the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria (M cKhann et al., 1984). 
Exclusion criteria w ere a h istory of psychiatric or neurological diseases (e.g., 
stroke) and severe motor deficits. Nine patients used rivastigm ine or 
m em antine (medication to slow dow n the decline of functioning in  dementia) 
during the test period. We tried  to m atch the patients for age and estim ated 
prem orbid intelligence, m easured w ith  the NLV, the Dutch equivalent of the 
N ational Adult Reading Test (Schmandt, Lindeboom  & Harskam p, 1992), 
w ith  10 healthy controls (the patients' spouses or other relatives), none of 
whom  had a history of neurological or psychiatric disease (self report). After 
receiving oral and w ritten  inform ation about the procedure, all candidates 
gave their w ritten inform ed consent prior to their participation, in  accordance 
w ith  the declaration of H elsinki. Inform ed consent was also obtained from  a 
relative of the patients w ith  dementia. Before the train ing sessions, the 
participants were screened w ith  the M ini-M ental State Exam ination (MMSE) 
(Folstein, Folstein & McHugh, 1975) to assess overall cognitive functioning. 
Table 1 lists the participants' dem ographic details and cognitive screening 
scores. Statistics on group com parisons showed the control group to be 
slightly different in  age (t(18) = 3.378, p = .003) and estim ated intelligence 
(t(17) = -2.340, p = .032) from  the patient group.
I l l
Table 1 P a rtic ip an t in fo rm ation .
Group N Gender Mean age Mean NLV-IQ Mean MMSE (sd)
(sd) (sd)
Alzheimer's disease 10 4m/6f 82.8 (5.2) 93.2 (12.2) 20.6 (4.7)
Control 10 5m/5f 74.3 (6.1) 105.2 (10.1) 27.6 (1.8)
Tasks and procedure
The Pattern Learning Task (PLT), an implicit motor learning task (Van Tilborg 
& Hulstijn, 2010), was adm inistered w ith  the participants sitting in  front of a 
com puter m onitor. They perform ed the PLT on a sheet of paper that was fixed 
to a digitizer (WACOM) using a norm al-looking, non-ink pen to control the 
cursor on the screen. The position of the pen tip on and up to 5 m m  above the 
digitizer was recorded. Nine circles (2.6 cm in  diameter) were always visible 
on the screen. In each trial, one circle tu rn ed  red (see Fig. 1A). Participants 
were instructed  to move the cursor (a blue dot w ith  a 0.9-cm diameter) tow ard 
the red target, by m eans of the pen, as quickly as possible. After the cursor 
had been inside the target for 200 ms, a beep lasting 200 ms sounded. 
Im m ediately thereafter, the next trial started w ith  another circle tu rn ing  red. 
Participants fam iliarized them selves w ith  the task during a practice phase 
consisting of four blocks of 24 trials using two stim ulus positions on ly  The 
actual test com prised seven blocks of 100 trials each, w ith  a short break (1 to 
2 minutes) betw een the blocks. A first pseudo-random  tria l block (Rl) was 
followed by th ree blocks (L1-L3) w ith  a fixed sequence of ten items that was 
repeated ten  tim es per block (100 trails/block). The participants were not 
inform ed about the repeated sequence. In the fifth  block (R2), another 
pseudo-random  sequence of stim uli was presented. To m easure explicit 
learning of the sequence, the fixed sequence block was presented (block 6) 
and thereafter participants were asked if they had noticed som ething about 
the task. If they answ ered negatively, they were told about the fixed sequence. 
Subsequently in  block 7, the nine dots were shown on the screen and 
participants were asked to move the cursor tow ard the correct target by 
m eans of the pen in  the correct sequence (fixed sequence). This tim e the 
target circles did  not tu rn  red.
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D uring observation and guidance train ing of the task, nine targets were 
projected on the screen. In these tasks the nine targets were alternately 
presented either in  the shape of a square or diam ond. The fixed sequences of 
these two tasks were different to reduce interference betw een the train ing 
tasks (see figure IB and C). Participants were told they had to learn the fixed 
10-item sequence. They were inform ed that they had to replicate the fixed 
sequence after the train ing period. Both train ing types consisted of three 
train ing blocks of 50 trials each (a fixed sequence of ten items that was 
repeated five times) alternated w ith  three test blocks. At the beginning of the 
task, the fixed sequence was shown autom atically by the computer two times. 
After that, during observation train ing, the trainer perform ed the task by 
m oving the cursor tow ard the correct target, w hich was red. The fixed 10-item 
sequence was repeated five times; the trainer told participants w hen the 
10-item sequence started. After the first train ing block, the participants were 
asked to repeat the correct sequence. The nine dots were shown on the screen 
again and participants were asked to move the cursor tow ard the correct 
target (the target circle did not tu rn  red). The participants had to repeat the 
sequence five times; errors were not corrected. This procedure (training 
block and test block) was repeated two times, so the train ing consisted of 3 
train ing blocks and 3 test blocks. In guidance train ing, the task procedure 
was the same as in  the observation train ing, but the participants were holding 
the pen (training blocks) and the trainer gu ided their hands to the correct 
targets, which had tu rn ed  red, in  a fixed 10-item sequence that was different 
from  the sequence used for observation training.
In bo th  implicit and explicit train ing of the task, nine targets were used 
instead of four, as usually used in  sequential motor tasks like the SRTT by 
N issen and Bullemer (1987) and in  previous research w ith  the PLT (Van 
Tilborg & Hulstijn, 2010; Van Tilborg, Kessels, Kruijt, Wester & Hulstijn, 
submitted). This w as done in  order to change the arrangem ent of the targets, 
to prevent interference betw een the th ree tasks. All participants were 
exam ined ind iv idually  They always perform ed the implicit PLT followed by 
the MMSE, w ith  the D utch equivalent of the National A dult Reading Test 
(NLV) as the fourth  task. The Observation and Guidance train ing were 
alternately adm inistered as the th ird  or fifth  task.
Data analysis
PLT perform ance was recorded and analyzed by m eans of OASIS software 
(De Jong, Hulstijn, Kosterm an & Smits-Engelsman, 1996). The difference in 
to tal tim e per trial (TT) betw een the second random  block and the previous 
fixed-sequence block was used as an index of sequence learning (Knopman
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& Nissen, 1987). A second index of sequence learning was the increase in  the 
num ber of errors m ade w hen the order of the stim uli changed from  fixed to 
random . Errors in  the PLT were defined as m ovements that left the start 
circle at the w rong angle, i.e. deviations >22.5 degrees from  the m ost optim al 
angle. Thus, in  the PLT an error only reflects the choice of a non-optim al 
movement direction in  the first phase of the movement tow ard the target, a 
direction that can be corrected during the later stages of the movement. 
Therefore, for the implicit task we took the increase in  TT and in  the 
percentage of errors recorded in  the second random  block (R2) relative to the 
th ird  fixed-sequence block (L3) as m easures of implicit sequence learning. 
Trials in  w hich an  incorrect bu tton was pushed were excluded from  the TT 
analysis. In block 7 (explicit knowledge) the fixed sequence had to be 
reproduced 5 times. The num ber of correct sequences was taken as a m easure 
of explicit knowledge (maxim um  of 50). The increase in  the num ber of correct 
sequences connecting the dots in  the th ree test blocks in  the two explicit 
tra in ing tasks was taken as a m easure of explicit sequence learning.
Statistical analysis
Repeated m easures General Linear Model (GLM) analyses of variance were 
conducted w ith  one w ithin-subject factor (Block) and one between-subjects 
factor (Group) to test implicit learning effects. Group differences in  explicit 
knowledge (mean correct sequences of dots in  block 7) were tested w ith  an 
independent samples t-test. Repeated m easures ANOVAs (GLM) were 
conducted to m easure learning effects of bo th  explicit train ing m ethods, 
w ith  two w ithin-subject factors (Training method: guidance versus 
observation, and Block: test block 1, 2 and 3) and one between-subject factor 
(Group). A lpha was set at 0.05 throughout the s tu dy
Results
Explicit learning: guidance and observational training
Figure 2 shows the m ean num ber of correct sequences of dots per test block 
and per train ing m ethod for bo th  groups. Overall, the controls made 
significantly more correct sequences than  did  the AD group (F(l,18) = 83.42, 
p < 0.001). There was a significant w ithin-subject effect for block (F(2,17) = 
5.70, p = 0.013), showing that participants learned during training. However, 
no significant interaction was found betw een block and group (F(2,17) = 1.96, 
p = 0.172). Furtherm ore, there were no differences in  perform ance betw een 
the two train ing m ethods (F(l,18) = 1.00, p = 0.330) or significant interaction
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betw een train ing m ethod and group (F(l,18) = 0.03, p = 0.861). The interaction 
between block and training m ethod was significant (F(2,17) = 4.456, p = 0.028), 
indicating that observational train ing had a steeper learning curve than  
guidance train ing in  bo th  groups (linear contrast: F(l,18) = 8.99, p = 0.008). 
The interaction betw een block, tra in ing m ethod, and group was not 
significant (F(2,17) = 2.66, p = 0.099).
Figure 2 Mean number of correct sequences of dots per test block and per 
training method for the control group (CON) and the patients with 
Alzheimer's dementia (AD). Error bars reflect standard errors of 
the mean.
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Implicit learning
The TTs for the two groups on each of the five blocks (Rl, L1-L3, R2) are presented 
in  Figure 3. As expected, the controls had significantly lower mean TTs than the 
patients (F(l,18) = 9.09 , p = 0.007) and, also as anticipated, both groups showed 
implicit learning of the fixed sequence, as reflected by an increase in TT between 
blocks L3 and R2 (F(l,18) = 5.76 , p = 0.027). The TT increased by 35 ms (from 914 
ms in block L3 to 949 ms in block R2) in the control group and by 61 ms (from 
1163 ms in block L3 to 1224 ms in block R2) in the AD group, but the interaction
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between Group and Block was not significant (F(l,18) = 0.42, p = 0.52). Also both 
groups showed learning, as reflected by a significant decrease between blocks 
LI and L3 (F(2,17) = 10.26 , p = 0.01, with no significant interaction between Group 
and Block (F(2,17) = 2.51, p = 0.111).
No significant group differences w ith  respect to error percentages were 
found (F(l,18 = 0.10 , p = 0.573). The two groups showed no implicit learning 
of the fixed sequence, as reflected by an increase in  the percentage of errors 
betw een blocks L3 and R2. There was no significant Block effect (F(l,18) = 
1.37, p = 0.258) and also no significant in teraction betw een Group and Block 
(F(l,18) = 0.66, p = 0.428). In addition, the percentage of errors d id not decrease 
betw een blocks LI and L3 (F(2,17) = .59 , p = 0.566), and the interaction 
betw een Group and Block (F(2,17) = 2.69, p = 0.096) was not significant. 
Explicit knowledge of the sequence, as m easured in  block 7, was equal in  the 
two groups. The m ean num ber of correct sequences of dots (maxim um  = 50) 
was sim ilar in  the AD (M = 15.30, SD = 2.63) and control (M = 21.30, SD = 9.04) 
groups (t(10.5) = -2.02, p = 0.07).
Figure 3 Mean total tim es for the random  blocks (R1 and R2) and the 
fixed-sequence blocks (L1-L3) for the control group (Controls) and the 
patients w ith Alzheimer's dementia (AD) for the Pattern Learning 
Task (PLT). Error bars reflect standard errors of the mean.
R1 L1 L2 L3 R2
Block
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Discussion
In th is study, we directly com pared observational learning and guidance 
learning using a procedural task (i.e., the learning of action sequences) in 
patients w ith  AD. Both types of train ing enabled patients to learn the 
sequence; however, the absolute level of perform ance of the AD patients (30% 
correct sequences of dots) was well below that of the control participants 
(90-95% correct sequences of dots). Implicit learning of the motor sequences 
in  the PLT was seen in  bo th  groups, as reflected by the tim e m easure, which 
replicated our previous results obtained w ith  th is task (Van Tilborg & 
Hulstijn, 2010).
Both patients and controls learned the task after observation and guidance 
train ing, but the learning curve was steeper for observational learning in 
bo th  groups. O bservational train ing was the m ost effective train ing m ethod 
in  bo th  groups. This m ight be because of the greater m ental effort required 
in  th is form  of train ing in  w hich participants have to pay explicit attention to 
the movements, in  contrast to guidance training. This m ental effort, in 
addition to the aspect of errorless learning, has been shown to be im portant 
in  cognitive rehabilitation in  patients w ith  AD. Achieving the optim al 
balance betw een effort and error reduction seems critical (Clare & Wilson, 
2004). Tailby and Haslam  (2003) found that errorless learning techniques 
were better than  errorful learning techniques w hen subjects had to learn a 
list of words. Furtherm ore, the effortful errorless m ethod, in  which 
participants could generate their ow n answ ers w ithout errors (i.e. "self­
generated" m ethod) in  response to sem antically rich descriptions of the 
target words, was superior to the standard  errorless (i.e. exam iner-generat- 
ed) m ethod. Thus active and effortful processing during learning may be 
im portant in  bo th  healthy controls and patients w ith  AD. A nother explanation 
for the difference in  results betw een the two train ing m ethods m ight be the 
extent to w hich spatial and motor processes are involved in  each train ing 
m ethod. As em phasized in  the introduction, action sequences can be learned 
either as a sequence of visuospatial representations or as a sequence of 
movements. D uring observational train ing, the em phasis lies on the learning 
of the visuospatial sequence, while during guidance train ing learning 
em phasis is on learning the sequence of motor actions -  participants do not 
need to pay attention to the dots but just to the motor feedback.
The train ing would appear to entail aspects that are also part of 
v isuospatial w orking m em ory tasks, such as the Corsi Block-Tapping Task. 
Indeed, it could be argued that visuospatial w orking memory, specifically 
the visuospatial sketchpad (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974), played a role in  our
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explicit train ing tasks, especially since the visuospatial sketchpad is intact in  
the early stages of AD (Huntley & Howard, 2010). In our study, however, the 
sequence to be learned was repeated several tim es to establish learning of 
the action sequences, in  contrast to Corsi-like paradigm s where sequences 
are presented only once.
Although bo th  groups learned by observational and guidance training, 
the patients' perform ance was worse th an  that of the controls. This m ight be 
because of the experim ental procedure used. Errors were not corrected 
during the test blocks but were during the train ing blocks. This could have 
interfered w ith  the learning process. Healthy controls can correct these 
errors by using explicit m em ory processes, w hereas th is is not possible in  
patients w ith  AD because explicit m em ory is im paired (Kessels & 
Olde-Hensken, 2009). A nother explanation for the m inim al effect of the 
explicit train ing m ethods in  the patients w ith  AD may be found in  the profile 
of cognitive deficits in  th is group and the visuospatial nature of the task: 
observational train ing relies heavily on visuospatial perceptual processing. 
Visuospatial abilities are often com prom ised in  AD (Meguro, Shimada, 
Someya, Horikaw a & Yamadori, 2001; Rascovsky, Salmon, Ho, Galasko, 
Peavy, H ansen & Thai, 2002), and such im pairm ents may have negatively 
affected the observational learning of our motor tasks. A nother explanation 
is that the patients w ith  AD simply paid less a ttention to the task and train ing 
th an  did the controls. Lastly, in  guidance train ing, in  addition to visuospatial 
perception and attention, som atosensory inform ation is im portant, that is, 
receptors in  muscles and tendons register the inform ation on position and 
movement of lim bs (Blake & Sekuler, 2006). Since participants were instructed  
to look at the computer monitor, they may have ignored the sensory feedback 
intrinsic to the task.
Both groups showed implicit learning of the PLT sequence, as reflected 
by an  increase in  perform ance tim e in  the final random  block after the 
fixed-sequence blocks (Knopm an & Nissen, 1987). In an earlier study, such an 
increase in  the random  block after the fixed-sequence blocks was also found 
for percentage errors (Van Tilborg & Hulstijn, 2010). However, no such 
increase was seen in  either group in  the present s tu d y  In th is study, we used 
three instead of four fixed sequence blocks, to avoid m ental fatigue or 
m otivational problem s caused by the long test procedure. More im portantly, 
the present study used nine dots as targets w ith  one dot in  the m iddle and 
eight dots evenly displayed in  a circle around, instead of four dots placed in 
a square pattern  in  our previous studies. This was done to enable alterations 
in  the arrangem ents of the targets, in  order to create th ree equivalent versions 
of the task (see figure 1). The increased spatial complexity m ight explain the
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absence of a learning effect, m easured as an increase in  the percentage of 
errors.
No significant difference in  explicit knowledge of the fixed sequence was 
found betw een the two groups at the end of th is implicit PLT task. Both 
groups showed less than  50% correct response, m eaning the 10-item fixed 
sequence could not be explicitly recalled. In experim ental research on implicit 
learning, the task is designed in  such a way that it w ill be difficult for 
participants to become aware of the fixed sequence. In addition, the data of 
participants who show explicit knowledge of the sequence afterw ards are 
elim inated from  analyses. However, in  clinical practice, awareness of the 
sequence after implicit train ing conditions can be of use and therefore th is 
can also be an interesting m easure of learning for use in  fu tu re  studies.
Little has been published on the best way to tra in  motor skills that are 
essential for perform ing everyday household tasks. In a review, we concluded 
that the capacity for implicit learning was preserved in  AD ( Van Halteren-Van 
Tilborg et al., 2007). In a previous experim ental study, we could replicate 
this, not only w ith  the traditional SRTT, but also w ith  a m ore spatial variant 
of th is experim ental task (PLT) requiring sequences of stylus m ovements to 
a sequence of spatial targets (Van Tilborg & Hulstijn, 2010). In a subsequent 
study, we com pared the effects of implicit and explicit train ing m ethods for 
two everyday tasks (using a microwave oven and a coffee machine) in  patients 
w ith  m ild dem entia (Van Tilborg et al., in  press). To our surprise, older 
patients w ith  m ild dem entia were able to learn these new skills, and we 
found no difference betw een the rate of learning using implicit and explicit 
train ing techniques in  these patients. However, it was difficult to disentangle 
implicit and explicit learning and procedures w hen it came to the perform ance 
of everyday practical skills. For th is reason, in  th is study, we re tu rned  to an 
experim ental study of sequence learning. The PLT was adm inistered as an 
implicit learning task and it was also used under explicit learning instructions 
in  two ways (i.e. in  learning by observation and by guidance). Each of these 
explicit train ing m ethods m inim izes errors m ade by participants. All three 
types of train ing resulted in  statistically significant learning of the task, 
although the absolute level of perform ance in  the patients was well below 
that of the controls. Observational learning was slightly superior com pared 
to guidance learning.
The best way to answ er the im portant question of how everyday activities 
should be trained in  patients w ith  m ild dem entia is to achieve a balance 
betw een experim ental rigor and practical applications. The obvious next step 
is to test a num ber of evidence-based learning factors that could influence 
the perform ance of daily activities by patients w ith  AD, such as the type of
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feedback and the number, length, and d istribution of practice sessions 
(Schmidt, 1988). Also the effects of observation and guidance train ing should 
be extended to activities of daily living. A n im portant difference -  apart from  
relevance to everyday function -  betw een everyday activities and our 
experim ental task (the PLT) is that in  the PLT, the sequences of the actions 
are arbitrary while in  everyday tasks they have a 'logical' order. For example, 
one has to open the m icrowave door first in  order to pu t a cup of water inside. 
Also, because different steps in  everyday tasks can be combined to form  an 
action (chunking), the inform ation load is lower th an  in  the PLT and th is 
may be beneficial for patients w ith  AD. As a result, patients w ith  AD may 
benefit more from  explicit tra in ing (observational and guidance training) in  
everyday tasks th an  in  experim ental tasks. In th is respect, the pilot study of 
Decham ps and colleagues (in revision) is prom ising because these authors 
showed that m odelling (i.e., learning by observation) had a positive effect on 
the acquisition of instrum ental activities of daily living by patients w ith  AD. 
Because we used relatively few and short train ing sessions, fu tu re  studies 
w ith  longer train ing periods are needed to see w hether perform ance can 
reach an acceptable level and w hether these train ing m ethods are applicable 
in  the rehabilitation of these patients.
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Sum m ary and  discussion
The main purpose of the studies described in this thesis was to answer the following 
questions: (1) are cognitively impaired patients able to learn skills implicitly; (2) are 
visuospatial and motor sequencing aspects affected differently in different groups 
of cognitively impaired patients; (3) can the preserved implicit learning abilities of 
patients with dementia be used in rehabilitation methods for this group of patients 
with profoundly impaired explicit learning abilities; and (4) can the principles and 
training methods used in motor learning research, such as learning by observation 
and guidance, be applied to the rehabilitation process of these patients. The results 
of the studies are summarized and discussed below, and a general conclusion is 
drawn about the lessons learned from, and the limitations of, these studies.
R eview
In Chapter 2, we reviewed the literature on experimental research into implicit 
motor learning in patients with Alzheimer’s dementia (AD) and into two key 
motor-learning variables, namely, practice and feedback. Experimental research 
provides evidence that the implicit motor learning abilities of patients with AD are 
intact, although the overall performance of these individuals is worse than that of 
healthy controls. This prompted the question how these intact abilities can be best 
applied in rehabilitation programmes targeting this patient group. There has been 
little research into the effect of practice (the number, distribution, and variability of 
practice trials) and feedback (intrinsic and extrinsic) variables on training in this 
this patient group. Moreover, many of the studies that have been performed used 
experimental tasks such as Rotor Pursuit tasks or tossing tasks, in which participants 
have to throw bags of different weights towards a target. This makes it more difficult 
to translate results into rehabilitation programmes for use in clinical practice. 
However, these studies did show that when patients with AD need to learn or 
re-learn a motor skill, it is important that they can practise under constant 
(unvarying) conditions, and that practising under dual-task conditions is avoided. 
Furthermore, because these patients have difficulty translating the motor skills they 
learn during rehabilitation into daily life, it is important that training takes place in 
an environment that closely resembles the one in which the skill will be used, and 
that the tools used resemble those used by the patient in daily life. Patients with AD 
are strongly dependent on visual feedback throughout training, unlike healthy 
controls. This literature review left a lot of questions about how the acquisition of 
skills can be optimized unanswered. Some of these questions are: should massed or 
distributed practice be used, does guidance, observation, and mental practice have 
a learning effect, and how often and what kind of external feedback should be 
provided? Some of these questions were addressed in the empirical studies discussed 
below.
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Visuospatial processes in im plicit motor sequence learning
We first investigated whether there is a difference in implicit motor learning in 
different patient groups and whether different processes are involved. As mentioned 
in the Introduction, implicit motor learning is not a unitary phenomenon. Our 
primary aim was to determine whether learning ability is influenced by the demands 
of the task, due to differences in the relative involvement of spatial and motor-control 
processes. While studies in research settings have provided clear evidence that the 
implicit motor learning abilities are preserved in patients with AD, research with 
patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD) has yielded less consistent results. This 
inconsistency might be due to differences in the relative involvement of spatially 
and motor-sequence-oriented processes in task performance. In the study described 
in Chapter 3, we compared the performance of patients with AD or PD and healthy 
controls on two implicit motor learning tasks, the frequently used Serial Reaction 
Time task (SRTT) and the spatially more demanding Pattern Learning task (PLT). 
We expected that the patients with AD would show implicit learning in both tasks 
similar to that of the matched healthy controls, and that implicit learning in the 
SRTT would be compromised in the patients with PD. Our expectations regarding 
PLT performance were less straightforward: we assumed that the performance of 
patients with PD would be less affected in the PLT, because this task makes more 
demands on spatial rather than motor processes. As predicted, patients with PD 
showed less evidence of implicit learning, as reflected by the time measures on the 
SRTT and PLT, than either the healthy controls or the patients with AD; however, 
their proportion of errors increased, suggesting that implicit learning occurred 
during both experimental tasks in the patients withPD. Contrary to our expectations, 
implicit learning seemed compromised in the patients with AD compared with the 
controls as reflected by the error measures. This study highlighted the importance 
of distinguishing between time and error measures in experimental research on 
motor sequence learning. It could be argued that the visuospatial representation and 
sequencing of the movements involved in a task are affected differently in patients 
with AD or PD.
In the study presented in Chapter 4, we compared the performance of patients 
with Korsakoff’s syndrome (KS) and healthy controls on the SRTT and PLT. KS is 
characterized by profound deficits in declarative memory and generally intact 
memory for implicit motor and perceptual skills. However, research on implicit 
learning in this patient group has yielded contrasting results, depending on the 
implicit task used. While research with the SRTT showed patients with KS to have 
intact learning abilities, research with a maze task showed learning to be impaired 
in these patients. Possibly, the spatial component in these implicit tasks determines 
whether learning can be achieved. The spatial memory deficit found in this patient 
group might negatively affect their implicit motor learning abilities in more spatially
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demanding, implicit motor learning tasks. Furthermore, the hippocampal memory 
circuit, which is critical for encoding and retrieving information, also seems to be 
important in the implicit learning of spatial context information, and this circuit is 
damaged in patients with KS. We used the SRTT and PLT to examine the ability of 
these patients and healthy controls to learn tasks involving different spatial 
processes. We expected that the patients w ithKS would show intact implicit learning 
on the SRTT, but compromised performance on the PLT. As predicted, the patients 
with KS showed similar implicit learning of the motor sequences as the healthy 
controls, as reflected by the time measure on both tasks. However, in the PLT, as 
revealed by the error measure, implicit learning was compromised in the patients 
with KS. Our findings confirm the conjecture that implicit learning is defective in 
patients with KS if the task has a strong spatial component (as in the PLT), but is 
intact with the traditional SRTT, which has only a minimal spatial component. 
Thus, conclusions drawn about the extent of a patient’s implicit learning abilities 
need to take the type of task into account.
By looking at the various aspects that underlie our ability to master sequential 
motor actions, we can learn more about the processes that are deficient in different 
patient groups. More can be learned about the processes involved if both errors and 
time measures are scored. Moreover, the ability to learn visuospatial sequences in 
motor learning tasks cannot be predicted on the basis of performance on the 
visuospatial tests used in traditional neuropsychological assessments, such as the 
Rey Complex Figure test and the Line Orientation test. For example, patients with 
PD have difficulty performing spatial tests such as drawing tasks (Cronin-Golomb 
& Braun, 1997) but are able to learn the visuospatial sequence of a motor task. 
Assessment of visuospatial systems is often incomplete, and visuospatial skills are 
often wrongly discussed as if they are a unitary cognitive construct (Shaw, 2009). 
Although visuospatial abilities are interrelated, delineation into basic components 
allows for the identification of specific deficits (Shaw, 2009). Shaw (2009) developed 
a taxonomy of visuospatial abilities that distinguished two basic systems. The first 
is visuospatial input, which consists of visual acuity, visual fields, depth perception, 
visuospatial attention, figure-ground discrimination, spatial perception, and visual 
closure. The second is visuospatial output, which consists of constructional abilities, 
spatial orientation, and body schema. This taxonomy shows that a thorough 
assessment is needed to capture the whole concept of visuospatial functioning. 
Further research can be done on this taxonomy and its predictive value for learning 
abilities in implicit motor learning tasks.
The studies presented in this thesis showed that implicit (motor) learning 
abilities can be distinguished from explicit learning abilities in different patient 
groups. Implicit memory and learning tasks are not currently part of the routine 
neuropsychological assessment, because validated neuropsychological tests are
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lacking, experimental procedures may not be reliable when examining single 
patients, and normative data are lacking (Kessels, Remmerswaal & Wilson, 2010). 
However, implicit learning tasks can provide information that is useful for patient 
care or therapeutic interventions to improve everyday functioning (Kessels et al.,
2010). Our studies show that, in daily clinical practice, it is important to use implicit 
motor sequencing tasks when carrying out the traditional neuropsychological 
assessment, because these tasks provide information about the ability of different 
groups of patients to learn new skills.
Training methods in patients with dementia
Although the results regarding implicit motor learning in groups of patients with 
declarative memory deficits are promising and raise the prospect of new methods 
for rehabilitation in patients with impaired explicit learning abilities, the question of 
how preserved learning abilities can be used in rehabilitation methods still remains 
to be answered. Experimental studies have shown that there is a dissociation 
between (intact) implicit and (impaired) explicit learning in AD, but can these 
results be applied to develop an effective method to train the performance of 
everyday tasks? To answer this question, we compared an implicit (learning by 
repetition) and an explicit (learning sequences of actions by verbal cues) learning 
method to teach older patients with dementia and age-matched healthy controls to 
perform two everyday household tasks (using a microwave oven and a Senseo 
coffeemaker) (Chapter 5). Our hypothesis was that the implicit method would be 
more effective in patients with dementia because of their intact implicit and impaired 
explicit learning abilities. However, we found that both training methods were 
effective in both groups. This can be explained by the fact that, in clinical practice, 
it is difficult to prevent ‘cross-contamination’ of explicit and implicit learning 
processes. Willingham and Goedert-Eschmann (1999) suggested that implicit and 
explicit learning processes always show a parallel course, and that implicit and 
explicit training approaches in isolation lead to implicit and explicit knowledge. 
This shows that these two learning processes cannot always be separated from each 
other, and that it is perhaps not relevant to attempt to do so: after all, both contribute 
to learning. Furthermore, although useful for a better understanding of memory and 
learning problems in dementia, the distinction between implicit and explicit might 
not always be relevant in clinical practice, where it is difficult to design tasks/ 
training procedures in which implicit and explicit learning can be separated.
Are explicit training methods, which were effective in healthy controls, of value 
in teaching patients with AD motor skills in clinical practice? In Chapter 6, we 
described our last study in which we selected two aspects of learning known to be 
important when devising training methods in healthy controls, i.e. observation (in 
which the movements of the trainer is observed) and guidance (in which the hand of
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the participant is guided by the hand of the trainer). We investigated whether these 
aspects of learning result in more or less permanent changes in the capability of 
patients with dementia to execute a sequence of different movements. A possibly 
critical aspect of guidance and observation training is that both may be regarded as 
errorless learning methods (Schmidt, 1988). The prevention of errors during 
learning has proven beneficial in patients with dementia. This can be contrasted 
with errorful learning, in which individuals are encouraged to guess and thus are 
more likely to produce errors during learning, as in everyday trial-and-error 
learning (Baddeley & Wilson, 1994). We hypothesized that both guidance and 
observational training would be effective in promoting the acquisition of skills by 
patients with AD. As expected, the results showed that both types of training 
resulted in statistically significant learning of the sequence; however, the absolute 
level of performance of the patients with AD was well below that of the control 
participants. Furthermore, observational training proved to be slightly superior to 
passive guidance training. These results can be explained by the difference between 
the two training methods in the effortful processing of information. Observation 
requires greater mental effort in contrast to guidance training, in which 
participants do not have to pay explicit attention to the movements. This 
mental effort, in addition to the aspect of errorless learning, has been shown to be 
im portant in cognitive rehabilitation in patients with AD.
How can preserved learning abilities be translated into rehabilitation methods 
for patients with dementia? The results of the studies investigating implicit and 
explicit training methods in the rehabilitation of patients with dementia were 
promising. Patients with dementia learn when they train motor skills. This 
suggests that it is appropriate to provide training for mildly demented 
individuals. As a learning effect is seen when patients are allowed to practise 
skills, they should be encouraged to practise frequently and in the same 
situation; practising under dual-task conditions should be avoided. Training should 
ideally take place in the patient’s own environment and with the tools used in daily 
life. Besides repetition or practice, guidance and observation are two aspects 
that can be used when devising training methods. We used only a few short 
training sessions in our studies, so further studies with longer training periods 
are needed to see whether performance can reach an acceptable level. Guidance 
and observation as training methods also have to be tested in daily life. A pilot 
study by Dechamps and colleagues (submitted) showed that modelling (i.e. learning 
by observation) had a positive effect in patients with AD.
Since the group of patients with dementia is growing and cognitive rehabilitation 
programmes are probably beneficial to these individuals (Clare & Jones, 2006), 
more research is needed to establish the optimal amount and type of practice and 
feedback for motor learning. Furthermore, errorless learning should be incorporated
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into training procedures, since the prevention of errors during learning has proven 
beneficial in patients with dementia (Ruis & Kessels, 2006; Kessels & Olde-Hensken, 
2009). Future studies should also pay attention to the type of skill to be acquired. 
Different types of daily tasks are being increasingly used in research paradigms or 
clinical trials. These tasks, acts, or skills can be categorized on the basis of three 
characteristics that distinguishes one skill from the other (Schmidt & Wrisberg, 
2008):
1) Organization of the task: discrete skills (such as throwing a ball), serial skills 
(such as shifting gear, in which the order of the elements is in some way crucial 
to the performance), and continuous skills (such as swimming with no definable 
beginning or end).
2) Level of environmental predictability during performance: open skills (such as 
driving were the environment is variable and unpredictable) and closed skills 
(such as a gymnastics routine).
3) Relative importance of cognitive and motor elements: motor skills (such as 
jumping, where the primary determinant of movement success is the quality of 
the movement itself) and cognitive skills (such as a game of chess, where 
performance success depends more on the strategy dictating the movement and is 
closely related to the concept of executive function).
The latter two characteristics, level of predictability and importance of motor and 
cognitive elements, lie on a continuum (Schmidt & Wrisberg, 2008). Thus, everyday 
skills that need to be learned are made up of different characteristics. For example, 
learning to operate a microwave oven is a serial skill, the environment is predictable, 
which makes it a closed skill, and motor as well as cognitive skills (executive 
functions) are important. A skill such as learning to walk with a walking stick, on 
the other hand, is more a continuous (with no definable beginning or end) and open 
skill, in which motor elements are more important than cognitive elements. The 
classification of skills on the basis of these characteristics makes it easier to apply 
the different learning principles in daily practice, since differences in classification 
suggest that different tasks or skills can be learned by using different teaching 
principles or methods, such as type of feedback and practice (Schmidt & Wrisberg, 
2008). This should also be taken into account when developing training procedures 
and when evaluating the effectiveness of certain training methods in patients with 
dementia. In future research, different types of skills should be studied, in order to 
provide the basis for effective training methods.
In conclusion
In the studies reported in this thesis, we used both experimental tasks, such as the 
SRTT and PLT, both of which are motor sequence learning tasks, and everyday 
tasks. These everyday tasks differ from experimental tasks in that in everyday tasks
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the sequence of actions has a more or less ‘logical’ order; for example, you have to 
open the microwave door in order to put something inside. Also, because different 
steps in everyday tasks can be more or less combined to form an action (chunking), 
the information load may be lower. These differences may influence the effectiveness 
of training methods. While research with experimental tasks and models and 
theories of learning abilities can provide insight into the different processes involved 
in learning in different groups of patients, it would be more appropriate to use both 
experimental tasks and everyday tasks to determine which learning processes are 
intact in patients, and to establish how these learning abilities can be applied in 
rehabilitation methods for patients with severe explicit memory deficits.
Furthermore, knowledge of the (cognitive) system should be combined with 
knowledge of how learning principles can be applied when developing training 
programmes (Baddeley, 1993). Systematic analysis of the patient’s cognitive 
function is essential when planning treatment and research (Bergquist & Malec, 
2002). As already mentioned in the Introduction, memory capacity is important, but 
it is not the only factor in learning. Executive functions (such as mental flexibility 
and initiation), perceptual skills, language skills, and attention are also important 
factors. These cognitive functions are often also impaired in patients with dementia. 
All these aspects and factors should be taken into consideration when attempting to 
predict a patient’s ability to learn and when developing the most appropriate training 
procedure for the skill to be learned. These cognitive functions should also be 
considered in future research on this topic.
In general, clinicians tend not to take the variety of cognitive processes involved 
in learning sufficiently into account when evaluating patients with dementia. The 
standard neuropsychological assessment mainly evaluates performance on explicit 
memory tests. The inability to ‘learn’ these declarative memory tests, such as the 
Rey Auditory Verbal Learning test or the California Verbal Learning test, is a poor 
predictor of motor learning performance. We emphasize the importance of including 
implicit learning tasks in the neuropsychological assessment and of paying attention 
to other cognitive functions, such as executive functioning and attention, when 
drawing conclusions about the learning abilities of patients with cognitive 
disabilities. A more systematic use of cognitive models and theories of motor 
learning in clinical practice is needed: a good analysis of cognitive functions and 
task requirements is needed to gain insight into a patient’s abilities or disabilities, 
and this should be the starting point for devising training procedures.
Research into the cognitive rehabilitation of patients with dementia, although 
promising, is still in an early stage. It is to be hoped that this thesis will motivate 
researchers in the different areas of (cognitive) psychology, (cognitive) rehabilitation, 
and geriatrics, as well as people working in clinical practice, to start working 
together to determine how to effectively teach daily skills to this group of patients.
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Procedureel leren en toepassing daarvan in de praktijk 
bij patiënten met cognitieve stoornissen
Procedureel leren is een term  die verwijst naar het leren van activiteiten en 
handelingen die automatisch uitgevoerd kunnen worden, zonder dat hier 
aandacht voor nodig is. Dit is het tegenovergestelde van declaratief leren, 
waarmee het leren van feiten bedoeld wordt en waarbij aandacht nodig is. 
Aanvankelijk werd procedureel leren gezien als een leerproces dat altijd 
begint met een expliciete fase w aarin men zich bewust bezig houdt met het 
leren begrijpen van de taak en het bedenken van strategieën om deze uit te 
voeren, waarna deze bewuste cognitieve controle steeds minder belangrijk 
wordt en de vaardigheid wordt geautomatiseerd. Tegenwoordig wordt 
procedureel leren als iets gezien wat ook onbewust ofwel impliciet geleerd 
kan worden door de handeling gewoon een aantal keer uit te voeren. 
Procedureel leren hoeft dus niet altijd met een expliciete leerfase te 
beginnen.
In het dagelijks leven wordt vaak gebruik gemaakt van procedurele 
kennis bij allerlei activiteiten, zoals bij het gebruik van een mobiele telefoon, 
geld pinnen of het schakelen in de auto. Door de voortdurende technologische 
ontw ikkeling komen er steeds nieuwe apparaten of vernieuwde versies van 
bestaande apparaten op de markt. Dit betekent dat men steeds nieuwe 
vaardigheden moeten leren. Ook ouderen en m ensen met cognitieve 
stoornissen zullen om zelfstandig te kunnen blijven steeds nieuwe dingen 
m oeten leren. Er wordt vaak gedacht dat zij hiertoe niet meer in staat zijn, 
vooral als er sprake is van expliciete geheugenstoornissen zoals bij de ziekte 
van Alzheimer. Echter, uit neurocognitief onderzoek blijkt dat er wel degelijk 
sprake is van leervaardigheden bij deze groep. De vraag is echter in welke 
mate deze patiënten "leerbaar" zijn en hoe het lerend vermogen van deze 
patiënten geoptim aliseerd kan worden.
Dit proefschrift richt zich op de vraag óf en hoe patiënten met cognitieve 
stoornissen in staat zijn vaardigheden impliciet (zonder bewustzijn van het 
geleerde) te leren. In het eerste deel staat impliciet leren bij verschillende 
patiënten groepen centraal. De patiënten waarop wij ons gericht hebben zijn 
mensen met een alzheimerdementie, de ziekte van Parkinson en het syndroom 
van Korsakov. In het tweede gedeelte van dit proefschrift is de toepasbaarheid 
van verschillende trainingsmethoden bij mensen met een dementie onderzocht.
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Inleiding
In de algemene inleiding van dit proefschrift (hoofdstuk 1) worden de 
verschillende processen die betrokken zijn bij het leren en uitvoeren van 
activiteiten besproken. De nadruk ligt hierbij op de verschillende motorische 
processen die een rol spelen bij het uit voeren van handelingen in het dagelijks 
leven (zoals het leren van de volgorde van handelingen). Hier worden de 
taken die vaak in experim enteel onderzoek naar procedureel leren worden 
gebruikt (uitvoerig) beschreven. Dit betreft de Seriële-Reactietijd-taak 
(SRTT), de Rotor-Pursuit-taak en de M irror-Tracing-taak. Bij de SRTT moeten 
m ensen zo snel mogelijk één van vier knopjes indrukken dat correspondeert 
met een blokje op een computerscherm w aarin een sterretje verschijnt. In 
eerste instantie is er een willekeurige volgorde waarin de sterretjes in de 
blokjes verschijnen, later wordt er een vaste volgorde aangeboden die steeds 
herhaald wordt, maar waarvan de proefpersonen niet op de hoogte worden 
gebracht en zich niet bewust zijn. Uiteindelijk wordt er weer een w illekeurige 
volgorde aangeboden. De afname van de reactietijd (de vertraging van de 
prestatie) wanneer van de vaste naar de willekeurige volgorde wordt 
overgestapt, wordt als maat voor im pliciet leren genomen. Bij de Rotor-Pur- 
suit-taak moeten m ensen met een speciale pen die ze in hun hand hebben 
contact proberen te houden met een kleine m etalen schijf op een grotere 
roterende schijf. Bij de M irror-Tracing-taak tenslotte moeten proefpersonen 
binnen twee lijnen blijven wanneer ze een vorm (bijvoorbeeld een ster) 
proberen te volgen, waarbij ze hun hand alleen via een spiegel zien. Voor al 
deze taken geldt dat het herhaald uitvoeren van de taak leidt tot snellere 
reactietijden en minder fouten, die aangeven dat er op een automatische 
manier iets wordt geleerd.
Bij het leren omgaan met nieuwe apparatuur in het dagelijks leven, zoals 
een magnetron, zijn verschillende m otorische processen betrokken. Echter, 
naast deze m otorische processen (zoals de volgorde van bewegingen) spelen 
ook ruim telijke (visuospatiële) processen een belangrijke rol. Denk 
bijvoorbeeld aan het m aken van de beweging bij het schakelen van de vierde 
naar de vijfde versnelling bij het autorijden. Om hier meer recht aan te doen 
in  experim enteel onderzoek is de Patroon Leer Taak (PLT) ontwikkeld. Deze 
taak is gebaseerd op het SRTT-paradigma, maar in plaats van het indrukken 
van knoppen in een bepaalde volgorde, moeten deelnemers nu een 
penbeweging maken naar verschillende doellocaties die in een bepaald 
ruim telijk patroon worden aangeboden. Dit maakt dat bij de PLT ruim telijke 
(visuospatiële) processen een grotere rol spelen dan bij de SRTT.
Onderzoek met de reeds bestaande experim entele taken voor procedureel
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leren (de SRTT en de Rotor-Pursuit-taak) bij mensen met de ziekte van 
Alzheim er en het syndroom  van Korsakov, twee groepen patiënten waarbij 
het expliciet geheugen sterk aangedaan is, laten een intact procedureel 
(impliciet) leervermogen zien. Aan de andere kant blijkt uit onderzoek met 
deze taken bij mensen met de ziekte van Parkinson en H untington dat er 
aanwijzingen zijn voor een gestoord procedureel leren. Deze resultaten 
geven aan dat bij motorisch leren verschillende hersengebieden betrokken 
zijn. De vraag is nu hoe het intacte procedurele leren dat in sommige 
patiëntengroepen gevonden wordt gebruikt kan worden bij het trainen van 
alledaagse vaardigheden. Hierdoor zouden deze patiënten mogelijk langer 
zelfstandig kunnen blijven functioneren in het dagelijks leven.
Om deze vraag te kunnen beantwoorden kan gebruikt gemaakt worden 
van technieken vanuit de cognitieve revalidatie. Er is een groeiende interesse 
om cognitieve-revalidatiem ethoden toe te passen bij mensen met een 
dementie. Hierbij wordt bijvoorbeeld de restcapaciteit van de expliciete ge­
heugenfunctie gefaciliteerd, wordt gebruik gemaakt van het intacte im pliciete 
geheugen of worden externe com pensatiestrategieën aangeleerd, zoals het 
gebruik van een (al dan niet elektronische) agenda. Naast het gebruik van 
technieken vanuit de cognitieve revalidatie kunnen ook de motorische 
leertheorieën inzicht geven in factoren die van belang zijn bij het opzetten 
van trainingen voor mensen met een dementie. Hierbij kan gedacht worden 
aan het belang van het geven van inform atie voorafgaand aan de training 
(bijvoorbeeld een handeling voordoen of verbale instructies geven), het 
structureren van de training zelf (bijvoorbeeld het aantal en spreiding van 
de oefensessies vergroten en wel of niet feedback op onjuiste reacties geven) 
en het begeleiden van de handeling door bijvoorbeeld elke stap te benoemen 
of iemand de beweging passief te laten maken.
Studies in dit proefschrift
De vragen die in de verschillende studies in dit proefschrift beantwoord 
worden zijn in het eerste deel van het proefschrift (hoofdstukken 2-4): 1) zijn 
patiënten met cognitieve stoornissen in staat om vaardigheden op een 
im pliciete manier aan te leren en 2) zijn ruim telijke en m otorische aspecten 
verschillend aangedaan in verschillende patiëntengroepen. In het tweede 
deel van het proefschrift (hoofdstukken 5-6) staat de vraag centraal 3) of de 
intacte im pliciete leervaardigheden in mensen met een dementie vertaald 
kunnen worden naar trainingsm ethoden voor deze patiëntengroep en 4) of 
principes en trainingsm ethoden vanuit onderzoek naar m otorisch leren
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gebruikt kunnen worden in de behandeling en begeleiding van mensen 
met een alzheimerdementie, zoals leren door observatie of door "guidance" 
(geleiding van de hand van de deelnemer).
Literatuuronderzoek
In hoofdstuk 2 is een literatuuronderzoekbeschreven gericht op experim enteel 
onderzoek naar im pliciete m otorische leervaardigheden bij mensen met alz­
heimerdementie. Uit dit literatuuronderzoek komt naar voren dat deze groep 
m ensen wel degelijk in staat is vaardigheden im pliciet aan te leren, maar dat 
hun prestatie wel achter blijft bij die van gezonde vrijw illigers. Daarnaast 
zijn twee belangrijke factoren onderzocht die van belang zijn voor training, 
nam elijk oefening (aantal, verdeling en variabiliteit van trainingssessies) en 
feedback (intrinsiek en extrinsiek) bij het trainen van mensen met de ziekte 
van Alzheimer. Er bleek op dit gebied slechts weinig onderzoek te zijn 
uitgevoerd. W el bleek dat herhaalde oefening zonder variatie belangrijk is en 
dat mensen met de ziekte van Alzheim er maar één ding tegelijk kunnen 
doen. Door hun problemen met het generaliseren van hetgeen ze geleerd 
hebben, moet de training plaatsvinden in een omgeving en met apparatuur 
die zo veel mogelijk lijken op de dagelijks praktijk w aarin de vaardigheid 
gebruikt moet worden. M ensen met de ziekte van Alzheim er blijven ook 
afhankelijk  van visuele feedback, zowel tijdens de training als tijdens het 
uitvoeren van de handeling, in tegenstelling tot gezonde deelnemers. Veel 
vragen zijn echter nog niet onderzocht, zoals hoe het aantal trainingssessies 
verdeeld moet worden over de dagen of de week. Ook is nog niet duidelijk of 
leren door observatie, "guidance" en mentale oefening ingezet kunnen 
worden bij deze patiëntengroep en hoe vaak en welke feedback gegeven 
moet worden. Dit proefschrift gaat in het tweede gedeelte op een aantal van 
deze vragen in.
Visuospatiële processen bij impliciet motorisch sequentieel leren
In hoofdstuk 3 en 4 worden de eerste twee vragen van dit proefschrift verder 
onderzocht. Het doel was om te onderzoeken of de mate w aarin ruim telijke 
processen onderdeel van de taak zijn van invloed is op de leervaardigheid. 
In hoofdstuk 3 worden mensen met de ziekte van Parkinson of met de ziekte 
van Alzheim er met gezonde deelnemers vergeleken op de SRTT en de PLT, 
bij deze laatste taak zijn meer ruim telijke processen betrokken dan bij de 
eerste. Experim enteel onderzoek met de SRTT laat zien dat m ensen met de 
ziekte van Alzheim er intacte m otorische leervaardigheden hebben, onderzoek 
bij mensen met de ziekte van Parkinson laat echter een minder consistent 
beeld zien, afhankelijk van de gebruikte taak bij het onderzoek. Zoals
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verwacht liet de groep mensen met de ziekte van Parkinson een verminderde 
mate van leren op beide taken zien in vergelijking met de m ensen met de 
ziekte van Alzheim er en gezonde deelnemers w anneer naar hun reactietijden 
werd gekeken. Echter, wanneer naar het aantal fouten werd gekeken, werd 
bij mensen met de ziekte van Parkinson wel degelijk im pliciet leren gezien 
op beide taken. De m ensen met de ziekte van Alzheim er bleken, als naar het 
aantal fouten werd gekeken, tegen de verwachting in minder te leren dan de 
gezonde deelnemers. Dit onderzoek laat zien dat het belangrijk is onderscheid 
te m aken tussen tijds- en foutmaten bij experim enteel onderzoek naar 
m otorische leren. D aarnaast zou verondersteld kunnen worden dat de 
processen die bij dergelijke taken betrokken zijn (zoals de ruim telijke 
aspecten en volgorde-aspecten) verschillend zijn aangedaan bij mensen met 
de ziekte van Alzheim er en Parkinson, wat deze resultaten zou kunnen 
verklaren.
In hoofdstuk 4 werden de prestaties van mensen met het Korsakovsyn- 
droom vergeleken met gezonde deelnemers op de SRTT en PLT. Dit syndroom 
wordt gekenmerkt door forse expliciete geheugenproblemen en een over het 
algem een intact geheugen voor im pliciete vaardigheden. Onderzoek met 
verschillende im pliciete m otorische leertaken bij deze patiëntengroep laat 
echter tegenstrijdige resultaten zien. Mogelijk speelt hier eveneens de invloed 
van de ruim telijke component een rol. Onze verwachting dat deze 
patiëntengroep intact leren zou laten zien op de SRTT en verminderd leren 
op de PLT, werd bevestigd in deze studie. Wanneer naar de reactietijd werd 
gekeken lieten zowel de mensen met het syndroom van Korsakov als de 
gezonde proefpersonen im pliciet leren zien op beide taken. W anneer echter 
naar fouten werd gekeken was er bij de PLT voor de mensen met het syndroom 
van Korsakov sprake van verminderd leren. Bij de SRTT was er, ook wanneer 
er naar fouten werd gekeken, sprake van ongestoord leren. De veronderstel­
ling dat im pliciet m otorische leren gestoord is bij mensen met het syndroom 
van Korsakov op taken met een sterke ruim telijke component (PLT) werd 
hierm ee bevestigd.
In de algemene discussie (hoofdstuk 7) zijn de resultaten uit de studies die 
in hoofdstuk 3 en 4 beschreven zijn naast elkaar gezet. Hieruit kan 
geconcludeerd worden dat onderzoek naar verschillende onderliggende 
processen (motorisch, ruimtelijk) bij het im pliciet leren van motorische 
vaardigheden inzicht geeft in de neurocognitieve processen die bij specifieke 
hersenaandoeningen aangedaan zijn. Het is hierbij belangrijk om ook naar 
foutmaten te kijken en niet alleen naar tijdsmaten. Daarnaast blijkt dat de 
leerm ogelijkheden van ruim telijke sequenties als onderdeel van motorische
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leertaken niet voorspeld kunnen worden door prestaties op ruim telijke 
testen die in traditioneel neuropsychologisch onderzoek worden gebruikt, 
zoals het natekenen van een complexe figuur. In dit hoofdstuk wordt een 
taxonomie voor visuospatiële vaardigheden voorgesteld die in de toekomst 
gebruikt kan worden bij onderzoek naar de voorspellende waarde van 
ruim telijke vaardigheden op het im pliciet leren van m otorische taken.
Trainingsmethoden voor mensen met een dementie
In hoofdstuk 5 en 6 worden de derde en vierde vraag van dit proefschrift 
behandeld: kunnen de intacte im pliciete leervaardigheden van mensen met 
een dementie vertaald worden naar trainingsm ethoden in  deze 
patiëntengroep, en zijn trainingsm ethoden die effectief zijn bij gezonde 
m ensen ook effectief bij de behandeling van mensen met een dementie. In 
hoofdstuk 5 worden een im pliciete trainingsm ethode (leren door herhaling) 
en een expliciete trainingsm ethode (leren van een handeling door expliciete 
verbale instructies waarin de stappen van de handeling expliciet geleerd 
moeten worden) met elkaar vergeleken bij m ensen met een dementie en 
gezonde proefpersonen. Hiervoor werden twee alledaagse huishoudelijke 
taken gebruikt: koffiezetten met een Senseo-apparaat en het opwarmen van 
water in een combimagnetron. De verwachting dat de im pliciete trainings­
methode het meest effectief is bij m ensen met een dementie werd echter niet 
bevestigd, beide trainingsm ethoden leverden hetzelfde (positieve) resultaat 
op. Dit kan verklaard worden door het feit dat het m oeilijk is om im pliciete 
en expliciete leerprocessen in de praktijk uit elkaar te houden. Beide vinden 
parallel plaats; zo werd bijvoorbeeld ook bij de expliciete trainingsm ethode 
de taak steeds herhaald, wat tot een toename van im pliciete kennis kan 
leiden.
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt een onderzoek beschreven w aarin twee methoden 
zijn gekozen die w erkzaam zijn gebleken bij het trainen van gezonde mensen: 
observatie (het observeren van de handeling uitgevoerd door de trainer) en 
"guidance" (het geleiden van de hand van de deelnemer door de trainer). In 
deze studie werden beide methoden gebruikt voor het aanleren van 
m otorische sequenties bij mensen met de ziekte van Alzheim er en gezonde 
deelnemers. Beide methoden bleken effectief te zijn, hoewel de algehele 
prestatie van de patiënten slechter was dan die van de gezonde proefpersonen. 
De observatietraining leek een iets groter effect te hebben bij beide groepen. 
Dit kan mogelijk verklaard worden door het verschil in mentale inspanning 
die voor de trainingen gevraagd wordt of door het verschil in de betrokkenheid 
van ruim telijke en m otorische processen bij de trainingsm ethoden.
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Samenvatting
In de algemene discussie (hoofdstuk 7) worden de conclusies uit deze twee 
onderzoeken in hun samenhang besproken. In de dagelijkse praktijk kunnen 
mensen met een beginnende dementie leren door herhaling van een 
handeling. Daarnaast kunnen "guidance" en observatie gebruikt worden als 
trainingsm ethoden, maar moet nog verder onderzoek gedaan worden naar 
de effectiviteit van deze methoden. Verder worden in de discussie adviezen 
gegeven voor toekom stig onderzoek, zoals het inzetten van meer trainings- 
sessies en het gebruiken van alledaagse vaardigheden in onderzoek. Tenslotte 
wordt ingegaan op verschillen tussen vaardigheden waarmee rekening moet 
worden gehouden wanneer de effectiviteit van trainingsm ethoden bij m ensen 
met een dementie wordt onderzocht.
C onclu sie
In dit proefschrift is zowel het leren van experim entele taken als van 
dagelijkse vaardigheden onderzocht bij verschillende patiëntgroepen. 
Experim entele taken en modellen kunnen inzicht geven in de processen die 
betrokken en aangedaan zijn bij m otorisch leren. Het gebruik van alledaagse 
taken is daarnaast nodig om de kennis die opgedaan is in experim enteel 
onderzoek te vertalen naar trainingsm ethoden in  de klinische praktijk.
In de algehele discussie wordt ervoor gepleit om bij onderzoek naar de 
cognitieve functies van patiënten niet alleen de "traditionele" cognitieve 
vaardigheden mee te nemen (zoals aandacht, planningsvaardigheden en 
taalvaardigheden) in k linisch neuropsychologisch onderzoek naar leervaar- 
digheden van een patiënt of patiënten groep, maar ook de verschillende 
processen die bij m otorisch leren betrokken zijn (zoals perceptueel-motori- 
sche integratie, kracht en tim ing, seriële ordening en ruim telijke perceptie). 
Pas dan kan een goed beeld verkregen worden van de leerm ogelijkheden en 
een adequate trainingsm ethode ontwikkeld worden. In standaard-neuro- 
psychologisch onderzoek wordt er vaak enkel naar expliciete geheugen- 
vaardigheden gekeken als het om leerm ogelijkheden gaat. Ook im pliciete 
leervaardigheden zouden meegenomen m oeten worden in de diagnostiek, 
iets wat tot nu toe nog niet gebeurt in de klinische praktijk.
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